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Abstract
Digital pathology is an emerging field which requires dedicated algorithms for the

automated analysis of digital histopathological images as presented in this thesis.
Histopathological workflows analyze biomedical tissue samples on macroscopic
and microscopic level, which requires e.g. cell nuclei counting, morphological in-
spection of cells and cell nuclei, or the analysis of the tissue composition. These
analysis tasks are necessary for both the diagnosis of cancer and research related
to a better understanding of tumor characteristics, growth and immune system in-
teraction. Previously applied analog histopathological workflows may suffer from
a subjective rating resulting from different levels of experience of the pathologist
as well as fatigue (of the visual system) during the analysis of large amounts of
brightfield microscopy images.
Facilitated by the availability of whole-slide scanning systems, digitized mi-

croscopy images can easily be obtained and utilized to automate tasks. Current
challenges arising from whole-slide images (WSI) are the massive data size which
are usually in the range of gigapixels, color variations due to the staining proce-
dure, and the inherently strong biological variance of biomedical tissue. The meth-
ods presented in this work address these challenges in order to provide scalable
and reliable solutions for an algorithmic analysis of tissues and immune responses.
Specifically, this thesis addresses the questions how to handle the data and file
sizes, how to appropriately deal with inherent sources of variation, how to achieve
fast and reproducible analysis results, and how to communicate the reliability of
the algorithmic results to the medical expert.
Regarding the massive data file sizes, this thesis presents an adaptation of a new

compression scheme that achieves superior compression ratios compared to the
standard used in current WSI file formats. For accelerating the processing, a fast
and reliable foreground segmentation is introduced, which prevents brightfield mi-
croscopic background patches from entering computationally complex processing
steps.
Moreover, a stain normalization algorithm is developed that incorporates deep

features from a pre-trained neural network, which results in excellent normaliza-
tion performance. However, the simultaneous development of stain augmentation
raises the question if normalization as a pre-processing step is still required in con-
junction with deep learning. As this work heavily builds on modern deep learning
algorithms, challenges regarding the amount of labeled data needed for training
have to be addressed. To this end, a method for texture augmentation via im-
age quilting is introduced that performs an unsupervised realistic rearrangement
of image patches and ground-truth labels. It is shown in a classification scenario
that this augmentation can lead to an improvement of tissue classification accu-
racy for underrepresented classes. Further contributions are workflows for tissue
classification and cell nuclei detection. In both cases classical approaches and deep

xvii
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learning methods are considered and evaluated. At the price of high training times
and expensive hardware, the deep learning approaches clearly outperform classi-
cal methods. On large and diverse tissue datasets, the prediction of tissue maps
with deep learning achieves an F1-score of 84% exceeding the classical baseline
method by nearly 28%. Besides a superior performance, the presented deep learn-
ing architecture offers probabilistic predictions via runtime dropout that can be
utilized as a quality control for the result. This partially alleviates the black-box
decision making that neural networks are often criticized for, as it improves the
indication of reliable and unreliable predictions.
In the cell nuclei detection and localization task, F1-scores of up to 88% are

achieved, with a less pronounced, but still notable, difference of 8% in favor of
the deep learning approaches. In this task, the main contribution is a novel aug-
mentation that enables the transformation of a very basic ellipse model for cell
nuclei simulation into realistic cell nuclei images. Herein, the challenge to pre-
serve the classes “standard cell nuclei” and “immune cell nuclei” is crucial to train
networks for immune response quantification. This is achieved by a novel loss
function which provides a trade-off between enforcing consistency of the trans-
form and the freedom to adapt the nucleus model locally. Furthermore, a broader
view on cell nuclei localization is provided, where an attempt to generalize the
concept to other microscopy modalities and stains is made by defining network
layers and architectures that are capable of adapting to the respective modality or
WSI stain. However, it is shown that these additional capabilities do not further
improve the results of cell nuclei analysis in histopathology, while tasks in other
image processing domains benefit from the approach. Together with the consider-
ations regarding stain normalization and augmentation, this indicates a necessary
shift in the way tasks have to be approached when working with deep neural net-
works.
Finally, this thesis incorporates the different methods into a digital pathology

workflow and exemplifies their intended use in a single-mouse-trial study. This use
case defines a potential application and showcases a setup comprising preprocess-
ing, probabilistic classification, visualization and quality assurance, the definition
of meta-features and methods for the graphical and quantitative assessment of tu-
mor characteristics. This finally illustrates the benefits of the proposed approaches
in a real-world preclinical research application.
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1
Introduction

This work aims to contribute novel ideas, workflows and algorithms to the field
of digital pathology. In this first chapter, a general perspective is taken to motivate
the topic. The research contributions are briefly introduced and an outline of the
thesis is given.

Histopathology in Diagnosis and Research
Histopathology refers to the study of diseases, injuries, and maladies on a cellular

or tissue level aiming to provide insights into the causes and effects [192]. Diagno-
sis and prognosis of tumors and cancerous diseases are tasks that fall into this field.
The high prevalence and mortality of these disease types [161] justify a substantial
effort in the search for improved medication and treatment strategies. Histopatho-
logical research can for example study tumor behavior and progression in the con-
text of its biological environment to identify the underlying biological mechanisms
leading to new approaches that may prevent tumor growth or induce remission.
A relatively recent example of such a research success is the re-activation of the
patients own immune system via immunotherapy [31, 80]. Herein, the mecha-
nisms inside the biological environment in which a tumor grows are manipulated
by the treatment such that the tumor cannot longer exploit them to interfere with
the immune system.
As tumors grow from mutations of cells, there is an inherently high degree of vari-

ance to the composition of the tumor and its interaction with the immune system.
Furthermore, obtaining tissue samples from the patient itself, e.g. via biopsy or tis-
sue resection, is only possible within the sensible limitations of responsible patient
care. To increase the range of options for pharmaceutical research and treatment
exploration, so called "’patient-derived xenograft models"’ have been established
as a platform capturing the biological properties of the patient’s tumor inside an
animal model [28, 87, 106, 171]. In essence, these models allow the growth of
tumor cells from a patient in the animal model and thereby drastically increase the
amount of data that can be gathered. This enables to scale experiments to various
needs, for example to simulate a patient cohort (each animal representing a differ-
ent patient), or to screen different potential treatments for a patient (each animal
representing the same patient, but obtaining different medication).
Researching and understanding the biology implies accurate and reproducible

quantification of the characteristics of the many contributing components. Hence,
as many of the effects occur on cellular and sub-cellular scale, microscopic analysis
plays a central role in histopathology [192]. Therefore, the field comprises differ-
ent techniques to treat and stain the tissue to enable the observation of the disease

1



Figure 1.1 Examples showing Hematoxylin & Eosin (HE) stained microscopic tissue (up-
per) and immunohistochemically (IHC) stained tissue (lower). For both images, a low-
resolution thumbnail and a detailed excerpt are depicted. HE gives an overview about
the tissues which compose the specimen, while IHC highlights specific immune system
components.

by means of tissue composition and immune response quantification. Stains not
only provide the necessary contrast to the tissue under the brightfield microscope,
but also allow to denote cell components or important biomarkers. Figure 1.1
illustrates the two stains that contribute the majority of data to this work. The
Hematoxylin and Eosin stain is used to obtain an overview of the tissues in the sam-
ple, and immunohistochemical stains enable the quantification of immune system
components by highlighting specific cell types. Note also that the detailed views,
presented in Figure 1.1, give an impression about the actual size of microscopic
images.
Manual inspection of microscopic samples can be a time-consuming, subjective

and fatiguing task. For a human observer many tasks, for example the counting of
cell nuclei, imply to concentrate on a very bright field-of-view and counting many

2



1. Introduction

similar appearing objects over a long period of time; potentially, with multiple
regions-of-interest per patient. Herein, subjectivity is introduced in the selection of
relevant regions, the experience of the pathologist, and the concentration that may
all influence the reliability and reproducibility of the diagnosis or the analysis in a
research task. The result is inter-rater variability (different raters name different
results) and intra-rater variability (the same rater names different results when
asked at different time instances).

1.1 Digital Histopathology
Whole-slide images (WSI) are microscopic slides scanned at a very high resolu-

tion that typically store gigapixels of information. This digitization of histological
images allows to automatize important analysis tasks in histopathology. Facilitated
by the commercial availability of digital whole-slide scanning systems [39, 67, 110,
202], it enables engineers and computer scientists to develop algorithms that ad-
dress some of the challenges for human observers.

• Redundant and highly fatiguing tasks, e.g. cell nuclei counting, are good
candidates for an algorithmic approach, as computer algorithms do neither
fatigue nor loose concentration in redundant tasks.

• Advances in parallel computing and the availability of Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) acceleration allow to analyze entire WSIs rather than focusing
on selected regions-of-interest, which increases the statistical quality.

• Computer algorithms do not change their behavior over time, unless explic-
itly designed to do so. Hence, a digital analysis is reproducible independent
of the experience of the expert.

• Except for the preparation of the microscopic slide, image analysis is non-
destructive. The rest of the specimen, e.g. a resected tumor or biopsy mate-
rial, stays intact instead of being consumed during the process, as it would
be the case for alternative options; for example, a biochemical DNA mea-
surement by Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR, [131]).

For a given specific task, the algorithm provides a benefit in terms of analytical
quality if it performs on a par with, or even superior to, the inter- and intra-rater
variability. However, obtaining redundant annotations from different experts for
the same task, which is required to estimate the variabilities, is often hindered
by the factors of time, money, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the idea of
super-human performance in image analysis and machine learning – a narrative
sometimes adapted by public sources – falsely suggests that the goal is to find
a replacement for human expert, a digital pathologist. Such an overemphasized,
direct comparison between human and machine performance is naïve, as it ignores
the downsides of digital analysis that may potentially introduce its own biases and
inaccuracies. For example, the generalization to complicated cases, that were not
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covered in the design or training of algorithms or the consideration of alternative
diagnoses, commonly exceed the current capability of machine learning.
Instead, the intended contribution of automated image analysis is to provide mea-

sures, computed directly on the data to support the human pathologist. These
measures can either be used to immediately solve a task, e.g. by predicting a diag-
nosis (which constitutes a second opinion), or providing visualizations and other
techniques that help to form a more informed decision. For example, the systems
could suggest critical regions to inspect, provide measures on the distribution of
certain tissues or cell-types, or show similar cases from a database to provide an
easy way to compare the current case to reference cases.
In summary: the goal of this thesis is to advance novel pathology workflows with

image-based quantification of biomedical markers that characterize the proper-
ties of and the interactions between tumor and immune system. Thus, we aim
to contribute innovative image processing and machine learning methods to the
field of digital pathology, which are evaluated in preclinical settings, such as treat-
ment screening applications in the context of immunotherapy. In the context of
this work, studying of the effects of disease on a microscopic level can be translated
to characterizing tumor growth and behavior with the goal to predict a treatment
outcome. Specifically, this thesis addresses the questions how to handle the data
and file sizes, how to appropriately deal with inherent sources of variation, how
to achieve fast and reproducible analysis results, and how to communicate the
reliability of the algorithmic results to the medical expert.

1.2 Contributions
This work expands across a broad variety of topics related to these open questions

in the digital pathology field and presents approaches with a focus on pattern anal-
ysis and deep learning methods.

• WSI compression is the first challenge this work addresses by utilizing the
Scalable extension of High-Efficiency Video Coding (SHVC) [17]. The ap-
proach incorporates a fore- and background separation to steer the quality
parameters, as well as an adaptive rate control in the foreground, which
results in average rate savings of up-to 54% compared to the compression
standards JPEG and JPEG2000 that are currently deployed in vendor for-
mats.

• Foreground Extraction from Structure Information is a method based on
Laplacian and Gaussian image filtering to select the WSI foreground fast and
reliably [19]. As this algorithm utilizes structural information, it provides ex-
cellent results on many histological stains and is a component in nearly every
method and workflow in this work. This strongly reduces the amount of data
that is processed in the subsequent time consuming steps of the pipeline and
is also the approach to fore- and background separation in the SHVC-based
compression.
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• Feature-Aware Normalization aims at a robust normalization of the color
distributions of histological stains [24]. It incorporates a pretrained deep
neural network as feature generator and restricts the normalizing opera-
tions to each individual pixel. The algorithm shows excellent performance
compared to established and state-of-the-art stain normalization approaches.
However, indications for better options in conjunction with deep learning
based classification workflows are discussed.

• Image Quilting is a well-known technique for the generation of realistic tex-
tures from limited source material. The original method is adapted to be
utilized for histological images and textures [23]. For small datasets, it is
shown that the adaptation can be deployed as an augmentation to improve
the training of a tissue classifier by shifting the class balance in favor of un-
derrepresented histological tissues.

• Tissue Classification is one of this works core challenges which drives the
characterization of tumors through their tissue composition [20, 25]. This
work researches classical feature-based machine learning methods, intro-
duces new features, and evaluates numerous combinations of classifiers and
features from the color and texture domain. Moreover, a deep learning ar-
chitecture is presented that realizes a probabilistic classification model which
enables the communication of a confidence to the medical expert. On a large
histological image dataset, the results show that the tissue classification with
deep neural networks achieves performances far superior to the conventional
feature–classifier combinations.

• Cell Nuclei Detection (CND) realizes the immune response quantification by
detecting, localizing and counting cell nuclei [21, 22]. To this end, a classical
image processing method is introduced that can be utilized for CND, but also
provides stain area measures as a robust, intermediate step. This part also
contributes a deep learning approach that realizes a domain-transfer from a
simple cell nuclei simulation via random ellipse to very realistic virtual tissue
patches. In an augmentation scenario, it is shown that this transfer enables
to drastically reduce the amount of data annotations required to train high
performing deep neural networks on CND tasks.

• Multimodal Cell Nuclei Detection extends the task of CND to different
stains and modalities [18]. As in each stain and modality, e.g. fluorescence
or brightfield microscopy, CND has common aspects, such as detecting differ-
ent types of blobs, a network suited for a domain/modality adaptation is de-
fined. However, the adaptation capacity does not result in relevant changes
of performance for the CND task, whereas other biomedical tasks show im-
provements. This is seen as an indication that current network architectures
already are capable of learning the necessary adaptations.
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• A Single Mouse Trial Study is conducted to showcase the integration of the
presented tissue classification and immune response quantification methods
into a digital pathology workflow [20]. The workflow incorporates semi-
automatic quality control and communicates model (un)certainty at different
stages of the processing to ensure the validity of the analysis and to provide
interpretable reasoning in conjunction with the high performance of deep
learning techniques. The resulting visualizations allow to observe the char-
acteristics of various tumors in context. As a theoretical concept, a decision
support classification is evaluated that shows that the defined features are
indeed predictive for the treatment outcome.

1.3 Outline
This work is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction into the field of deep learning. While the

basics are kept very short, we focus on the description of modern deep learning
architectures as a pragmatic approach to show how the different building blocks
of networks interact. Chapter 3 introduces the medical context of this work in
more detail. It provides some insights into PDX models, slide preparation, the data
acquisition, and continues with an overview of the different datasets that are at
the heart of the learning tasks in this work.
After these introductions, we continue with the contributions, starting in Chapter 4

with the Scalable HEVC compression. Given the enormous amounts of data in
WSIs and the strict requirements for accessibility and storage of medical data by
institutions and regulators, this topic is of high practical relevance.
Thereafter, Chapters 5, 6, and 7, can be summarized under the common themes

of preprocessing and data preparation. In Chapter 5 the foreground extraction is in-
troduced. Chapter 6 proposes a deep learning based normalization of histological
stains and compares the performance to various state-of-the-art algorithms. The
normalization can be deployed as preprocessing, but also incorporates a stain aug-
mentation algorithm that can be utilized in neural network training. An approach
towards the generation of virtual histological tissues is described in Chapter 7, with
potential applications in training augmentation and intra-rater experiments.
Chapters 8 and 9 introduce the central topics of this work of tissue classifica-

tion and cell nuclei analysis. Chapter 8 explores classical and deep learning based
approaches for the classification of histological tissues. In the classical method,
an in-depth analysis of different feature-description and classifier combinations is
performed, while the deep learning approach focuses on semantic classification.
Chapter 9 analyzes strategies for the detection, localization and quantification of
immune-cells and immunological markers. A comparison of blob-based nuclei de-
tection, stain-area quantification utilizing destaining techniques, and deep learning
detection and segmentation is provided.
The final chapters of this work present a more general perspective on digital his-

tology. Chapter 10 introduces a method to incorporate multiple datasets into the
learning procedure, in order to enable the use of (combinations of) smaller datasets
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to learn a solution to a common (or at least similar) task. The results provide in-
teresting insights into the capabilities of modern architectures for the histological
field and allow to reflect on the structure of the deep pipeline that is, in many ways,
still influenced by the classical thinking. Finally, Chapter 11 presents a large-scale
study of a preclinical screening trial. This study is very close to the intended use-
case for the algorithms in this work and thereby constitutes a proof-of-concept for
the applicability of our research.
We conclude this work with a meta-discussion on the progress, application and

future potential of machine learning in the field of digital pathology in Chapter 12.
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2
Deep Learning for Medical Images

Neural networks have evolved from the classical Multilayer-Perceptron to the
state-of-the-art deep learning architectures. In this chapter, we briefly introduce
the basics of neural networks and explain the concepts of convolutional layers,
backpropagation and a few prominent architectures that are relevant throughout
the rest of this work.

2.1 Neural Networks
The most basic element of a neural network is the model of a single neuron, as

shown in Figure 2.1. Although there is some biological motivation behind the con-
cept of neural networks [128], the model is a mathematical one, foremost. A single
neuron performs a linear mapping with the parameter vector w and the input vector
x in the form wT x + b, where b is an offset parameter. The result of this compu-
tation, sometimes called the pre-activation, is fed into a non-linear function, the
activation function α. A network is formed by grouping several neurons together in
a layer. This means that each input is connected to all neurons in the layer, while
each neuron has its own set of parameters. Mathematically, the computation of the
layer can be formulated in matrix notation, with each row representing a neuron

A= α
�

W T x + b
�

,

where W , together with the offset vector b, forms the layer’s parameter set, and
A is the vector of activations. If higher dimensional inputs, such as images, are
processed, they are vectorized to abide this model. By sequencing multiple lay-
ers after one another we obtain the Multilayer-Perceptron. Through the repeated
concatenation of non-linear mappings, the MLP can model very complex relations
between inputs and classes (categorization problems) or distributions (regression
problems).
Typical activation functions are the Sigmoid, Tanh, or Rectified-Linear Unit func-

tion [63, 135]. A special case of non-linearity is the Softmax function that often
appears as the output function of the last layer of a neural network

softmax(x) j =
exp(x j)

∑C
c=1 exp(xc)

= P̃(y = j|x).

This function computes the activation for each neuron j by normalizing across all
C neurons of the layer and thus, the activations sum to 1, which allows for an
interpretation as pseudo probabilities P̃.
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…

w0
w1

wn−1
b

wT x + b
A

Figure 2.1 Model of a basic neuron. Inputs are multiplied with the weights w and added.
An additional offset b shifts the linear function before the application of the nonlinearity
to compute the activation A.

The characterizing property of the Multilayer-Perceptron is the dense connectivity:
each neuron is connected to all its inputs from the previous layer. Particularly in
the domain of image processing, in conjunction with the vectorization, this causes
challenges for very basic desired properties, such as translation or rotation invari-
ance. Even minor translations and rotations of objects in a classification problem,
may result in substantially different input vectors and require different parame-
ter sets to be recognized. Furthermore, research on comparatively simple datasets
has already revealed that dense connectivity often needs a strong regularization
to perform well, which in turn collapses many of the parameters to values close to
zero.
The idea of sparse connectivity motivates the use of a different operation to replace

the matrix multiplication in the dense layer and is the foundation of all modern
architectures.

2.2 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional layers are known since 1995 and were developed by [107], but only

scarcely used until the availability of GPU hardware acceleration [102]. Replacing
the matrix multiplication, the convolutional layer realizes the model function

A= α (W ∗ x + b) .

Herein, the parameter tensor W represents the different kernels of the layer’s neu-
rons. Instead of a vector multiplication, each neuron represents a convolution with
a single kernel, see Figure 2.2. As the convolution can be formulated for arbitrary
dimensionality and usually performs a mapping from RN → RN , the result is not a
single activation per neuron, but rather an activation map (for 2D problems), or an
activation volume (or tensor) for higher-dimensional tasks. These maps will have
similar spatial sizes as their input layer, with the regular rules of the convolution
operation regarding kernel size and zero padding options applying. Note that still
every neuron is connected to all feature maps of the previous layer, at least for the
standard convolutional layer. The kernel size defines what spatial input field the
network may work with to learn features from the input data. While a single layer
has a very limited field-of-view, the concatenation of layers to a network enables
very large and hierarchical fields-of-view.
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w * x + b
A

Figure 2.2 Model of a convolutional neuron. In this example, the weights w represent a
3× 3 dimensional kernel for a 2D input.

Modern architectures utilize many extensions of the basic convolutional layer,
e.g. [33, 200]. For this work, the only relevant extension is the strided convo-
lution. While the standard convolution is computed in a sliding window on each
possible overlapping position, the stride defines the step size of the convolution.
As a result, the feature maps decrease spatially by a factor defined by the stride.
This is used to decrease the amount of computations in the network, by decreas-
ing amount of data to be processed. Justified with the idea to minimize spatial
redundancy, most architectures incorporate a form of subsampling. Alternatives to
the strided convolution are Local Maximum and Local Average Pooling that both
realize the subsampling by either forwarding the local maximum or average of a
strided sliding window.

2.3 Prominent Architectures
In the following, we introduce architectures in deep learning applications that

illustrate common setups and utilization of layers and training strategies.

AlexNet

In 2012, the AlexNet architecture [102] won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC, [153]) by a large margin as the first convolutional
based network design implemented on a GPU. The architecture is heavily inspired
by the CNN designs suggested in [38, 107], but benefits from the implementation
for multiple GPUs allowing for a larger parameter set to be trained.
AlexNet comprises parameters from five convolutional layers, two dense layers,

and another densely connected output layer. Due to hardware restrictions at the
time, the kernels of the five convolutional layers were split across two GPUs. In
the dense layers the features from both GPUs were merged together again. Fig-
ure 2.3 illustrates the architecture and lists in detail all relevant dimensions of the
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Figure 2.3 AlexNet architecture. Layers are denoted with applicable parameters: kernel
size (e.g. 3× 3), type (e.g. conv), number of kernels (e.g. 48), and stride (e.g. /4). Non-
linearities are not shown. The gray boxes indicate a concatenation of features computed
on different GPUs.

data flow. By todays standards, AlexNet can be considered a very basic network
architecture. It has a very high number of parameters given its depth of only seven
hidden layers. AlexNet starts with an 11× 11 convolution of stride four, split into
48 kernels on each GPU. Compared to other architectures the kernel size starts
with a relatively large field-of-view, while the stride helps to keep the memory
costs very low. In the subsequent convolutions the kernel size decreases to 5× 5
and finally 3× 3 and subsampling is performed via local maximum pooling. With
the reduction of spatial information through subsampling the number of features is
increased in exchange. Finally, the dense layers conclude the network similar to an
MLP, but with the convolutional features as input. These dense connections in the
final layers contribute approximately 75% of the parameters of AlexNet, which ex-
emplifies the role of sparse connectivity for the amount of parameters the network
has to train.

VGGnet

VGGnet [162] is another popular architecture that has similar properties like
AlexNet, but can also be seen as an advancement with many more convolutions
and introducing a block-based architecture into network design. Block-based de-
sign refers to repetitive patterns of layers that form the computational path, which
helps to break down the architectures for the implementation of the network. A
VGG block is defined by a sequence of two or three convolutions and a pooling
layer. Each convolutional layer uses a 3×3 kernel and the RELU non-linearity. The
argument to use repeated 3×3 convolutions is that they increase the field-of-view,
but use fewer parameters compared to the full kernel size, e.g. replacing a 5× 5
convolution by a sequence of two 3×3 convolutions, and have stronger non-linear
properties due to the extra RELU in the sequence. Figure 2.4 shows the VGG-16
network and highlights the block structure. Similar to AlexNet, VGG is concluded
by a set of dense layers to compute the class decision.
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Figure 2.4 VGGnet architecture. The structure is built from very basic blocks that only
vary in the number of convolutions.
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Figure 2.5 Standard residual block, as defined in [69]. Networks are built by replacing
regular convolutions along the path with one or more blocks leading to very deep archi-
tectures.

ResNet
A major challenge in the training of deep neural networks is that the gradient com-

putation needs to reach all parameters. If a network, during an arbitrary state of
the training, has parameters very close to zero, the gradients are unlikely to effect
any parameters before those zero values. The concept of residual learning [69]
offers a way to train very deep networks without worrying about this vanishing
gradient problem. In a residual block, the function ρ(x) computes the deviation
from the identity and the block function is stated as

y = x +ρ(x).

Thus, ρ(x) = y − x is the residual of the path, see Figure 2.5. This setup has
certain advantages: while there is the option to learn a feature manipulation along
the path, the identity path always exists and ensures that gradients can be passed
on to previous layers. Hence, with a large data set, deep networks with many
convolutional layers and non-linearities can be trained. For example, [69] reports
ILSVRC challenge evaluations for ResNet architectures with 34, 50, 101, and 152
layers. Regarding object recognition, ResNet is maybe the current best architecture
to realize the deep learning philosophy of a universal approximator that can train
millions of parameters in a highly non-linear function, on a variety of problems,
and without further adaptation.
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Figure 2.6 DAGnet architecture. The network learns deep features and computes a densely
sampled semantic output map for the entire input image or patch.

However, not every problem can be formulated as an object classification task.
While for all introduced architectures, there are good reference implementations
with the option to pre-load parameters from the ILSVRC challenge, their applica-
bility to texture classification in medical images is limited, as they are designed to
compute one output per input region. Spatially, this means mapping from N×N×3
to 1× 1× C , where N is the input patch size and C the number of classes. For a
texture classification that operates in pixel-level detail, this would require to apply
the (costly) network function in sliding window fashion to every position in the in-
put image, i.e. the whole-slide image’s foreground. Even with GPU support this is
highly inefficient. A more suitable framework for the generation of spatially dense
class maps is semantic segmentation. Herein, we compute a mapping from a patch
size of N × N × 3 to M × M × C , where M ≤ N , M ≈ N depending on the use of
zero padding in the convolutions and other factors.

Structures, that compute semantic annotation maps, can typically be divided into
a part that computes features in a contracting path and a part that expands those
features again to compute the semantic map. Exemplifying the concept, we intro-
duce the fully convolutional DAGnet [119] and Unet [148] both important repre-
sentatives of semantic segmentation networks.

DAGnet

DAGnet builds on the VGG pipeline and predicts semantic output maps for each
existing class at various detail levels. Due to the various resolutions of the deeper
features, the network relies on upsampling the predictions by backwards strided
convolution [52, 119], as a parameterized upsampling that is trained along with
the network. Predictions from different layers are combined by summation after
upsampling the features from all layers to the highest contributing resolution. This
network is visualized in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.7 The Unet architecture closely resembles VGG in the feature and reconstruction
blocks. Its main characteristic are the short-cut connections to concatenate features (gray
boxes) from early layers with the upsampled deep features.

Unet

Unet is a popular architecture for detailed semantic image segmentation. Its defin-
ing characteristic are short-cut connections from the contracting feature path to
the expanding path across all detail levels. Figure 2.7 shows the layout of a stan-
dard Unet as defined in [148]. The building blocks are very similar to VGG: two
convolutions including non-linearities followed by a downsampling via local max-
imum pooling. However, the convolutions of the expanding path are preceded by
a concatenation of the upsampled features from the previous block and the corre-
sponding resolution of features from the contracting path. Thus, the computation
of the semantic map incorporates upsampled deep features, but has also access to
the high-resolution details of the upper network blocks. The popularity of the Unet
and its derivates originates in the method’s success in a variety of challenges [77,
148], its clear structure, and its adaptability to higher dimensional problems [35,
130].

2.4 Training Strategies
Neural networks can feature millions of parameters that are adjustable through

training. Error backpropagation as learning algorithm is the backbone of neural
networks.

Error Backpropagation and Gradient-Descent Learning

Starting with a random (non-zero) initialization of all the parameters, the network
iterates over the data in batches and predicts labels or values. A loss function is
defined between the network prediction and the actual ground truth label. If the
prediction is correct, nothing happens. However, if an error is made, the gradient
for each trainable parameter of the network is computed and used to update the
parameters. Backpropagation utilizes the computational trick that the errors can
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be computed recursively via the chain-rule of the gradient. The exact computation
is found in various teaching materials [11, 63, 146] and besides the purpose of this
introduction.
Backpropagation is a form of gradient-descent learning implying that

• the solution we obtain can at best be expected to be locally optimal

• the quality of the solution may depend on the initialization of the network
parameters

• hyper-parameters of the learning procedure are themselves object of an op-
timization process

Furthermore, there is a variety of methods regarding the update rules of the back-
propagation. At the core, all modern methods are based on Stochastic Gradient-
Descent (SGD)

θ
(n)
k = θ (n−1)

k −λ
∂L
∂ θk

,

which updates the parameters θk, using the learning-rate λ to weight the gradient
∂L
∂ θk

, wherein L is the loss function. Stochasticity herein refers to the iterative
processing of batches of input samples from the dataset and multiple iterations
of the dataset – potentially with random augmentations of the samples. As this
is a very slow process, implementations of SGD already enable the addition of
a momentum term. Momentum in physics represents the inertia of a system in
motion and the same idea is utilized to rephrase the learning algorithm as a first
order system. With the parameter update

∆
(n)
θ
= θ (n)k − θ

(n−1)
k = −λ

∂L
∂ θk

,

the update is rephrased as

∆
(n)
θ
= −λ

∂L
∂ θk

+µ∆(n−1)
θ

.

The momentum weight µ ∈ [0, 1) determines the strength in which past gradients
influence the learning. Momentum helps to speed up learning by removing noise
from the gradient computation and the sampling due to the batch-wise processing
and has proven its practical value. However, pure momentum tends to overshoot:
as soon as the minimum is reached there is still a strong contribution to the pa-
rameter update from past gradients that will drive the learning exceed the optimal
value for a while. Ideally, this effect wears off and the local optimum is reached,
but the risk of divergence due to aggressive learning-rate and momentum combina-
tions exists. Thus, learning-rate and momentum are part of the hyper-parameters
that are typically optimized.
Other related methods to better control the learning behavior influence the learn-

ing rate of the algorithm, also referred to as adaptive step-size algorithms. The
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idea is to rescale the learning rate (of the individual parameters) based on the in-
verse magnitude of the gradient. In effect, this regulates the learning by slowing
down the effect of very large gradients and accelerating the learning for very small
gradients. The AdaGrad algorithm [50] bases this scaling on a history of all past
gradients

ρ(n) = ρ(n−1) +
∂L
∂ θk
�
∂L
∂ θk

,

∆
(n)
θ
= −

λ

ε+pρ
�
∂L
∂ θk

,

wherein ρ is the accumulator and ε is a constant added for numerical stability to
avoid zero-divisions. A drawback of this approach is that sometimes the learning
stagnates, when large gradients accumulate and draw the learning rate towards
zero. RMSProp [174] alleviates that issue by an exponentially weighted moving
average, replacing the accumulator equation

ρ(n) = ξρ(n−1) + (1− ξ)
∂L
∂ θk
�
∂L
∂ θk

,

∆
(n)
θ
= −

λ

ε+pρ
�
∂L
∂ θk

,

where ξ is the exponential forgetting factor that determines the considered length
of the history of gradient information. Note that by changing the update rule for
∆
(n)
θ

, momentum can easily be added to both algorithms.
A slightly different approach to learning rate adaptation is taken by Adaptive Mo-

ments (ADAM) [92], where first and second order momentum terms are estimated
and thereby, implicitly cover momentum

σ(n) = ξσσ
(n−1) + (1− ξσ)

∂L
∂ θk

,

ρ(n) = ξρρ
(n−1) +

�

1− ξρ
� ∂L
∂ θk
�
∂L
∂ θk

.

Particularly during the early phases of the training, the estimates of σ,ρ will be
biased from the initialization and therefore, a correction takes place before the
update step

σ̂(n) =
σ

1− ξn
σ

ρ̂(n) =
ρ

1− ξn
ρ

∆
(n)
θ
= −

λσ

ε+pρ

As the training step n progresses, the accumulators contain more reliable estimates
of the true first and second order moments and hence, the correction decays with
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time 1/(1−ξn)→ 1 as n→ inf. The decay factors ξσ,ξρ ∈ (0, 1) are suggested by
default as ξσ = 0.9 and ξρ = 0.999.
In practice, there is no convergence in the deep learning community regarding the

use of these optimizers. While AdaGrad is only scarcely used due to known prob-
lems, RMSProp, ADAM and SGD (with and without momentum) are all deployed
in state-of-the-art training.

Dataset Sizes and Annotation
With millions of parameters to optimize, neural networks require large datasets

to train and finally, to evaluate the generalization. There is no definitive rule-of-
thumb for the amount of training data, except: "more is usually better", as larger
datasets tend to represent more of the real-world variability of the task. Even the
established MNIST dataset [108] and the much larger ILSVRC dataset [153], de-
spite being staples in the field, are often criticized to be too narrow for research
regarding the generalization of network architectures and training methods. In
the medical domain, building large well-annotated datasets is a particularly tough
challenge, as many task require annotations from highly skilled experts in the
field. However, there are strategies that interpret the above rule-of-thumb "more
is usually better" as a conditional. Just increasing the size of the dataset with any
data may create useless redundancy, as networks exclusively learn from mistakes.
Adding samples, that would be categorized correctly at a certain level of general-
ization, does not provide any new information as they do not lead to parameter
updates. Thus, iterative semi-supervised training methods, such as the Suggestive
Annotation scheme [198], help to filter raw data for samples that introduce novelty
to the training and are the foundation to create large datasets with an acceptable
amount of workload.
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3
Histological Data

This chapter eludicates the medical context of this work as well as the creation
of histological data. A short introduction to patient-derived xenograft models is
given, along with a description of the processing of tissue towards a histological
slide. Aspects of the scanning process and image properties are discussed. Finally,
we introduce the datasets that were generated and used throughout this work.

3.1 Histopathology
Pathology is the medical field studying disease, its causes and effects on the hu-

man body specializing on methodology and techniques to diagnose and research
diseases, injuries, and maladies. It sets the goal to identify the underlying causes by
observing the changes on both macroscopic and microscopic level utilizing meth-
ods, such as biochemical, immunologic and molecular examination of biopsies and
resections of organs or tissues. Within the pathological field, histology forms the
subcategory specializing on the examination of tissues and the microanatomy of
cells under the brightfield microscope [192]. Histology comprises many practical
aspects of slide preparation, staining and microscopy, as well as the knowledge of
tissues and diseases. Consequently, the term histopathology emphasizes the study
of the effects of disease on cells and tissues. It is thereby closely connected to the
study of cancer and tumor biology and behavior, as the diagnosis for these classes
of disease involves an analysis on microscopic level. Besides the diagnostic analy-
sis, the motivation behind the study of diseases, their mechanisms and effects is the
development of novel treatments. The understanding of the underlying principles
of the biology that causes disease is often key in finding an approach to stop the
disease progression and to induce the recuperation of the patient.
Immunotherapy is a recent example in which research on the tumor mechanisms

lead to the discovery of potential new treatments [31, 80].

Immunotherapy
"How does a tumor actually manage to grow?" is the initial question to approach

the concept behind immunotherapy. This question implicitly asks why the immune
system of the patient does not act against the uncontrolled mutations of cells – as
it usually would – that result in tumor growth and the development of cancer. A
logical explanation is that the mutations of the tumor have developed a microen-
vironment, in which the immune system does not longer recognize the tumor as
dangerous [31, 169]. In a way, this idea suggests that this tumor microenvironment
(TME) tricks the immune system into inactivity. The research based on this hypoth-
esis has led to the identification of PD-L1 as a trans-membrane protein that regu-
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lates the immune system and has an increased expression in growing tumors [31].
Immunotherapy is the approach to counteract the conditions in the TME, for exam-
ple, by the inhibition of PD-L1 [80, 169]. Hence, the immune system is re-enabled
to target malign mutations. Additionally, the increased expression of PD-L1 that
correlates with tumor growth allows to use PD-L1 as a potential biomarker carrying
information useful for prognosis.

3.2 Patient-Derived Xenograft Models
Researching the conditions in TMEs and their effects in the interaction with the

immune system requires biological models that capture as many details of TME and
interaction as possible. To this end, tumor samples from human patients can be
cultivated in rodent models which are prepared to simulate a human immune sys-
tem. These so called patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models are well-established
in preclinical research [28, 87, 106, 171]. A PDX is the engraftment of a sample
of patient tumor tissue into immuno-deficient mice. This engrafting can proceed
in multiple generations from mouse to mouse in order to expand the tumor tissue
[87] and, depending on the type of tumor engrafted, an according deficiency of
the immune system might be required for a success of the engrafting [87, 171].
In a first step, immune-suppression removes or (at least partially) incapacitates

the host immune system, followed by a humanization – the application of human
immune cells to the host. This setup aims at providing a close resemblance of the
TME and it has been shown [169, 171] that the TME reveals indicating factors for
the success or failure of a treatment can be extracted from the TME. Fields of ap-
plication for PDX models are typically biomarker development, drug screening and
co-clinical trials, eventually enabling personalized precision medicine [87, 106].
A strong advantage of PDX models is that they preserve the intrinsic heterogene-

ity and retain the 3D architecture of the original tumor tissue. In order to grow, a
tumor needs to develop ways to compromise the host immune system into inactiv-
ity. As individual mechanisms may vary between models, the microenvironment
of the tumor is a crucial characteristic closely connected to the success of potential
treatments, as the above example of immunotherapy indicated.
Besides the intrinsic tumor characteristics, many external factors influence the

interaction of tumor and host system. A particular criticism of raw PDX models is
the inaccuracy in the interaction with human tissue, as the host system is entirely of
murine origin. Humanized PDX models provide a solution by co-cultivating human
immune system components and stroma cells along with the tumor engraftment.
In essence, this procedure involves the transplantation of human hematopoietic
stem cell into the immuno-compromised mouse, leading to a mouse with a variety
of human blood cell lineages [28, 87]. Further improvements were achieved by
establishing genetically modified immuno-compromised mouse strains [106].
Humanized mouse PDXs provide a suitable animal model to study the human

immune response as the interactions between the tumor and the immune environ-
ment. The first step in the data generation is the humanization of an immuno-
compromised mouse. Thereafter, tumor tissue is engrafted in the model by inject-
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Figure 3.1 Slide preparation pipeline. Each of the steps contributes its own sources of
variance that may influence the resulting stain quality. In some cases, consecutive slices,
e.g. (2) and (3) in the figure, are cut to evaluate different quantities with a comparable
tissue distribution.

ing tumor cells in the fat pad and left to grow. During the experiment, the growth
is monitored to trace the tumor volume and determine biomarkers, such as the
growth rate. The experiment is terminated as soon as the host expresses signs of
suffering from the growing tumor, determined by behavioral indicators for pain,
such as changes in nutrition, apathy, or other salient changes in social interactions.
Finally, the tumor and some of its surrounding tissue is resected and prepared for
microscopy.

3.3 Slide Preparation
The preparation for microscopic inspection encompasses multiple steps. As visual-

ized in Figure 3.1, the process starts with the resected tumor sample and undergoes
the following stages:

1. Fixation provides structural stability and prevents the biological degradation
of the tissue. For example, formalin-based buffers or pure methanol can be
applied, to prevent tissue autolysis and putrefaction. The fixation has to be
planned considering the subsequent steps of the staining, as it can potentially
influence the micro-structure’s ability to bind to stain components.

2. Embedding provides stability for the cutting process by enclosing the sample
in a harder medium. Paraffin wax is commonly used, as well as epoxy resins
for very thin slices.

3. Sectioning of the block is performed with a microtome, which cuts the tissue
into slices with a few micrometers in thickness.

4. Thereafter, the sample is drawn onto the glass slide in a warm water bath.
The water stretches the embedding medium and tissue and helps to mount
the tissue flat and without wrinkles.

5. Staining provides contrast to the otherwise mostly transparent tissue. De-
pending on the desired analysis different types of stains exist and are com-
monly used. In the course of this work two types of staining are of particular
relevance:
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• Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) is one of the most common stains, as it
provides an excellent overview of the structures of tissue. Hematoxylin
is a natural blue dye that binds to basophilic structures, such as the cell
nuclei with their contained DNA and the rough endoplasmic reticulum,
while the synthetic red Eosin dye binds to various components in the
cytoplasm and the collagen contained in the extracellular matrix. In
combination, the dyes generate a pink/violet appearance of the tissue
and cell structures in the slide. In this work, the HE stain is used for
tissue classification, generating highly detailed semantic maps of the
tissue patterns presented in an image.

• Immunohistochemical (IHC) Stains is a class of stains that use an an-
tibody to couple the brown 3,3’-Diaminobencidine dye to very specific
cells expressing a corresponding protein. This enables the highlighting
of particular components or subgroups of cells of the immune system,
for example general immune cells (CD45), t-cells (CD3), or cytotoxic
t-cells (CD8). As many different antibodies may be applied in IHC anal-
ysis, the binding characteristics can differ depending on the location of
the corresponding protein in either the cell nucleus, membrane, or the
cytoplasm. In all cases, a hematoxylin counter-stain colors all remain-
ing cell nuclei in blue.

The result is a glass-slide with a stained tissue sample that can be observed un-
der the microscope. While this is part of any classical pathology workflow, digital
pathology requires a scanning of the slide to form a digital image for further algo-
rithmic processing.

3.4 Imaging and Digital Representation
A scanning system essentially consists of a microscope body, a camera and a mov-

able object table. The scanning process then takes a sequence of high-resolution
pictures from an overlapping sampling grid, by iteratively moving the table, auto-
focusing, and image recording. All pictures in the sequence are then registered
in software to blend the image boundaries together with minimal visual artifacts.
The resulting full-resolution pictures are called whole-slide images (WSI). Typi-
cally, the optical path of the scanning systems provides a magnification factor of
100×, while the objective magnification may range from 20× or 40×, up to 68× or
higher, if an oil immersion is used. It is common in literature to only mention the
objective magnification, when the dataset is explained. Depending on the size of
the tissue sample, these enormous magnifications result in images in the gigapixel
(Gpx) range. Image dimensions in the order of 40,000 × 70,000 = 2.8Gpx are
common for histological WSIs. These image dimensions constitute some limita-
tions regarding the handling and processing.
As a first hindrance to consider, these dimensions cannot be loaded into memory at

once. Instead, the software requires access strategies to extract regions-of-interest
from the WSIs. Also, this makes necessary to have different accessible resolutions
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Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Figure 3.2 Multi-scale pyramid representation in the TIFF container used by most vendor
formats. The different resolutions allow a random access across scales for a microscopy-
like experience when zooming in and out of the WSI.

available to inspect or process images at certain intermediate resolutions. In prac-
tice, most vendor formats store WSIs in a multi-scale pyramid, see Figure 3.2,
using tiling strategies to make sub-images accessible from the outside. Further-
more, the memory consumption of the raw data is allayed by employing the JPEG
or JPEG2000 compression standard. Typically, compression qualities between 70%
and 80% preserve a sufficient image quality without major artifacts.
For processing, the large dimensions motivate choices to work with image patches

and adapt the resolution to the level required in the task.

3.5 Datasets
In the following, the datasets for training and evaluation of the various machine

learning algorithms are introduced. The number behind the abbreviation indicates
the number of classes in the dataset, with ’1’ indicating a binary labeling problem.

3.5.1 WSI Compression Dataset (COMP-0)
COMP-0 comprises twelve WSIs that were scanned and saved in the lossless LZW

compression format. By extracting the images, the raw data is recovered and can
be used in compression experiments. Four WSIs are stained with HE and eight WSIs
are stained with IHC stains, so that differences between the stains can potentially
be observed. On this dataset, the achieved Peak-to-Peak Signal to Noise Ratios
(PSNR) are evaluated in the RGB space of the different algorithms at different
bitrates. For a qualitative evaluation, the four images (two HE and two DAB), were
extracted from the dataset and compressed with different algorithms at different
quality settings, such that the resulting PSNRs between algorithms are comparable.
The various image qualities are used in a subjective user experiment to identify the
settings that lead to the strongest compression, in which the distortions are not
noticeable for the participants.

3.5.2 Image Foreground Dataset (IFD-1)
This set comprises 43 WSIs of mixed stains (HE, various IHCs: CD3, CD14, CD34,

CD45, KP-1, ...) with binary label maps denoting the foreground region(s)-of-
interest, with some examples shown in Figure 3.3. The detail of the label maps
corresponds to the second level of SVS files. Herein, the slides are scanned at
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Figure 3.3 Extracts from the foreground segmentation dataset. The upper row shows
examples of IHC (KP-1) stain, HE stain, and IHC (CD3) stain, while the lower row depicts
the corresponding ground truth masks.

20× objective magnification and an image pyramid with downsampling factor
four is stored. Thus, the binary maps correspond to a downsampling factor of 16,
i.e. 1.25× objective magnification. Ground truth labeling was achieved by prela-
beling the foreground with a manually thresholded Gaussian of Laplacian (effec-
tively measuring the edge-density in the image) followed by manual correction of
segments with particular care at the foreground boundaries.

3.5.3 Stain-Normalization Dataset (SND-0)
This set comprises a selection of five blocks of tissue (PDX tumors) and does not

contain any classes. Each block is sliced consecutively nine times to form nine WSIs
with similar tissue content.
Each WSI is then stained in a particular stain protocol varying the parameters:

• Slice thickness (T) low: 1.5µ, medium: 3µ, high: 6µ

• Hematoxylin Concentration (H) low: 1 : 20, medium: 1 : 10, high: 1 : 5
(liquid component)

• Eosin Concentration (E): low: 0.3g/200ml, medium: 0.6g/200ml, high:
1.2g/200ml (powder component)

Testing all 27 possible combinations was considered too expensive, time consum-
ing, and unnecessary. Instead, the following protocol variations were generated:
1. HET↑, 2. HET↓, 3. standard HET protocol, 4. HE↑T, 5. HE↓T, 6. H↑ET, 7.
H↓ET, 8. H↑E↑T, 9. H↓E↓T, where ’↑’ and ’↓’ denote high and low parameter
values, respectively. Examples are given in Figure 3.4. The slides were digitized
on an Aperio AT2 Scanner (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany) at a 20× objec-
tive magnification and five manually registered regions-of-interest with a size of
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Figure 3.4 Examples from the stain-normalization dataset. Herein, the rows vary the block
of origin and the columns iterate the protocols, as listed in the dataset description.

1, 000×1, 000px were extracted per WSI. Hence, the total number of images from
this set amounts to 5× 9× 5= 225 images.
Crucial properties of this dataset are the controlled protocol deviation along with

the relatively uniform distribution of the tissue classes throughout the regions-
of-interest of the different protocols due to the consecutive slicing and manual
registration. Only if the distributions match, the evaluation of color distributions,
before and after normalization algorithms are applied, is legitimate.

3.5.4 ILUMINATE-9 (ILU-9)
This is the initial tissue classification dataset comprising polygon annotations

across five HE stained WSIs of Breast Cancer PDX models. Breast Cancer was ac-
cepted as an early available substitute for the NSCLC data, as the tissue classes
are very similar in appearance. The nine labeled class instances of histological
tissue are: tumor, mouse-stroma, necrosis, connective-tissue, vacuoles, muscle,
blood vessels/cells, technical artifacts, and background. An excerpt is shown in
Figure 3.5.
While the first seven classes label tissue patterns, technical artifacts and back-

ground are auxiliary classes. Technical artifacts are, for example, stain artifacts or
ruptures in the tissue resulting from the cutting. Background covers every instance
of brightfield-microscopic background that has not been filtered out by the fore-
ground selection, including sometimes inner lumen structures, e.g. in case of large
blood vessels. This data was digitized on an Aperio AT2 Scanner (Leica Biosys-
tems, Wetzlar, Germany) at a 20× objective magnification. Polygon annotations
were performed with a custom annotation software, enabling also the extraction
of patches and features for classical machine learning workflows. For statistically
reliable evaluations, this dataset was not considered sufficient, as well as the de-
velopment of deep neural networks indicated superior processing capabilities with
semantic networks, see Chapter 8. Therefore, the annotations were converted into
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Figure 3.5 The ILU-9 dataset for patchwise classification comprises the tissue classes:
tumor (TUM), mouse-stroma (MST), necrosis (NEC), connective-tissue (CNT), vacuoles
(VAC), muscle (MUS), blood vessels/cells (BLC), technical artifacts (TAR), and background
(BGR).

a semantic format and extended to the ILUMINATE-8 dataset.

3.5.5 ILUMINATE-8 (ILU-8)

The ILU-8 dataset is the extensive tissue classification dataset. It comprises 123
regions-of-interest extracted from 25 HE stained WSI, including samples from the
initial Breast Cancer dataset ILU-9 that are extended 20 WSIs of NSCLC. For the
labeling, it was decided to merge the connective-tissue class into the mouse-stroma
class, as both classes have very similar biological functions, rendering the distinc-
tion irrelevant. The remaining eight classes are: tumor, mouse-stroma, necro-
sis, vacuoles, muscle, blood vessels/cells, technical artifacts, and background, and
have the same characteristics as in ILU-9. However, this dataset is labeled for se-
mantic classification, rather than a patchwise approach, see Figure 3.6. The 20
NSCLC WSIs were digitized on a Hamamatsu Scanner at a 40× objective magnifi-
cation and saved in the NDPI format. Herein, the image pyramid provides down-
sampling levels by a factor of two.
For the annotations, extracts of multiple regions-of-interest of size 2,000 ×

2, 000px were taken at 10× magnification. This corresponds to downsampling
level two in NDPI slides (10×) and level zero in SVS slides (20×) followed by a
manual rescaling, using a Gaussian anti-aliasing filter and spatial downsampling by
a factor of two. All regions-of-interest were annotated in the open source software
GIMP (v2.10.10), generating a colored tissue map in which each pixel has a dis-
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Figure 3.6 Example of a semantic tissue map including annotation from the ILU-8 dataset.
From left to right: input image, overlap with ground truth labels, and ground truth anno-
tation. The most common classes are tumor (red), stroma (blue), and necrosis (yellow).

tinct class label. For indeterminable areas, a don’t care (DNC) label was optionally
provided. The semantic maps are color coded, using the following protocol:

TUM: red #FF0000 RGB(255, 0 , 0 )
MST: blue #0000FF RGB(0 , 0 , 255)
NEC: yellow #FFFF00 RGB(255, 255, 0 )
VAC: cyan #00FFFF RGB(0 , 255, 255)
BLC: green #00FF00 RGB(0 , 255, 0 )
MUS: magenta #FF00FF RGB(255, 0 , 255)
TAR: black #000000 RGB(0 , 0 , 0 )
BGR: white #FFFFFF RGB(255, 255, 255)
DNC: grey #4C4C4C RGB(76 , 76 , 76 )

3.5.6 Cell Nuclei Dataset (CND-2)
In cell nuclei analysis, a dataset comprising seven IHC stained WSIs of Ovar-

ian Carcinoma is deployed, which are stained with the cytoplasm-binding marker
CD45. The reason for using the Ovarian Carcinoma slides was the high expres-
sion of CD45 cells in the data. By comparison, the NSCLC slides typically feature
only a handful of cells per image, whereas in the Ovarian Carcinoma up to 30%
of the cells are CD45 positive. Each slide was digitized with an Aperio AT2 Scan-
ner (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany) at a 40× objective magnification. From
each WSI, five regions-of-interest were extracted and all cell nuclei objects were
labeled by denoting the centroid position either in blue (normal cell nucleus /
CD45 negative) or red (immune cell nucleus / CD45 positive). Furthermore, in
three on the regions-of-interest per slide, the stain color area belonging to CD45
positive (dark brown color), CD45 weak positive (light brown color, often repre-
senting cross-reactions with necrotic tissue), CD45 negative (blue, equal to the
hematoxylin stain area), and background (white, everything else) were labeled se-
mantically. In total, this dataset comprises approximately 15, 000 CD45 negative
cell nuclei and 3, 000 CD45 positive immune cell nuclei.
With the cytoplasm-bound CD45 antibody, this stain represents a comparatively

complicated case of IHC analysis, as this stain can result in several different visual
appearances of an immune cell. The different labels of centroids, classes infor-
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Figure 3.7 Excerpt from the cell-nuclei detection dataset. The annotations denote back-
ground cell-nuclei objects (blue ’x’) and highlighted immune cell-nuclei (red, ’o’). Addi-
tionally, the stain-area labels from left to right are blended in as overlay.

mation, and stain area semantics allow for various evaluations in detection, local-
ization, counting and area quantification tasks. An example from this dataset is
depicted in Figure 3.7.

3.5.7 Single-Mouse-Trial Data (SMT-1)
The single-mouse-trial dataset comprises 71 slide pairs of H&E stained WSIs of

NSCLC PDX models and consecutively sliced CD45 IHC images (142 WSIs in total).
Moreover, these WSIs can be grouped by the xenograft tumor model, as this set
captures the responses of a tumor to three treatment options. For each tumor
model, there is: 1. an untreated isotype case, 2. an anti-PD-L1 treated case, 3. an
anti-CTLA4 treated case, and 4. a case treated with a combination of anti-PD-L1
and anti-CTLA4. With 17 different tumor models this amounts to 68 cases, while
the remaining three comprise two extra isotypes and one additional CTLA4 treated
case.
A biomedical expert assessed the success of treatment and labeled the treated

models as either responding or non-responding and in two cases uncertain. The
assessment was supported by an established workflow considering tumor volume
measurements during the animal experiment and post-experiment analysis with
flow-cytometry, reference values of the stroma content via quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (qPCR) measurement, and visual inspection of the histology under
the microscope.
This dataset is part of a meta-evaluation combining image features from the tissue

classification and cell nuclei analysis for a prediction of treatment success.
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4
SHVC for the Compression of Histological

Whole-Slide Images
Digitizing histological and immunological views into whole-slide image represen-

tations enables the computerized analysis in digital pathology applications. How-
ever, the data sizes may hinder a widespread use, as raw files can easily exceed
10-20GB. Most vendor formats incorporate compression by the JPEG and in some
cases the JPEG2000 standard to reduce the file sizes. Since the implementation of
these standards, the compression community has established superior techniques
in more recent standards and recommendations. This work, previously published
in [17], researches Scalable High Efficiency Video Coding (SHVC) as a replacement
for the JPEG standard currently found in most vendor formats. Besides a compar-
ison of the compression rates, a user-study is conducted to estimate SHVC quan-
tization parameters (QP) and JPEG quality level that threshold the just-noticeable
distortions (JND). Herein, the goal is to find the optimal trade-off between a strong
compression, while maintaining an imperceptible distortion.

4.1 Background and State-of-the-Art
WSIs are formed by scanning tissue at a microscopic scale patchwise and merg-

ing it virtually at a very high magnification. For example, the fully digitized
2.3cm×1.7cm tissue section in Figure 4.1 at 40× objective-magnification amounts
to approximately 18.4GB of raw pixel data (considering a three channel RGB-
image with 24bit at a size of 91k×67k pixels).
With lossless compression, ratios up to 3:1 can be achieved, which is insufficient

for WSI storage or transmission. A strong indication for the acceptance of lossy
compression in the field is that most vendor formats, e.g. NDPI (Hamamatsu) or
SVS (Leica), actually employ lossy compression by default. To handle the large
image sizes in a standard compatible way, the images are processed and stored in
tiles and, in order to achieve a microscopy-like experience, e.g. zooming in and
out, multiple resolutions are stored per file. Examples of the WSI tiles are depicted
in Figure 4.2.
HEVC [79] is a recent standard for video, which utilizes prediction and transform

coding and can also be applied to compress 2D images. Compared to the JPEG
standard, HEVC benefits from flexible block partitioning, enhanced intra predic-
tion, residual coding, and inloop filters that address the blocking and ringing ar-
tifacts that are otherwise common to block-based codecs. The scalable extension
SHVC [13] was added to the HEVC standard in 2015, allowing spatial scaling from
an image pyramid input that acts as a natural representation of a multi-resolution
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Figure 4.1 Digitizing this section of tissue results in 18.4GB of raw data. Without com-
pression, the storage requirements for digital pathology applications would be prohibitive.

Figure 4.2 Examples of WSI tiles: Hematoxylin & Eosin stain (violet/pink) and Hema-
toxylin & Diaminobencidine stain (blue/brown). These tiles are deployed in the subjective
experiment (Section 4.3).

image. Image pyramids realize a prediction coding from lower to higher scales,
which inherently results in well-conditioned residuals.
Liu et al. [118] present a comparison across various compression standards in

medical applications, also including Hematoxylin and Eosin stained WSIs. In this
study, with the WSI samples as exception, HEVC outperforms the other algorithms.
The weaker performance in the compression in histological WSIs is attributed to an
unsuited rate allocation algorithm. However, HEVC allows to adapt the rate alloca-
tion strategy in a standard compatible way, which offers the possibility to overcome
this issue. Two works by Tuominen et al. [177, 178] research the JPEG2000 stan-
dard for WSIs. In [177], the native scaling support of JPEG2000 is evaluated and
precincts (sub-divisions in the wavelet domain) are found to be an excellent so-
lution for partitioning and random access. Furthermore, this paper applies rate
control using fixed-rates between 1:25 and 1:30, which is reported to have decent
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quality. In [178], an Interactive Protocol for telepathology based on JPEG2000 is
introduced. An interesting work by Helin et al. [70], reports large gains in com-
pression by optimizing the JPEG2000 compression settings and formulates a cus-
tom JPEG2000-WSI protocol. Most importantly, they deploy a fore-/background
subdivision and apply different compression qualities, while [177, 178] treat im-
age fore- and background with the same settings. Sanchez et al. [159] apply a
lossless HEVC-intra compression to the segmented image foreground, while lossy
compression is used on the background with a remaining rate budget.
The contribution is a SHVC-based format that leverages spatial scalability and pro-

vides fast random access to regions-of-interest at arbitrary scale. Furthermore, an
adaptive quantization, well suited for WSI encoding, is introduced.

4.2 Method
For the compression of histological WSI, this work proposes to utilize a scalable in-

tra configuration for SHVC [13]. This supports arbitrary downsampling and works
with Inter Layer Prediction (ILP) to encode all higher resolutions above an HEVC-
intra encoded Base Layer (BL) as residuals to the prediction. Thus, for all larger
layers above the BL, only the residuals are encoded. Downsampling filters are pro-
vided up to a ratio of 1:4 and the interpolation methods were designed for a ratio
of 1:2 [13]. Note that this standard enables to decode the image pyramid only
as far as needed and can stop at intermediate resolutions, which is very useful to
achieve a fast access regarding the image scale.
Random access to a specific region of the WSI can be realized by determining the

according Picture Order Counts (POC), i.e. the position of the region’s data in the
bitstream, from a parameter set comprising the x , y coordinates of the largest layer
L − 1 and the width w and height h of the region. Together with the size of the
largest layer WL−1, HL−1 as side information, the POC of all tiles in this region that
need to be decoded can be computed as

POCdecode =
d(x+w)/DL−1e

⋃

i=bx/DL−1c

d(y+h)/DL−1e
⋃

j=by/DL−1c
i + jdWL−1/DL−1e, (4.1)

where DL−1 is the tile size of the largest layer. The bitstream of HEVC and SHVC
files is organized in terms of Network Access Layer (NAL) units, which can always
be located in the bitstream due to a unique identifier. At the start of the bitstream,
NAL units, containing the parameter sets for video (VPS), sequence (SPS), and
picture (PPS) specific information, are transmitted for the HEVC decoding, which
also contain layer sizes and downsampling factors. Additionally, a Supplemental
Enhancement Information (SEI) unit is inserted right after the PPS to store the total
resolution WL−1, HL−1 of the largest layer, which is required for the POC computa-
tion (Equation 4.1). All tiles on the BL are intra-coded as Clean Random Access
(CRA) pictures and the pictures on higher layers are CRA-P frames, which commu-
nicates that no intra-layer dependencies exist and only ILP is used. Furthermore,
an Instantaneous Decoder Refresh (IDR) unit reinitializes the decoder at POC0.
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Figure 4.3 Bitstream structure and order of Network Access Layer (NAL) units for the de-
coder. The picture order follows a row-wise serialization of the tiles in the image pyramid.
Each tile is identified by a corresponding Picture Order Count (POC).

In terms of NAL addresses, Equation 4.1 does not directly reference the correct
NAL unit, as the initial units result in an offset o, as depicted in Figure 4.3, which
can directly be computed from the number of layers L and the current layer l as
o(L, l) = 3l + 1+ L.
The biggest potential in lossy WSI compression is to drastically decrease the bitrate

spent on brightfield background in the WSI. Following this idea [70], our first step
is to divide the WSI into fore- and background region, employing the FESI algo-
rithm [19] (Chapter 5), to identify the WSI foreground. For the background, a fix
QP= 46 is used, while an adaptive quantization is deployed to control the fore-
ground bitrate. The goal is to remove irrelevant content via a foreground activity
F in order to reduce the bitrate spent on flat-white regions that may still be present
at the border of the specimen or inner tissue structures, e.g. as the lumen (=white
area) of blood-vessels. We start by calculating an auxiliary term that defines a
variance based criterion for image structure

χ = σ2
Y + eα(β

22BD·2−σ2
Y ), (4.2)

where σ2
Y is the luma variance in the Y-Cr-Cb color space, BD is the encoder bit

depth, and α= 0.4, β = σ̂Y/256 are tuning factors, with the reference luma devi-
ation σ̂Y to determine the minimum of χ. This function χ, visualized in Figure 4.4
for a BD = 8bit, realizes a cutoff for low luma variances as well as a tolerance re-
gion, defined by α,β , around the empirically chosen minimum. As the colorization
in WSIs plays an important role for the inspection by human experts, it was found
important to include chroma (Cr and Cb) information into F . Consequently, the
chroma range Ri is considered for a given HEVC Coding Block (CB) by:

F = 1+
χ

p

max(RC b, RC r)
, with Ri =max(CBi)−min(CBi).

Furthermore, F undergoes a normalization in the encoder software1 that would
be corrupted if the white regions were included in the computation. Thus, low

1Software and Documentation: https://hevc.hhi.fraunhofer.de
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Figure 4.4 Function χi j‖BD=8bit from Equation 4.2. This function acts as a cutoff discarding
low variance regions and provides a small tolerance region around the minimum.

variance blocks are excluded with a threshold based on β by computing a weighted
average instead

F̄ =

∑

k wk · Fk
∑

k wk
+ ε, with wk =

¨

0, if σY ≤ β · 2BD

1, otherwise.

Herein, ε is a small constant to avoid zero division for all-white coding blocks.
Finally, the normalization Fn and the QP adjustment ∆QP is derived as

Fn =
γF + F̄
γF̄ + F

, with γ= 2
∆QPmax

6 and ∆QP = round[6 log2(Fn)],

where ∆QPmax is the largest allowed QP adjustment.

4.3 Evaluation
The evaluation uses the dataset COMP-0, which was introduced in Section 3.5.1.

1. For a quantitative evaluation, the COMP-0 dataset is used, which comprises
four Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) WSIs and eight immunohistochemical
WSIs stained with Hematoxylin and Diaminobencidine (DAB).

On this dataset, the achieved Peak-to-Peak Signal to Noise Ratios (PSNR)
are evaluated in the RGB space of the different algorithms at different bi-
trates. A better compression implies a high PSNR at a lower bitrate. This
rate vs. PSNR is computed at varying QP ∈ {23, 26,29, 32,35} for HEVC and
SHVC, quality levels 30-90 for JPEG, and Qstep ∈ {2, 2.7,3,4, 5,7, 9} · 0.01
for J2k. For a comparison with alternative HEVC-based encoding, a HEVC
Simulcast (HEVC-SimC) format is defined that compresses each layer indi-
vidually in HEVC-intra mode. HEVC-SimC and SHVC are both evaluated
with 1:4 and 1:2 downsampling between layers.

2. For a qualitative evaluation, the four images (two HE and two DAB), shown
in Figure 4.2, were extracted from the COMP-0 dataset and compressed with
different algorithms (SHVC, HEVC and JPEG) and different quality settings
(five per algorithm), such that the resulting PSNRs between algorithms are
comparable.
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Here, N = 13 people (3 pathologists, 5 researchers in digital histology, 2
compression researchers and 3 students) were asked to identify the com-
pressed image in a forced choice experiment, the parameter thresholds for
the just-noticeable distortion (JND). The JND is defined as the setting at
which 75% of the raters correctly recognize the compressed image [78].
The forced choice experiment implies that the participant has to decide
which one out of two presented images is the compressed image. Hence,
a 50% recognition would indicate a random guess and correspond to per-
fectly imperceptible distortions. The 75% threshold is the recommended tol-
erance for this experiment [78]. As compression levels, HEVC and SHVC
use the QP ∈ {23,26, 29,32, 35} and JPEG was run with quality level Q l ∈
{85,70, 50,30, 10}. Note that in all cases, a higher compression level cor-
responds to stronger distortions and that this setup, comprising three algo-
rithms with four images and five settings each, already forces 60 choices from
each participant.

4.4 Results
Figure 4.5 shows two representative cases of Rate Distortion Curves (RDC) for

the qualitative evaluation of IHC- and HE-stained WSI compression. We observe
that the HEVC-based algorithms outperform the established JPEG compression.
However, HEVC-SimC requires extra bits to store the increased layer count when
comparing the 1:2 downsampling to the 1:4 downsampling curves. SHVC shows
only slight differences in the RDCs, but overall, has superior performance for most
images in the dataset across both settings. As average rate saving for the com-
plete set of WSIs, 54% (SHVC compared to JPEG) and 12% (SHVC compared to
JPEG2000), were measured.
In Figure 4.6, the results of the subjective experiment are shown in terms of rater

performance and decision times of the participants. For HEVC and JPEG, the low-
est compression level (=highest quality parameter) is already the limit. HEVC just
barely touches the 75% threshold, while JPEG is not reliably recognized by the
participants. At compression level two and higher, the median curves are consis-
tently above the threshold for both algorithms. The proposed SHVC with adaptive
quantization tolerates compression level two as well, but is very close to the limit.
Particularly, it appears that HEVC artifacts can be spotted even at higher quali-
ties, as nearly all participants were able to spot the distortions very reliably above
level two. Interestingly, JPEG had outliers, indicated by the blue background of
the curve in the min/max plot, where some participants did not spot errors at level
three (JPEG quality 50%), which can be expected to suffer from severe compres-
sion artifacts.

4.5 Discussion
Our assessment of different WSIs in HE and IHC stain leads to the conclusion that

rate savings strongly vary depending on the utilized stain and magnification, as
well as the type of tissue. The inferior performance of JPEG compression is caused
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Figure 4.6 Subjective JND experiment. Left: participant performance versus compression
level showing the median performances as dashed lines and indicating the performance
range as transparent areas, right: decision times.

by the fixed block size of 8×8, which constitutes a severe limitation to the savings
that can be achieved through the entropy coding. Surprisingly, the JPEG artifacts
were generally perceived at a much lower quality (=stronger compression) com-
pared to HEVC and SHVC. It can be suspected that those algorithms result in more
easily visible blurs in low contrast regions if larger blocks are used. Enforcing
a smaller block size to reduce blurring is possible, but requires additional invest-
ments in terms of rate. From this experiment, the following settings as JND thresh-
olds for the compression were identified: QP < 23 (HEVC), QP = 26 (SHVC), and
Q l = 85% (JPEG). These JND thresholds are highlighted in Figure 4.5. Observing
the decision times in Figure 4.6 (right), the raters need much more time to spot
the distortions compared to the more obvious cases at higher levels. This might
be an indication that the settings at compression level two are acceptable for JPEG
and HEVC in practice, as well.
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We present a SHVC-based format for the compression of histopathological WSIs
that achieves excellent compression rates, which saves 54% compared to JPEG and
12% compared to JPEG2000, on average. The proposed method utilizes the spatial
scalability inherent to WSIs, features a novel adaptive quantization dedicated to
histological WSIs, and provides an efficient random access to image regions. In
terms of the PSNR metric, SHVC-based encoding has proven to be very efficient
for this application, but we also found indications that HEVC-based encodings may
introduce blurring artifacts, which are easier to spot for a human observer than the
typical JPEG blocking and ringing artifacts. However, the adaptive quantization is
an efficient way to counteract this problem. As a final remark, it is to note that
our study with 13 participants and four test images has to be taken as preliminary
estimate.
Future work may research the currently most recent standard Versatile Video Cod-

ing [16] as a potential improvement. Furthermore, the application could be ex-
tended to other histological data sources, such as multiplexed/multispectral im-
ages, or fluorescence data. As most of the rate savings in this work originate in
the utilization of scale via inter-layer prediction, the correlations between densely
samples spectral spaces could allow to incorporate the video-coding features of
SHVC/VVC by interpreting the different spectral channels as video frames.
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5
Foreground Extraction from Structural

Information
5.1 Background and State-of-the-Art
Whole-slide images contain a full scan of the slide more often than a selection of

the actual tissue area. The immense size of these images suggests a preprocessing
to detect the foreground regions before the actual analysis. Herein, it is assumed
that despite the capabilities of neural networks or even simpler machine learning
approaches that could well identify the background themselves, the preprocess-
ing is computationally more efficient and can be done on a low resolution. This
assumption is quite realistic, as we will see, since typically 60− 70% of the slide
does not contain any relevant information. Instead of a high-resolution analysis
with a classifier, the method attempts to safely exclude as much non-tissue area as
possible in a low-resolution preprocessing.
Extracting the image foreground is effectively a segmentation task with binary

classes. The goal is to convert the image space NxMx3 into either a binary mask
NxMx1, representing fore- and background, or to compute a polygon denoting the
contour(s) of the foreground area.
Previous work proposes several general purpose segmentation strategies. Otsu’s

thresholding method [62, 141] is one of the most popular segmentation ap-
proaches. It assumes a bimodal intensity distribution and computes the optimal
threshold for the separation of the modes. While foreground segmentation already
forms a more complex task, which violates the bimodal assumption due to the
mixture of dark artifacts and brightfield microscopic background, Otsu’s method
serves as a simple baseline. GrabCut [150] and its backbone algorithm GraphCut
(GC) [14] are among the more modern segmentation algorithms, while Watershed
(WS) [62, 185] is commonly applied in cell-segmentation with a reputation of over-
segmenting objects. GC has the advantage of incorporating a-priori information on
the color or grayscale distribution that belong to fore- and background regions. For
both algorithms computationally efficient implementations are available that can
potentially provide very acurate segmentation boundaries.
Level-sets [27, 30, 125] formulate the segmentation as an optimization of an

energy function that potentially regards intensities, enclosed area and contour
properties. However, their solution is usually more time consuming to compute.
In this work, the morphological geodesic active contours were used as Level-
set implementation [125]. A more advanced method are Markov-Random-Fields
(MRF) [196]. Belonging to the class of model-based approaches, they are trainable
segmentation and classification hybrids that implicitly model a-priori knowledge.
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However, MRFs require an iterative training and inference that makes them time
consuming and thus unsuited for a preprocessing task.
In this chapter, a computationally efficient preprocessing pipeline utilizing basic

filter functions is introduced. This results in a faster and more reliable foreground
selection that is tolerant to image artifacts, such as scanned edges of the glass
slide, dust particles or writing on the periphery of the WSI. As baseline references
for evaluation Otsu, WS, GC, and LevelSets are used. In a later work, the algorithm
has been compared to a network based foreground detection [7], which contributes
to the discussion. The method and large parts of the evaluation have previously
been published in [19].

5.2 Method
Visually, the colors and textures are good criteria to distinguish between fore- and

background. As both stains are in the brightfield microscopic domain, it can very
safely be inferred that high intensities, up to a certain noise surrounding, form the
background. The darker and more structured a region is, the more likely it belongs
to the image foreground. However, the brightness of a region can be misleading
in several cases of IHC stains, where tissue reacted only faintly to the stain.
Texture or structure, as we refer to it in this context, is not mathematically de-

fined and thus, texture is usually described by property measures. In this work,
structuredness is measured in term of a density of edges in the image, which can
be computed via the Laplacian operator followed by a strong Gaussian blur. Al-
though other, more precise edge detectors could be used, but considering that the
actual edges or their exact positions are not the target of this method, the Laplace
operator is a very efficient trade-off for this task. Furthermore, the isotropic char-
acteristic performs the edge detection in a single convolutional pass, as compared
to e.g. the Sobel operator.
The consecutive steps of the algorithm are a concatenation of basic methods, such

as filtering, thresholding, erosion, and dilation.

Foreground Extraction from Structure Information
For a given H&E or IHC stained image at 1.25×magnification, the fore- and back-

ground are segmented with the pipeline proposed in Figure 5.1.
As backbone of the algorithm, an edge density estimate is utilized. First, the im-

age is filtered with the Laplace operator and then the absolute value of the result
is strongly blurred to spread or smear the edge information. The ratio behind this
approach is that tissue has plenty of high-frequent texture information in larger
compartments, whereas background artifacts, even if they appear as noise, do not
form compartments. Thus, applying the Gaussian after the Laplace operator, em-
phasizes foreground regions.
Next, candidate regions are identified by thresholding, median filtering and mor-

phological operators to obtain an initial foreground mask. A safe background seed
is computed using an inverse thresholding operation to identify very bright pix-
els. From this seed, a flood-filling in the initial mask determines a background
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Figure 5.1 Flowchart of the proposed feature extraction including visualization of inter-
mediate steps.

region that can safely be excluded. This step also has the consequence that the
final segments do not contain any holes.

In this cleaned-up mask the sizes di of all potential foreground objects are com-
puted with a distance transform. The selection of the final foreground objects is
now based on a simple heuristic: It is assumed that the foreground candidate ob-
ject with the largest size dmax = maxi(di) defines the size of all objects of interest
on the slide. If multiple objects are present, only objects that are at least di ≥ dmax

large are kept. However, sometimes ruptures may happen inside the tissue as a
result of the mechanical processing or the personnel places residual tissue on the
same slide. To cover these cases, the tissue is also preseved as foreground if it is
relatively close to a large, accepted tissue segment. More precisely, the smaller
object j is kept if the Euclidean distance between the centers of it and the larger
object i satisfies the condition ‖ si − s j ‖2< 1.5di, wherein s represents the seed, or
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object center coordinate.
In practice, the algorithm starts with the largest segment and iterates downwards,

using a copy of the mask to keep track of the visited segments. The used seeds si

and region sizes di are stored in a list for bookkeeping. If a segment is too small,
the seed is compared against the list using the Euclidean distance and kept only if
the above criterion is met.

5.3 Evaluation
The test dataset, IFD-1, comprises 43 whole-slide images stained in either H&E or

IHC and scanned with an Aperio AT2 Whole-Slide Scanner. The digitized format
contains different resolutions up to a downsampling factor of 16 corresponding
to a 1.25× magnification. For the task of foreground selection this resolution is
considered sufficient, since no tissue details are necessary for the recognition. Each
WSI has a corresponding expert segmentation as a ground truth for the foreground.
For evaluation, the performance of the algorithm is assessed in terms of the

Jaccard-Index [81], i.e. intersection-over-union-ratio r = F∩G
F∪G , with the final seg-

mentation F and the according ground truth mask G. This ratio equals 1 if the
segments overlap perfectly and 0 if the segments are non-overlapping.
The proposed method is compared to other established segmentation strategies

applying the settings descibed below. All methods operate on grayscale converted
images to preserve some independence of the stain. The given intensity intervals
and other settings were determined empirically.
Otsu Thresholding is computed directly on the grayscale images, with a single
threshold. Given that the histological stain absorbs light in brightfield microscopy,
intensities below the threshold are considered foreground.
Watershed Segmentation operates on a grayscale image, which is processed with
a wide Median Blur. Only the intensity interval 40 < I < 200 is processed by Wa-
tershed, while the higher and lower intensities I outside the interval are masked
into the background. Watershed segments subregions based on local minima in
the potential foreground, which can then be merged, based on their average inten-
sities to form a consistent fore- and background selection.
GrabCut Segmentation uses the intensity references: 1. I > 245 and I < 35 for
definite background, 2. I > 200 and I < 45 for probable background, and 3. the
interval 45 < I < 200 for foreground. Note that the shifted lower boundary com-
pared to Watershed reflects the probabilistic nature of GrabCut.
Level-set Segmentation deploys a grayscale converted image at a pyramid down-
scaling with a factor of six. This is a compromise to compensate for the extensive
computation times. An initial boundary was set at a margin of ten pixels to the im-
age boundaries and then shrunk as an active contour, which is solved via a level-set
approach.

5.4 Results
Figure 5.2a shows the results of the Jaccard-Indices. Furthermore, the computing

times of all algorithms are recorded, as there are significant differences to the ap-
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proaches, as shown in Figure 5.2b. As sometimes the type of error matters, whether
a true foreground pixel has been falsely labeled background or vice versa, the
Receiver-Operator-Characteristic (ROC) is computed, which plots the true-positive
rate (sensitivity or recall) versus the false-positive rate (fallout), see Figure 5.2c. In
this work, the sensitivity needs to be high in order to capture all foreground regions
for the subsequent analysis. However, accepting a very high fallout rate diminishes
the advantages of the computational speedup this foreground segmentation aims
to provide.
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of results for the different algorithms.

Characteristics of the different algorithms are shown in Figure 5.3. Otsu-threshold
segmentation and GrabCut share the characteristic to operate pixelwise and with-
out an additional postprocessing, there are no spatial relationships considered.
While the Otsu method considers a single threshold, GrabCut offers various pixel
clusters that can be sorted into foreground, background, or the two intermediate
classes probable foreground and probable background. This flexibility leads to a
slightly better performance averaging to 85.8% (±9.0%) in the Jaccard-Index of
GrabCut versus 80.1% (±9.8%) for the Otsu segmentation. In the ROC plot, we
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observe that Otsu does not provide a good sensitivity compared to the other algo-
rithms, while GrabCut outranks most competitors. Both algorithms show fallout
rates averaging around approximately 2%. However, the computational time of
the GrabCut algorithm averages to 21.1s per image, which makes it the slowest of
the algorithms apart from Level-sets, while Otsu is the fastest algorithm with an
average of 0.12s per image.
Level-sets yield very inconsistent performance in almost all metrics. They achieve

the lowest average Jaccard-Index 78.8% with extremely high standard-deviation of
21.8% and the processing time of 9.4s on average is still high despite the reduction
of resolution with an additional downsampling of factor six. Level-set segmenta-
tion suffers from severe fallout, as the ROC reveals. In the segmentation examples,
the Level-set method reveals this as large foreground segments that bleed-out to-
wards artifacts at the image borders.
Watershed obtains an average performance of 82.3% (±8.9%). Both types of er-

rors, false positives and negatives, are present to a measurable degree. In terms of
computational speed, Watershed is comparably fast with an average of 0.73s per
image. The examples in Figure 5.3 show that inner tissue structures are sometimes
missing in the foreground.
FESI manages to segment a high ratio of images with almost no visual difference in

the segmentation, obtaining a Jaccard-Index of 95% (±3.3%) on average. Further-
more, the algorithm has the lowest fallout rate of all algorithms: 0.6% on average.
The processing time was measured at an average of 0.65s per image.

5.5 Discussion
Otsu thresholding was performed as a baseline experiment due to the popularity

of the method. However, the assumption that a single threshold can sufficiently
remove the background already seems naïve, in practice. Herein, the low sensitiv-
ity of the algorithm is the most severe challenge, as it is hard to develop strategies
to re-include missing tissue sections after removal. Other algorithms allow for a
better initial segmentation that can more easily be refined in subsequent steps.
While the GrabCut algorithm does not suffer from false negatives as much, it in-

cludes more false positives that add to the amount of data that will be processed
only to be later on classified as irrelevant. Although this might not lead to mistakes
in the analysis, the influence on the computational time and the relatively high pro-
cessing time of GrabCut itself constitute limitations for its application. Note that
the performance of GrabCut could potentially be increased, if appropriate color ref-
erences for all relevant stains and their variations along with an RGB input image
were deployed. However, this would probably increase the computing time.
Level-sets perform worst in terms of segmentation quality and computational over-

head. Even after tailoring the parameterization to the task, the contours of the
Level-set tend to get stuck at artifacts to the borders. The problem is to find a good
initialization that circumvents these artifacts. However, this initialization itself
would probably be a good approach for foreground segmentation. Thus, Level-
sets actually cause the same problem they are supposed to solve in this task.
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As initially assumed, Watershed does not perform well on the foreground extrac-
tion task. Although from the reputation of WS an over-segmentation was expected,
the mistakes are actually not exclusively false positives, but many false negative
regions, as well. The algorithm correctly identified regions with a strong contrast
to the background, but lacks particularly faintly stained stroma regions at the bor-
der of the PDX tumor model. Machine learning algorithms for the analysis of tissue
can easily learn to identify the background class themselves. As initially motivated,
the preprocessing is mostly relevant for computational speed. Consequently, false
positives can be accepted to some degree, since the subsequent processing will
handle this class correctly. False negatives, on the other hand, remove relevant
information from the processing and hereby introduce errors to the analysis in the
very early stages.
FESI outperforms the other algorithms in both, computational speed and segmen-

tation performance. If mistakes are present, a tendency towards false positive er-
rors was observed. Thus, FESI provides excellent initial conditions for subsequent
processing steps of PDX models in the H&E or IHC stain.
In 2017, FESI was compared to more modern methods based on deep machine-

learning [7]. More specifically, the proposed algorithm was compared against a
fully convolutional network [7] and a U-net [148] architecture. It was shown that
the learning based methods easily outperform FESI, particularly in cases of faint
stains and structures with a strong background resemblance. While we generally
agree that this result can be expected, the cases presented in [7] are somewhat
misleading, as these examples violate explicit assumptions of the algorithm. Thus,
some misunderstandings are addressed here:

• FESI is explicitly designed to segment all inner tissue and non-tissue struc-
tures as foreground. Hence, large blood-vessels that other algorithms might
classify as background will remain foreground with FESI. This is actually a
desired feature, as this avoids false foreground exclusions.

• Missing segments on very faint tissue may occur, because the presence of
structure is the basis of this algorithm. As our dataset is taken from a single
institution, there was no opportunity to research the influence of various
staining protocols on FESI. However, the threshold to determine the initial
mask ϑ = mean(S) can be replaced by ϑ = λ ·mean(S) with λ ∈ [0, 1] as
sensitivity parameter, where S is the edge density image. Furthermore, it can
be assumed that this is a protocol specific parameter, as the staining protocol
determines the contrast in the foreground regions. Consequentially, there is
no need to adapt this parameter for each individual slide, as assumed in [7].

• Our evaluated PDX tissue samples have the property of a relatively compact
shape, but for general tasks this might not be the case, e.g. colon tissue or
long-stretched needle biopsies. Thus, the tolerances for the iteratively se-
lected smaller regions might need to be adapted to the tissue type, which is
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possible without much complication and again likely not slide specific, but
task specific.

In terms of runtime, the FESI algorithm is reported with 5s versus 2min to 4min
for the deep learning networks [7]. Whether this is acceptable certainly depends
on the use-case, but considering the motivation of FESI – to exclude background
regions to prune unnecessary subsequent processing – the deep learning based
computation times can be a severe limitation.
Retrospectively, this algorithm has proven its worth in the course of the project.

The foreground selection from structure information in its default implementation,
including its setting, is part of nearly every workflow in this work that processes
whole-slide images.
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5. Foreground Extraction
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Figure 5.3 Showcases of examples that were relatively easy segmented across algorithms
(left), that achieved medium results (middle), and that showed poor performance in sev-
eral cases (right).
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6
Stain Normalization using Deep Feature

Aware Normalization
Human observers easily cope with variations in the appearance and the color in

histological stains. Digital pathology algorithms, in contrast, commonly require
a well-normalized setting to achieve state-of-the-art results. Furthermore, the
amount of available training data influences how well the real-world variance in
the data is covered and represented during learning.
This chapter covers the contents of the publication [24], where Feature-Aware

Normalization (FAN) is introduced as an end-to-end trainable, fully automated,
learning-based setup for the normalization of histological stains. The framework
extends the concept of Batch Normalization and combines it with elements from
Long Short-Term Memory units for a context sensitive normalization of tissue. A
pretrained deep neural network acts as a feature generator for this context infor-
mation and steers the processing of pixel-wise operation. Providing a method that
is designed to ensure a consistent representation of colors and textures, excellent
results are achieved in terms of color distribution, structural similarity index and
color volume.

6.1 Background and State-of-the-Art
Histological tissue samples undergo fixation and embedding, sectioning and stain-

ing and are digitized via whole-slide scanning systems. Each of these individual
steps has the potential to introduce a new source of variance, resulting in a differ-
ent color encoding of the histological textures. In addition to these inherent and
probably unintended sources of variation, the staining protocols differ between
institutions. Medical experts, or even untrained human observers, are able to han-
dle most of the resulting variability, while computer algorithms will typically suffer
performance repercussions, particularly if the variability at test-time (application)
exceeds the variability seen during training.
The core challenge of any normalization task is to derive a transformation that

maps the distribution of color values in an input image with an unknown (or arbi-
trary) staining protocol to a known reference distribution.

Reinhard et al. (REI) One of the first approaches for color normalization in im-
ages that has been transferred to the histological domain [145] realizes a rough
normalization by matching first and second oder statistics in the LAB color space.
For a successful normalization the tissue compositions of the source image and the
target reference image must at least be similar, as the method does not regard any
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6.1. Background and State-of-the-Art

texture information to compute the normalization. The advantage of this method is
in its predictable behavior and comprehensibility, as well as the low computational
complexity.

1. Convert an image or image patch to LAB color space.

2. Match the statistics of source and reference image:

msrc =mean(Isrc), σsrc = std(Isrc)
mref =mean(Iref), σref = std(Iref)

P̄norm = mref +
σref

σsrc
(Psrc −msrc) .

Herein, Isrc and Iref are (downsampled) representative views of source and
reference whole-slide images, e.g. the WSI foreground, and Psrc and Pref the
patches that are normalized for processing.

3. Convert the image or patch back to RGB space.

Note that non-local statistics have to be used in order to achieve a good normal-
ization quality. This is the case for many algorithms that work without context
information.
Macenko et al. (MAC) An advancement is the introduction of a stain model [121].

This method decomposes the stain, following [152], using the Beer-Lambert model
of light attenuation in traversed materials to convert the colors into an optical
density (OD) space. Hence, this allows to link the observed amount of light in
the brightfield microscope to the chemical concentrations of the contributing stain
components. With the decomposition matrix obtained from [152], the normaliza-
tion is performed in the optical density space by projecting OD color components
onto the eigenvectors of the reference target.
Vahadane et al. (VAH) Another form of decomposition is learned in [181], where

dictionary learning [109, 124], which in essence is a sparse coding algorithm sim-
ilar to the Lasso approach [172, 173], is used to solve the following problem:

α∗, D∗ = arg min
α,D

1
2
|Y −αD|22 +λ |α|1 ,

where |Dk|2 = 1,

k ∈ [0, 1, . . . , N − 1] .

Here, Y is the vectorized image, D is called the dictionary, which encodes N com-
ponents, and α is the code. λ is a weighting factor. The important effect of the
L1-regularization on the code effectively assigns pixels to a single stain component.
Mixed assignments are relatively expensive in this cost function and will therefore
be avoided by the optimizer.
Bejnordi et al. (BEJ) So far, all methods have operated on pixels and the distri-

bution of colors, thereby disregarding the spatial context of the pixels. WSICS [9]
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6. Feature-Aware Normalization

introduces heuristics based on the Restricted Randomized Hough Transform [34]
to distinguish between cell-nuclei candidates and cytoplasm and brightfield back-
ground. The algorithm is HE oriented and therefore utilizes this distinction to
normalize the color distributions of cell-nuclei (H component) and cytoplasm (E
component) separately, ignoring the background of the image.
Janowczyk et al. Additionally, the autoencoder framework StaNoSa [84] earns

mentioning, which was developed to incorporate pixel context for the normaliza-
tion procedure. Autoencoding has the advantage of training unsupervised and
hence, a large database without manual annotation effort can be included to train
context features. In this particular case, a sparse autoencoder [10, 186] is de-
ployed, which also incorporates elements from the denoising autoencoder [187]
during training. The generated context features are used to cluster the image pix-
els and the normalization is performed by shifting the clusters to the cluster centers
of a reference space. This work is not included into the evaluation due to a lack of
reference code to implement and train the neural network and parameterize the
clustering accordingly.
The papers [9, 170, 181] all give a good overview of the available stain normaliza-

tion methods and compare their approaches with several of the referenced meth-
ods.

6.2 Method
Stain normalization has the declared goal of adapting the image color distribution

based on the context information according to visually relevant features in the
image. This is similar to the requirements found in Artistic Style Transfer [51, 60],
in which a particular artist style, e.g. Monet, van Gogh, or Picasso, are transferred
to an arbitrary image. A change in style usually effects the spatial relations between
pixels, i.e. edges and corners, which is not desirable for image normalization in
digital pathology. Instead, the goal is to limit the changes to the image colors and
preserve the structures of the histological texture.
Another general category this undertaking fits in, is domain adaptation, wherein

image data from an arbitrary source domain is transferred to a defined target do-
main. The setting is used when algorithms in the target domain exist and should
be made available for similar data, but from a different domain.
In the stain-normalization this problem can be formulated in the following way:

• Images from different staining protocols form a manifold ξi.

• As all images show histological data, an underlying latent representation Ω
is assumed.

• The process of image staining and acquisition is an unknown function gi :
Ω→ ξi, which represents the mapping from the latent space to the stained
color image.

• A single staining protocol k is defined as reference ξref := ξk and all other
protocols are treated as elements of a noise dataset ξ̃ :=

⋃

i 6=k ξi.
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6.2. Method
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<latexit sha1_base64="9Ejp37p5juuEajSmMfObNDW2pFc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ejp37p5juuEajSmMfObNDW2pFc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ejp37p5juuEajSmMfObNDW2pFc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ejp37p5juuEajSmMfObNDW2pFc=">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</latexit>

WM
<latexit sha1_base64="tmkQZF3GhRUOEfiRWg1S7ttOkI8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nli/LeO56lqMhgVNNiJrPkAkvhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nli/LeO56lqMhgVNNiJrPkAkvhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zTtTwOHMicdNg/TzBbJXmjno/iA=">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</latexit>

WA
<latexit sha1_base64="afO3ZcJz6TF3e5NJjusX3j4ebLs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WB3GbKys3H6ybqo9EatTIHCkVk8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WB3GbKys3H6ybqo9EatTIHCkVk8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TuAg9TQX+ocqItdU9zOFOMBvllI=">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</latexit>

�(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="rU4c//fCLsoy5mCuDYFfFKQv02M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dGwZNm5XVoRiy10aI2zFpbgxy8U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dGwZNm5XVoRiy10aI2zFpbgxy8U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jvF1x5zLhqeG1KxP24Or7x7QNO4=">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</latexit>

�(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="EiZq4lE9OuCXihfOJZ0Um4jl7HU=">AAADUnichVJNTxRBEH27Iwor6oLeuEwgJhCTzYwXjSeiYryQQMICCUtI92zvMNn5ykwvETb7V4w3/EFe/CvGg6+LgUQJ0pOeqn5V9bqqunSZJrUNgp+ttvdg7uGj+YXO48UnT591l5b362JSRaYfFWlRHWpVmzTJTd8mNjWHZWVUplNzoMcfnP3gzFR1UuR79rw0x5mK82SURMoSOukuD7Sxyl8fZMqe6tH0YrZx0l0LeoEs/7YSNsra5urg1TcAO8VS6wUGGKJAhAkyGOSw1FMo1PyOECJASewYU2IVtUTsBjN0GDuhl6GHIjrmP+bpqEFznh1nLdERb0m5K0b6eMn9SRg1vd2thnpN+Zv7QrD4zhumwuwyPKfUZFwQxm3iFqf0uC8yazyvc7k/0lVlMcJbqSZhfqUgrs7ohucjLRWxsVh8bIlnTA4t5zN2IKfsMwPX5WsGXyoeUiqRRljyhlGRr6J03Xf5dPi524bSvZiaoe7s7/5TuRE8Eib3pne/4PSmP+5NRtwzzlb47yTdVvZf98KgF+5yyN7jas1jBatY5yS9wSY+Y4e1R/iCr7jE9/aP9i+v5XlXru1WE/Mcfy1v8Q//HKvi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Yx8WxvXNKnnngNUxnTCvszDDO8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Yx8WxvXNKnnngNUxnTCvszDDO8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aLNjuBDncvsWA+lJgDoKr1ttyCw=">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</latexit>
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ȳ ̂y

Figure 6.1 Center: Flow-chart of the feature-aware normalization module. The image
path y to ŷ is attenuated a factor based on the feature path and a sigmoid non-linearity
and a corrective term is added derived from the feature path with a rectified linear unit.
Left: input samples y from the redundant color feature space (after the transform with T ).
Right: corresponding output feature maps ŷ.

• Color normalization is the algorithmic function fθ : ξ̃ → ξref that maps the
noisy color distributions into the reference space.

In the following, a novel unsupervised learning method is proposed that is capable
of computing fθ using only samples from the fixed reference protocol k, such that
any latent feature representation z ∈ Ω, given that xi = gi(z) and xk = gk(z), can
be transformed to the reference protocol via xk = fθ (xi).
Herein, the function fθ is realized via a deep artificial neural network, wherein
θ summarizes all network parameters. From style transfer networks, the idea of
two parallel network paths – one for feature generation, and one for (pixel-wise)
operations is adapted. As the methods aims to restrict the normalization to effect
only pixel colors, but not structures, the processing path of the network consists of
a transformer network T and its inverse T −1, which utilizes 1×1 convolutions to
augment the color space into a latent representation (note that this is not the latent
z ∈ Ω, but an additional auxiliary latent space). On the parallel path, a feature
extractorF generates the context information for the normalization, i.e. the latent
representation z.
Feature-Aware Normalization (FAN) units are introduced as a novel mechanism to

couple the processing and feature-generating paths together in the normalization
framework, see Figure 6.1 for a flow-chart of the module. Essentially, this com-
bines the ideas from Batch Normalization (BN, [75]) and Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM, [71]). In particular, as a transfer to multiple styles can be realized in a
single network [51] by adapting the BN parameters β , the output mean, and γ, the
output deviation, stain protocols are treated as a specific form of style. However,
instead of using fixed parameter sets of β and γ, the adaptation is computed dy-
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6. Feature-Aware Normalization

namically based on the latent feature representation z. This dynamic computation
resembles the gating units of LSTM networks and assumes that β and γ can be
determined with relatively simple operations from z. For the output mean β , we
compute the ReLU a matrix transformation of z:

β =max

�

∑

j

W ( j)
A · z

( j) , 0

�

,

where j iterates the feature channels of the latent representation z and WA defines
parameters of an addition gate.
For the output deviation γ, the sigmoid function is used as a non-linearity:

γ= sigm

�

∑

j

W ( j)
M · z

( j)

�

,

where j again iterates the channels of z and WM defines parameters of a multipli-
cation gate.
After transforming an input image x̃ into the feature spaces y = T (x̃) and z =
F (x̃), the normalization algorithm for any feature map k is specified as

y(k) =
y(k) −µ(k)(y)
Æ

σ2
k(y) + ε

· γ(k)(z) + β (k)(z),

wherein µ(k)(y) and σ2
k(y) are the mean and variance of the feature map k, which

are computed across the spatial dimensions and the batch dimension. The small
value ε prevents zero division and has no other function than numerical stability.
FAN units operate like an error correction: the sigm(x) ∈ (0,1) output of the

multiplication gate attenuates errors and removes them from the signal, while the
additive ReLU output max(x , 0) ∈ [0,∞) provides a corrective term. The param-
eter matrices WA and WM have the function of mapping the number of features in
z = F (x̃) to the number of channels in y = T (x̃). In order to match the spatial
dimensions of the channels, the normalization parameters β and γ have to be in-
terpolated to the input size. Furthermore, multiple FAN units are meant to be used
in sequence to incorporate features from various levels of resolution, as shown in
Figure 6.2.
Theoretically, there is no restriction on the choice of the feature generator F . In

this chapter, a VGG-19 network is deployed using pretrained parameters from the
ILSVRC Challenge [153]. This configuration is commonly used in a number of clas-
sification tasks and is a popular choice for style transfer tasks. As such, the learned
features from the ILSVRC Challenge can be considered a good generic representa-
tion, which were learned on a dataset with a very large color variation in natural
images of objects. An implicit assumption when using a preexisting model is that a
transformation z′ =W ·z can be found, such that the latent representation is inde-
pendent of the staining protocol. Although the parameters were not optimized in
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<latexit sha1_base64="ZckMkLXk+GxMOkhLaV0U4SclWlQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="21siE66ivv1DETQFI8yR5TuluJY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="21siE66ivv1DETQFI8yR5TuluJY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a+4IiABO7HrNx5KWIrhGVpAOwNU=">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</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="NlXSMavmzBqJu+4rDiGmR2DoT3o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v+7tXJlcuOjgPOKBFLwWHgOHvBQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v+7tXJlcuOjgPOKBFLwWHgOHvBQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="38lQhxZ7b97N42JOiBw6bBaIoiA=">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</latexit> ·<latexit sha1_base64="qCEL8sOyAg+iRvVKMkhTe1WZXIE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G8SSwl1R3TsvdVM3cKP6CoGB8BQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G8SSwl1R3TsvdVM3cKP6CoGB8BQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99EGPHdHG/po7rUAm49R4SAsyH4=">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</latexit>

�2(z2)
<latexit sha1_base64="+AaIphqhRTsjpN+uWGj/c8rVEX8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M1sEPGS75BJEl0u4PlJkNrZfIjw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M1sEPGS75BJEl0u4PlJkNrZfIjw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sb0eUUcjHqoWybF3jaHZPAvic3w=">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</latexit>

�3(z3)
<latexit sha1_base64="EHbzrJ00FdIaeRjEobMOJkNBowU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PK6+4LbJYt36jqz/KEIGInT1nvE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PK6+4LbJYt36jqz/KEIGInT1nvE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uJjpdbJurtiE3M7Px2oivCNRo+c=">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</latexit>

�3(z3)
<latexit sha1_base64="Tt1hqGUfSbvJcFWJXjrtc85E0Ns=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8z7p8/RT+1cjWIdCtEmraWr6+LU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8z7p8/RT+1cjWIdCtEmraWr6+LU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oPngSpjBoaYkjhL5IM94efZrj2U=">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</latexit>

�2(z2)
<latexit sha1_base64="qWW/d/S9ccOkDn9eiBx4ZmTJP4A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k6czuGR7csnMVldvd4MhO2gwIiI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k6czuGR7csnMVldvd4MhO2gwIiI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwXckPPas05x7XEFXxp1R/Xbhxw=">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</latexit>

FAN
<latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit>

�1(z1)
<latexit sha1_base64="WC7gfgiT2CDrjvmfq6jA/8uxsHY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EEO2hTJ0eLjNR+eT2tewCmZzn2I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EEO2hTJ0eLjNR+eT2tewCmZzn2I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9DOL742mWc5X2kP5ThEHZbTwRlw=">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</latexit>

�1(z1)
<latexit sha1_base64="qN48tATx/hjf6c/lpYuQ6HaM7h0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nE7DuTVcWvyDiTIfGTO/UCE/vy8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nE7DuTVcWvyDiTIfGTO/UCE/vy8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z7Kq81k9Twu2IvHGxl+iZ01EEt4=">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</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="KtUxPNIg+27RvMk52Cm8v/039oI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZSWVadqZWLzfrsNywbbLUYSzgBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZSWVadqZWLzfrsNywbbLUYSzgBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kCznD3FZzQee+09K3VX3k2w/0JY=">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</latexit> ·<latexit sha1_base64="qCEL8sOyAg+iRvVKMkhTe1WZXIE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G8SSwl1R3TsvdVM3cKP6CoGB8BQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G8SSwl1R3TsvdVM3cKP6CoGB8BQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99EGPHdHG/po7rUAm49R4SAsyH4=">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</latexit>

FAN
<latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="KtUxPNIg+27RvMk52Cm8v/039oI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZSWVadqZWLzfrsNywbbLUYSzgBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZSWVadqZWLzfrsNywbbLUYSzgBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kCznD3FZzQee+09K3VX3k2w/0JY=">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</latexit> ·<latexit sha1_base64="qCEL8sOyAg+iRvVKMkhTe1WZXIE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G8SSwl1R3TsvdVM3cKP6CoGB8BQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G8SSwl1R3TsvdVM3cKP6CoGB8BQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99EGPHdHG/po7rUAm49R4SAsyH4=">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</latexit>

FAN
<latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">AAACzHichVFLT8JAEB7qC/CFevTSSEw8kZaLHvFFvEgwyiNBYtqy1A19ZbuQIOHqzav+Nv0tHvy6FhMlhm22M/vNN9/O7NiRx2NpGO8ZbWl5ZXUtm8uvb2xubRd2dptxOBQOazihF4q2bcXM4wFrSC491o4Es3zbYy17cJ7EWyMmYh4Gd3Icsa5vuQHvc8eSgG6rp7WHQtEoGWrp846ZOkVKVz0sfNA99Sgkh4bkE6OAJHyPLIrxdcgkgyJgXZoAE/C4ijOaUh65Q7AYGBbQAf4uTp0UDXBONGOV7eAWD1sgU6dD7KpStMFObmXwY9hP7CeFuf/eMFHKSYVjWBuKOaV4DVzSIxiLMv2UOatlcWbSlaQ+nahuOOqLFJL06fzoXCAigA1URKdLxXShYavzCC8QwDZQQfLKMwVdddyDtZRlSiVIFS3oCdjk9VEPxmz+Heq80yyXTKNk3pSLlbN04FnapwM6wlSPqUJXVEcdDqp7oVd602qa1Cba9JuqZdKcPfq1tOcvN9uPeA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NzYvALWJveqkNNWVXuveCKcal+Y=">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</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="KtUxPNIg+27RvMk52Cm8v/039oI=">AAACynichVHLTsJAFD3UF+ALdemGSExMTEjrRpfEV1xoAomACRJty4ANpW2mhQSJO3dudeGn6be48HQoJkoM00zvnXPvPfdlBa4TRrr+kdLm5hcWl9KZ7PLK6tp6bmOzFvp9aYuq7bu+vLHMULiOJ6qRE7niJpDC7FmuqFvdk9heHwgZOr53HQ0D0eyZHc9pO7YZEars3+UKelFXJz+tGIlSKGWC93sAZT/3iVu04MNGHz0IeIiouzAR8mvAgI6AWBMjYpKao+wCT8gytk8vQQ+TaJf/Dl+NBPX4jjlDFW0zi8srGZnHLu+5YrToHWcV1EPKL95HhXX+zTBSzHGFQ0qLjBnFeEU8wgM9ZkX2Es9JLbMj464itHGkunFYX6CQuE/7h+eUFkmsqyx5nCnPDjks9R5wAh5llRXEU54w5FXHLUpTSaFYvITRJJ+kjKfPerhm4+9Sp5XaQdHQi0aF+z7G+KSxjR3scauHKOECZdZhM88LXvGmXWpSG2qjsauWSmK28Otoz98cKpBq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZSWVadqZWLzfrsNywbbLUYSzgBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZSWVadqZWLzfrsNywbbLUYSzgBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kCznD3FZzQee+09K3VX3k2w/0JY=">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</latexit>

VGG-19, pre-trained model
<latexit sha1_base64="VUaz0Q1EdykSP5ZzouyJWe2QqWU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VUaz0Q1EdykSP5ZzouyJWe2QqWU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VUaz0Q1EdykSP5ZzouyJWe2QqWU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VUaz0Q1EdykSP5ZzouyJWe2QqWU=">AAADP3ichVJNT9tAEH0xlI/QQmhPFRerUaUeSmTnAtwiWkovSCA1AYkitHY2wYq/tN5Eggjxa3qlv6E/g1/AreoViQNvF6dSQZS1xjP7ZubtzO4EeRwV2vOuKs7U9IuZ2bn56sLLV4tLteXXnSIbqlC2wyzO1EEgChlHqWzrSMfyIFdSJEEs94PBJ+PfH0lVRFn6TZ/m8igR/TTqRaHQhI5rbzvb26v+xkeXWataCdJ03STryvi4Vvcanl3uY8MvjTrKtZstV2bxHV1kCDFEAokUmnYMgYLfIXx4yIkdYUxM0YqsX+IcVeYOGSUZIYgO+O9zd1iiKfeGs7DZIU+JKYqZLt5TvljGgNHmVEm7oL6lnFms/+QJY8tsKjylDsg4bxl3iGucMOK5zKSMnNTyfKbpSqOHddtNxPpyi5g+w788n+lRxAbW42LLRvbJEdj9iDeQUrdZgbnlCYNrO+5SC6ulZUlLRkE+RW1u39RT/U9/k87MbfYoT7/TmGLw0HKbVz7nBPkP5+Wx0Wk2fK/h7zXrrc1yluawgnf4wHlZQwtfscsOQ1zgBy7x0/nlXDu/nT/3oU6lzHmDf5ZzcwfPAKrI</latexit>

co
nv

4-
4
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Figure 6.2 Feature normalization workflow utilizing multiple FAN units to incorporate
multi-resolution feature context into the normalization. T is a learned mapping to a latent
redundant color representation and T −1 its corresponding inverse mapping to RGB values.

this work, we stress the fact that this is an option to further finetune the model to
the domain of histological stains. Instead, throughout this work, the parameters of
F were kept constant and only the matrices WA,i and WM ,i were trained by gradient
descent along with the parameters of T .

PCA-based Stain Augmentation
The challenge of training the network fθ : ξ̃→ ξref is that no corresponding pairs

of samples (x̃,x)with matching latent representation z are present. Inspired by de-
noising autoencoder (DAE) training [187], a noise model p(x̃|x) is assumed that,
during training, disturbs an image x from the reference distribution to model a
different (noise) distribution x̃. As in the DAE, the training of fθ minimizes the
mean-squared error between the reconstructed sample fθ (x̃) and the input sam-
ple x:

θ ∗ = arg min
θ

N
∑

i=0

|| fθ (x̃i)− xi||2, x̃i ∼ p(x̃i|xi).

If the probability distribution p(x̃|x) is centered around x, the optimized parameter
set θ maps all disturbances back to the reference space. We use a normal distribu-
tion for the noise generation, which leaves the question of how the variances are
modeled. As this approach aims at representing the distribution of stains in our
dataset as closely as possible, the variances are augmented according to the axes
of variance in our data. These axes are computed using the principal component
analysis of the pixel colors in ξ̃. The complete noise model is then given as:

x̃∼N
�

x, WΣW Tε
�

,

where W and Σ, with W,Σ ∈ R3, describe the transformation from RGB colors to
the principal components (W ), the transformation back to RGB values (W T ), as
well as the explained variance of the individual components (Σ). A noise magni-
tude ε ∈ (0,1) is used to control the severity of the disturbance. This parameter
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Input

RGB Augmentation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HSV Augmentation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PCA Augmentation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -{
Figure 6.3 Examples for different augmentation approaches. Adding random color shifts
in RGB or HSV space leads to unrealistic color artifacts, while the PCA based augmentation
provides more realistic pseudo stains.

can be determined empirically by inspecting samples x̃ from the distribution of dis-
turbed images. In Figure 6.3, examples for different augmentations are provided.
RGB and HSV based augmentations add a random color-shift to the input image,
which may lead to unrealistic stain artifacts, while the PCA based augmentation
maintains realistic appearances of the samples (herein ε = 0.33).

6.3 Evaluation
The performance of our stain-normalization is evaluated on the dedicated SND-0

dataset (Section 3.5.3), comprising five blocks of tissue from which nine slices of
tissue were prepared in different stain protocols. These protocols vary the con-
centrations of Hematoxylin (H), Eosin (E) and the thickness (T) of the slide by
doubling and halving the standard values of these protocol parameters. For each
block, the parameters were iterated, yielding the following staining protocols: 1.
HET↑, 2. HET↓, 3. standard HET protocol, 4. HE↑T, 5. HE↓T, 6. H↑ET, 7. H↓ET,
8. H↑E↑T, 9. H↓E↓T, where ’↑’ denotes a doubled and ’↓’ a halved concentra-
tion or thickness, with the standard values being H @1:10 (liquid component),
E @0.6g/200ml (powder) and T @3µm. From the digitized WSIs, five regions
with 1, 000 × 1, 000 pixels were extracted and manually registered, resulting in
225 images, that largely share the distribution of tissues across the nine different
protocols.
The normalization algorithm was trained multiple times with each protocol as the

normalization reference (target) protocol ξref. For the training, a separate set of
approximately 15,000 patches of the size 192×192 was extracted from the slides
of the respective target protocol. The testing then uses the extracted 1,000×1, 000
patches from the remaining protocols to evaluate the normalization output.
We define three quality measures to assess the normalization performance and
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compare our proposed algorithm to previously presented normalizations for histo-
logical tissue: Reinhard et al. (REI, [145]), Macenko et al. (MAC, [121]), Vahadane
et al. (VAH, [181]) and Bejnordi et al. (BEJ, [9]). For each of these methods,
the entire evaluation process of normalizing to each staining protocol as reference
protocol is iterated. The only exception here is BEJ, where instead the defined
reference provided with the method [9] is used. Wherever applicable, the quality
metric for the unnormalized images are provided as baseline case, denoted as BAS.

1. Matching Color Distributions
As the main goal of color or stain-normalization is to obtain virtually identical color

distributions for identical tissue structures, our first quality assessment measures
the distances between the distributions of the registered patches in consecutive
slices of tissue. As an estimator for the true color distribution, a kernel-density es-
timate on a histogram with 256 bins is computed on each color channel in RGB. As
a kernel, a binomial filter of length seven is deployed to smoothen the histograms.
Let, in the following, xi be a patch from protocol i and f j the normalizing function
(a network or any of the competing methods) to the reference protocol j. Using
H (k)(•) to denote the histogram bin k, the metric is computed as

li, j =
∑

k



H (k)
�

f j(xi)
�

−H (k)(x j)




2
,

which is the sum of squared differences over the histograms of f j(xi) and x j, re-
ferred to as SSDH in the following. Furthermore, the SSDH metric is accumulated
across the dimension of input protocols i and represent each normalizer f j by the
mean and standard-deviation of the distribution mismatches li, j. Note that for this
computation to be meaningful, a very similar distribution of tissue material in the
patches xi is required. Thus, the registration of patches and a high quality of the
selected regions with nearly equal tissue distribution across nine consecutive slices
is obligatory.

2. Preserving Structural Similarity
A secondary goal of the normalization is to effect only pixel colors, but not the

histological texture. Any introduction of context to the normalization has the risk
of introducing texture artifacts. Although our method is designed to minimize
this risk, a feature path via F along with the interpolation in the FAN units may
potentially change groups of pixels. Thus, the structural index (SSIM, [190]) is
used to quantify the perceptual deviation of the texture. Based on three measures
to compare luminance, contrast and structure of an image, the SSIM is defined as

SSIM(u,v) =
(2µuµv + c1)(2σuv + c2)

(µ2
u +µ2

v + c1)(σ2
u +σ2

v + c2)
,

wherein µu,µv are the average values of the compared regions u and v, while
σ2

u,σ2
v , and σuv denote their respective variances and their covariance. The ad-

ditive components c1 and c2 have a stabilizing effect on the division. Note that
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this equation is typically applied using a sliding window approach with block sizes
between 8× 8 and 11× 11. An image is then characterized by the average of the
block-wise results. We obtain the metric

li, j = SSIM
�

f j(xi), x j

�

, li, j ∈ [0,1),

which yields values in the range of [−1,1], where 1 indicates identical intensities
and 0 indicates no similarity. The range from 0 to −1 indicates negatively corre-
lated intensities with the special case of inverted intensities at −1 itself.

3. Color Richness
Finally, a metric to measure the amount of colors that is present in the images after

normalization is implemented. In theory, a normalization with optimal results in
the other two metrics can be achieved in a lowly saturated subspace, leading to flat
colors or, in the extreme case, a grayscale-like appearance. Therefore, this metric
reassures a valid normalization. We measure the volume of colors that is character-
ized by the product of the standard-deviations in the LAB color space. This space
is developed to mimic characteristics of human perception with decorrelated com-
ponents, which makes this approximation of the perceived color volume possible.
We compute the metric as

li, j = std
�

L
�

f j(xi)
��

· std
�

A
�

f j(xi)
��

· std
�

B
�

f j(xi)
��

,

wherein L,A,B denote the computation of the LAB color components. In contrast
to the other metrics, a large LAB color volume is desired.

6.4 Results
All results are summarized in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, showing examples from

all protocols and algorithms. In terms of SSDH the proposed FAN units with VGG-
19 feature extraction outperform all other methods by half an order of magnitude.
The histograms in the normalized space resemble each other (for similar tissue
distribution) with a mean in the order of 10−3 and at similarly low variance. Other
methods achieve average SSDH scores ranging from 3 · 10−3 to 8 · 10−3, with the
upper limit quite close to the unnormalized case with a median SSDH of 8.5 ·10−3.
FAN pays a small price in terms of structural dissimilarity. While purely pixelwise

methods such as REI and MAC maintain median SSIM values of 0.96 (MAC) and
0.98 (REI), FAN has a median SSIM of 0.93, and VAH is even lower at a median
of 0.91. BEJ achieves the lowest SSIM values with a median of 0.15, which is
connected to the noise that the algorithm introduces, as can be observed in the
detail views of Figure 6.5 (last column).
In the LAB color volume, we observe that FAN spans a slightly larger range of mean

color volumes than the other methods, but is generally more consistent, as the
variance remains very low, throughout. MAC achieves high volumes as well, but
has a large variance, which is explained by color artifacts that result from a failed
estimate of the color components – leading to unrealistic colors in the supposedly
normalized image. The highest color volumes are obtained with the BEJ method
and the FAN method normalizing to the HET↑ protocol as reference.
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Figure 6.4 Quantitative results of the stain-normalization approaches measured by his-
togram deviation (a), structural similarity (b), and volume in the LAB color space (c).

6.5 Discussion
FAN is able to match color distributions much better than other normalization

methods. Context information from the feature generator F provides a good sup-
port for the normalization and enables to adapt the normalization parameters to
the tissue content of the image input. As expected, the path from F through the
FAN units to the output can still lead to minor structural changes. These show as
very faint tiles in the normalized output. However, visual inspection shows that
these artifacts may be considered negligible.
The volumes of perceivable colors achieved show that the color richness depends

on the target protocol. In some cases, FAN produces outcomes with a slightly
desaturated color space. However, the HET↑ protocol proved to be a very good
reference in all methods and moreover, achieved the highest LAB color volume
together with FAN.
As a more general remark, it is worth pointing out that REI and MAC both strongly

depend on a similar distribution of tissue in source and target image. In applica-
tion, this is not guaranteed. Instead, the methods are applied with a target image
that has a representative tissue distribution, i.e. all tissue classes are at least present
to some degree. The influence on mismatching distributions has been criticized in
previous works [91, 181]. As FAN does not require reference images at runtime,
but instead models the complex color distributions of different tissues implicitly,
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6.5. Discussion

it can safely be concluded that it does not suffer from this problem. The com-
plex mapping fθ : ξ̃→ ξref is modeled through the network parameters θ during
training. As the method achieves a low variance in all quality metrics, the normal-
ization characteristics encoded in the FAN units and the transformation T exceed
the capabilities of previous methods.
Furthermore, this research has shown that a change in slice thickness in the pro-

tocols 1-3 contributes a strong source of variance that should be covered in studies
on stain-normalization.
Separating the feature extraction and the processing into different paths has the

advantage of modularizing the network. Consequently, the feature extractor can
be exchanged with other network structures and can easily be kept up-to-date with
the quickly emerging field of network architectures. Since the transformer T and
the FAN units contain only a few parameters, retraining and adaptation to the new
features works without excessive resource requirements. On the other hand, the
joint training of feature extractor, transformer, and FAN units, might be a promising
step in advancing the approach.
Looking back onto the motivation for this approach, it can be assumed that artistic

style transfer might benefit from the modularization of the network into functional
paths as well. We hypothesize that an artistic style transfer would be realized by
our architecture simply by providing larger and probably more filter kernels in the
transformer T , enabling an aggregation of spatial relations on this path.

New Perspectives on Stain-Normalization
Up to this point, method, results and discussion were following the research pre-

sented in [24]. In addition to the presented research, the application of the stain-
normalization to deep learning settings was investigated. Particularly, the method
was included in the preprocessing of tissue classification tasks. With the provided
datasets and including analyses of our own data, this did not produce particularly
strong effects. On the CRC-8 dataset from [88], normalization does not provide a
notable difference, even when the proposed texture features are replaced by color
features. Similarly, the ILU-9 and ILU-8 dataset do not seem to require extensive
normalization to achieve good classification results. With the extract from [36],
an improvement in the transfer task from colon tissue to the CRC-8 test set could
be reproduced, mimicking the scenario in [36]. However, the measured increase
in performance after normalization was only about 10−12%, whereas [36] report
a margin of 20− 25%.
This result is taken as indication that, in modern deep learning settings, normal-

ization is no longer a vital preprocessing element. A possible explanation might
be that neural network classifiers are themselves capable of modeling the data
variance internally if this variability is represented during training. In fact, many
normalization approaches work with projections of color vectors onto reference
components. MAC and VAH both use a deconvolve – rescale – project pattern.
While a singular value decomposition and dictionary learning, respectively, are
used to deconvolve the stain colors, a large redundant space of convolutional ker-
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6. Feature-Aware Normalization

nels, as provided in the initial layers of convolutional networks, could likely realize
the same function. Subsequent network layers could incorporate rescaling of the
components or, more likely, operate in a redundant latent space, instead of a spe-
cific back-projected reference space.
Furthermore, the chapter so far avoided the issue of computational efficiency.

While the normalization quality is excellent, the lack of benefit in various clas-
sification scenarios raises the question if investing GPU time for a VGG-19 feature
generator plus some extra units just for the sake of normalization. We leave the
answer to the reader.
What remains of this work is the impression that with the advances in deep learn-

ing the classical machine learning pipeline has to be reconsidered. Deep learning
establishes the concept of integrating goals and solutions into the parameter-space
of the network, instead of an explicit handcrafted solution. Augmentation comple-
ments this concept by providing an artificially increased variance during training,
which the network needs to overcome for a successful learning process. This can
be thought of as a strategy for increased robustness. We hypothesize that external
removal of the variance instead may even create fragility, as the network never sees
the variance and can potentially cause a failure in the preprocessing to result in
a cascade of erroneous decisions inside the network. Hence, instead of following
the normalization approach, the PCA-augmentation that was used to train the FAN
units should be incorporated in the training of deep neural networks – maybe in
combination with a weaker, but computationally efficient normalization as a safe-
guard. This augmentation is fast to compute and can indeed be applied on-the-fly.
Moreover, the computation of the PCA model itself is not particularly demand-
ing and even unsupervised, allowing for a low-cost adaptation to growing medical
datasets including labeled and unlabeled data.
Recently, the effect of normalization versus augmentation has been researched in
[170]. Herein, different normalization and augmentation algorithms were eval-
uated in a histopathological multi-site multi-organ classification task, either stan-
dalone and in combination. While the best ranking algorithm incorporates both
normalization and augmentation, all high ranking algorithms (Top-10) employ
augmentation during training, whereas many perform well without normalization.
Their results and conclusions align with the assumptions above that with deep neu-
ral networks augmentation becomes increasingly relevant, while the importance of
normalization is in decline.
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7
Histological Texture Synthesis through

Image Quilting
Applications in digital histopathology often require costly expert labels for the

training of modern machine-learning approaches. In this chapter, previously pub-
lished in [23], an adaptation of the image quilting algorithm for texture synthe-
sis [53] is introduced that is utilized to virtually multiply the tissues and labels as
an augmentation of the dataset. We evaluate this method in a subjective expert
trial and a quantitative augmented learning scenario.

7.1 Background and State-of-the-Art
Histological images are different from many large scale datasets, as their classes

are not represented by objects, but rather textures that, in turn, sometimes incor-
porate certain object types, such as cell nuclei. Related literature presents methods
for the synthesis of histological textures in [3] with region-synthesis methods aim-
ing to create realistic large-scale tumor models. In [61, 72], similar methods are
developed with the goal to learn nuclei segmentation tasks from synthetic ground
truth. In [61], an extension to classical texture synthesis is developed, while [72]
apply modern generative adversarial techniques.
In this work, the concept of texture formation through image quilting [53] is

adapted. This technique recombines patches by computing minimum cost bound-
aries (MCB) in overlapping border regions. The overlapping regions are randomly
selected from a set of well-matching images after an exhaustive template search.
As the textures are synthesized from existing image material, the corresponding
label maps can be reassembled with the same boundaries. Thus, image quilting
allows us to present annotated image data in reoccurring new contexts.
While the original method was designed to generate large realistic textures from a

small selection of primary texture images, this work propose an adaptation for the
histological field by a faster search for matching texture candidates, an improved
cost function to compute the MCB and improvements to blend in image patches
along the MCB. The adaptation is necessary to account for the higher diversity and
specific challenges found in WSIs.

7.2 Method
Image quilting recombines existing image patches by determining a minimum cost

boundary (MCB) in an overlap area. The synthesis starts from an initial patch
and continues iteratively by finding matching patches with a high similarity in the
overlapping area. For the computation of the MCB, the sum of squared difference
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Figure 7.1 Left: Minimum Cost Boundary computation, right: iterative image synthesis
process with a new patch in green.

of the RGB pixels is considered. An example of this process is shown in Figure 7.1
(left).

Identification of Matching Candidates
As a first step, the algorithm needs to find candidates for the overlap regions in the

dataset. If images from multiple WSIs are combined, a required preprocessing is
stain normalization [122]. However, an intra-image synthesis – from a sufficiently
large input image – is possible, too, and circumvents normalization challenges. The
huge size of histological images motivates to restrict the search to a random subset
of images or regions. In order to prevent a cyclic reuse of patches, the search algo-
rithm has to keep track of the patches already extracted and their respective neigh-
borhoods. Without this bookkeeping, the best matches would always be found at
the border to the original neighbors of the current patch. In [53] the authors sug-
gest to randomly draw from a set of well-matching regions, rather than taking
the best match. We follow this approach, as these randomizations leave room for
different outcomes of synthesized textures and ensure that the initial patch does
not fully determine the synthetic image. To increase the speed of the search even
further, we consider downsampled and grayscale-converted images for the search.
While this seems quite restrictive, the algorithm does actually not depend on a
candidate match, as the MCB computation is capable of compensating many of the
potential inaccuracies.
Mathematically, the Frobenius was chosen norm as similarity measure and apply

the norm in a sliding window across the image

FC(u, v) =
∑

i, j∈R

(ai j − bu+i,v+ j)
2,

where R is the overlap region, A, B denote the current patch and the reference
texture, and ai j, bi j index the pixels of A and B.
Implicated by the iterative synthesis, different overlap constellations have to be re-

garded: horizontal, vertical and a combination of both in the corner case, see Fig-
ure 7.1 (right). For the matching of the corner cases, this means to simply add
shifted versions of the horizontal and vertical window, without any further com-
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7. Image Quilting

putations, as FC is a summation. After the selection of a matching candidate, the
minimum-cost boundary can be computed and blend the patch into the synthetic
image.

Minimum Cost Boundary (MCB)
Utilizing the Dijkstra algorithm [47], the MCB is computed following the dynamic

programming paradigm. Herein, the sum-squared-error of the RGB channels is
used as cost function Ci j Ci j =

∑

r,g,b(ai j − bi j)2, with r, g, b referring to the color
channels and ai j, bi j denoting the overlapping patch regions.
In several cases, it was observed that this cost function leads to visible straight

edges at the border of the overlapping regions. To compensate this effect, a term
is added to create a cost-sink in the center of the overlap region

C ′i j = Ci j +λ
�

2i
N
− 1

�6

and C ′i j = Ci j +λ
�

2 j
M
− 1

�6

,

depending on the computation of a horizontal (left) or vertical (right) border. In
this equation N and M are the width and height of a region and λ is a cost factor,
accounting for the range of values in the images.
Starting from an initial pixel at the short end of an overlap region, the minimal

costs is propagated in a graph, where each pixel is connected to the horizontal
or vertical neighbor (depending on the region) and the diagonal neighbors in the
direction of the path.
After completing the first row in a row-wise synthesis, and after inserting the first

patch of the second row, we have to compute vertical and horizontal boundaries for
each new patch. In order to avoid the risk of visible edges in the image, all MCBs
should connect in the area where all four patches overlap. For the MCB computa-
tion, the initial pixel either is the lowest cost pixel at the short edge of the region,
or the end point of a previously computed MCB. For the example in Figure 7.1
(right), we: 1. compute the vertical boundary, 2. continue from the end point
of the previous horizontal boundary and compute the current horizontal boundary
left/backwards (connecting the point to the previously computed boundaries), and
3. to the right/forward, which fully blends in the current patch into the image and
leaves a new endpoint for the next patch.
To obstruct the MCB boundary even further, it is blended over linearly from one

patch to the other as follows: on the MCB itself, the RGB values are mixed at a
ratio of 1 : 1 from A and B, while the neighboring pixels use the ratios 3 : 1 and
1 : 3, respectively. Figure 7.2 shows examples of the final result of such a quilted
histological texture, boundaries and the according labels.

7.3 Evaluation
This study comprises a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the proposed

image quilting synthesis for histological images.
For the qualitative assessment, three sets of 1,000× 1, 000px WSI extracts were

sampled from the ILU-8 and CND-2 datasets (Section 3.5.5 and Section 3.5.6)
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7.4. Results

Quilting ResultQuilting BordersInput Image (+ Patch Selection) Label Synthesis

Figure 7.2 Examples for the synthesis of H&E (upper) and IHC (lower) patches. A single
input image is used in both cases.

at high resolution (0.5mpp): stained 1. strongly by immunohistochemical (IHC)
stain with saturated colors, 2. by Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E), and 3. weakly
by IHC with faint colors. Each set contains ten images: four original images, three
synthesized images with patch size 200 × 200px at an overlap of 50px, and an-
other three images synthesized at 100× 100px and a 30px overlap. These images
are used in an expert observer study with a panel of three experienced patholo-
gists and two computer scientists working in digital histology. Each rater votes,
whether he would rate the presented image as an original or synthesized. This
vote is complemented by a confidence rating on a scale from one (uncertain) to
five (convinced). It was known to the experts that the set contained a mixture of
original and synthesized images, but not at what ratio. The images were presented
in random order.
For a more quantitative evaluation, a dataset of 40 image extracts from eight dif-

ferent WSIs was deployed. Again, these image extracts are a subset of the ILU-8
dataset. Each image has corresponding expert annotations for the tissue classes:
tumor, stroma, necrosis, and other. This dataset is deployed in an eight-fold cross-
validation setting across patients (i.e. whole-slide images of origin), utilizing image
quilting as augmentation technique. Each time, a vanilla Unet architecture [148]
was trained and the performance was assessed in terms of the average class con-
fusions.

7.4 Results
Figure 7.3 shows the ratings of the experts for each presented image and highlights

the correctness of the given vote. Overall, most original images were recognized
correctly as such, with only a few exceptions in the faint IHC stain. Misclassified
originals were consistently rated with low confidence values, typically: uncertain
(one).
Considering the H&E samples, only occasionally one of the experts mistook a syn-

thetic image as original and these votes are mostly at the lowest confidence score.
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Figure 7.3 Results of the expert rater trial. Each bar reflects a vote and confidence score
of an expert. Confidence scores range from one (uncertain) to five (convinced).

Furthermore, the confidence ratings for all synthetic images are slightly lower than
for the originals for the H&E samples. An exception is image nine with 3/5 expert
voting for original, one even with a high confidence score of four.

Regarding the IHC stained images, we observe a far higher ratio of synthetic im-
ages that passed as originals and the confidence ratings are generally higher than
in the H&E case. Comparing the influence of the patch size as synthesis parameter
(indices 5-7 versus 8-10 in Figure 7.3), there are no notable differences.

Figure 7.4 presents the results of the quantitative evaluation, the augmentation
scenario. Herein, we observe minor changes in the stroma and necrosis class across
the different augmentation settings. The most prevalent effect is the reduced mis-
prediction of necrosis as tumor that drops from 0.36 to 0.26. As a result, the class
recalls after a 5x augmentation (Figure 7.4, right) increase by 13% (stroma), 8%
(necrosis), and 4% (other), with large benefits already at twice the data amount
(Figure 7.4, middle).
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Figure 7.4 Results of the augmentation for texture classification. On average in an eight-
fold cross-validation the augmentation slightly increases the performance between the
classes, with important gains in stroma and necrosis classification.

7.5 Discussion
The evaluations show that image quilting can be adapted to synthesize realistically

looking histological textures. From the comparison of the common histological
stains IHC and H&E, it can be concluded that the artifacts are more easily spotted
in H&E than in IHC. Additionally, the communicated feedback by the experts can be
summarized as follows: while the images can still be considered realistic, there are
some subtle and local artifacts that reveal the origin by synthesis. These artifacts
mainly consist of visible boundaries that occur in constellations, where no good
candidate match is found and even the most well-correlating patches are bound to
introduce visible transitions between patches. If the synthesis uses multiple input
WSIs, an insufficient normalization is one of the major sources for this. Particularly
in white background areas, a stain mismatch that effects an area along the border
is easily perceptible.
The introduced method is meant for the synthesis of large tissue patches, but a

generalization to global tissue structures, such as typical formations found in tu-
mors (e.g. stroma surrounding tumor tissue with a necrotic center) is likely possi-
ble. To this end, a pre-selection based on a reference label map is deployed and
guides the synthesis of the desired structures.
The proposed method implements an offline augmentation for neural network

training. Our quantitative evaluation indicates that the new context of patches
provides additional value to the training and creates a measurable benefit, even if
this benefit is not very large.
Another potential application for image quilting in histological texture synthesis

might be intra-rater trials. Herein, an expert labels the same image multiple times,
usually with long interval breaks in between, to evaluate the consistency of the
annotation. Our proposed method allows the flexible and intermediate recombi-
nation of previously annotated images to obscure the fact that the same data that
has already been labeled before. Thus, intra-rater evaluations can be included very
easily into the regular annotation routine.
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8
Histological Tissue Classification

One of the central goals of this work is to measure the interaction of tumor models
and host immune systems.

8.1 Background and State-of-the-Art
Regarding recent developments in immunotherapy, research has identified the

tumor-micro-environment (TME) as an important factor with the potential to re-
veal predictive factors for tumor progression and treatment success [87, 106].
In literature, the classification of different tissues is traditionally approached

by texture analysis [46, 49, 90, 116, 140, 189]. Typical approaches to de-
scribe histological textures are Haralick features [46, 49, 116], Local-Binary Pat-
terns [116], and Wavelet features, such as the Gabor-wavelets [49, 90, 116], or
Riesz-wavelets [45, 140]. Amongst the more recent methods, dedicated features
for the histological domain are learned from the data. For example, techniques for
unsupervised feature learning are realized by Topographic Independent Compo-
nent Analysis [5, 74, 140], a Bag-of-Visual-Words representation [26, 41, 42] ,or
by sparse Autoencoders [5, 41, 126, 140, 144].
These various feature descriptions are then used to compute discriminants in

the feature space with boosting classifiers [46, 49], Support-Vector Machines [26,
41, 42, 116], convolutional neural networks [140], or class segmentations using
Markov-Random-Fields [189].
Ordering the different tasks by organ, the literature comprises research in the field

of prostate cancer histology [46, 48, 49, 134], basal-cell carcinoma [26, 41, 42],
breast cancer [90], medulloblastoma [140], and tissue-micro-arrays of lung [189]
and colorectal cancer [116].
In most cases, the proposed algorithms realize a cancer detection, i.e. the clas-

sification of cancer versus non-cancer tissues [41, 49, 116, 140]. An addi-
tional distinction of stroma regions is classified in [46, 90], while [26, 42] at-
tempt more elaborate tissue classification in terms of tumor, stroma and lym-
phoma/inflammation/necrosis [42], or even 18 different tissue patterns [26]. Two
applications in prostate cancer [48, 134] predict the Gleason score to grade the
cancer. Herein, defined patterns correspond to the different grades and are rep-
resented in terms of regional features after a segmentation of characteristic tissue
patterns.
More recent approaches utilize deep learning methods from the class of convolu-

tional architectures. For example, [96] evaluates various architectures in the task
of breast cancer grading and prognosis, related to the BACH challenge [4], and uti-
lizing other publicly available data for pre-training purposes. In the same context,
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8.1. Background and State-of-the-Art

[191] evaluate deep features in an interactive transfer learning scenario. Herein,
the grading and classification of relevant regions-of-interest is predicted from the
features of a pre-trained convolutional architecture. An earlier work [195] deploys
a deep CNN architecture close to AlexNet and VGG for the distinction of epithe-
lial and stroma regions. To overcome the challenge of working with a patchwise
classification (non-semantic), they classify image segments of a SLIC Superpixel
Segmentation [1] and extend the predicted label to the segment. Another example
of deep learning applications in the histological field is the cancer region detection
in [64]. Here, a low resolution map of cancer regions in histological breast tissue
samples is predicted with an Inception_v3 architecture [167].
As initially motivated, the goal is to achieve a comprehensive characterization of

the tumor-micro-environment. To this end, this abstract task of analyzing tissue
composition is reformulated as a multi-class single-label problem. Our selection of
tissue classes is representative for several different specimen of tissue. For example,
the initial evaluation on classical machine learning considers data collected from
breast cancer images, while the dataset for the later deep learning approach is
extended by non-small-cell lung-cancer samples.
In total, nine mutually exclusive classes are defined:

• Tumor (TUM): mutated nuclei, typically oversized, with inner structures and
densely arranged.

• Mouse-Stroma (MST): healthy tissue from the host, dense and fiber-like, di-
rected appearance with occasional small elongated nuclei.

• Necrosis (NEC): dying cells, or disintegrating tissue, may show signs of in-
flammation, nuclei appear small, intensely colored and round.

• Muscle (MUS): round segments packed in brick-like arrangement, typically
in the tumor periphery, as this is residual host tissue.

• Vacuoles (VAC): cell-plasma, bright, round holes in the tissue, sometimes
filled with gray plasma, other times translucent, no epithelium.

• Connective Tissue (CNT): healthy tissue from the host, fiber-like, directed
appearance with occasional small elongated nuclei, less dense than MST and
typically located in the periphery of the tumor.

• Blood-Cells/Vessels (BLC): bright, translucent holes in the tissue, sometimes
filled with red blood cells, surrounded by an epithelium layer.

• Technical Artifact (TAR): collects all types of artifacts, e.g. blur, dust particles,
tissue folds, tissue ruptures, stain artifacts, and more...

• Background (BGR): brightfield-microscopic background.
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Figure 8.1 Classical machine-learning workflow showing different options for the various
steps. This work regards configurations in the highlighted central processing blocks. Al-
ternative options are listed as reference to other common choices at the various processing
steps.

These classes are found in the ILU-9 and ILU-8 datasets, see Section 3.5.4 and
Section 3.5.5, with examples for each class shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6.
The classical approach presented in this chapter has previously been published
in [25].

8.2 Classical Machine Learning
8.2.1 Method

We follow a processing pipeline as shown in Figure 8.1 comprising the steps pre-
processing – feature extraction – standardization – classification – postprocessing.
The preprocessing consists of the patch extraction for training, which during de-

ployment is replaced with the FESI algorithm (Chapter 5) for foreground extrac-
tion. A second part of the preprocessing usually is a normalization method for
the stains [76, 101]. However, as the single-site dataset ILU-9 is quite small and
homogeneous, this degree of freedom can be disregarded in this evaluation.
From the reference literature on digital pathology image processing, it can be

assumed that relevant information is captured in the stain-color and the texture
of the sample. Hence, color and texture features, or combinations thereof, are
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Figure 8.2 Left: Sierpinski-triangle, constructed from six iterations. Right: construction of
the Koch-curve from the geometric primal shape at the top in two iterations shown below.
The geometric primal shape is scaled down and copies are positioned at each of its own
line segments, some under rotation. Reiterating this procedure forms the fractal curve.

extracted from each patch of the WSI. From the color domain, histogram fea-
tures were extracted in the RGB, HSV and LAB color representation. To this
end, each of the channels is linearly reduced to 85 bins and the corresponding
channels are then concatenated into one feature vector of length 255. As tex-
ture features, Local-Binary-Patterns [138], Hu-Image-Moments [73], Local-Phase-
Quantizations [139], Histograms of Oriented Gradients [44] and Daisy [175] are
computed. Furthermore, this chapter introduces an adaptation of gray-level co-
occurrence matrix (GLCM, [68]) features and contribute a novel feature that is
based on fractal dimensions and the box-counting algorithm [113].

GLCM adaptation

Usually, the gray-level co-occurrence matrix is used to compute statistical meta-
features [68]. However, all classification methods applied in this work have the
capability to abstract such measures during the learning process. The computation
of the GLCM meta-features is very time consuming and actually hides many details
of the true gray-level distribution. This is why a subsampled version of the GLCM
is used directly as feature for classification.

We compute the symmetric GLCM for the angles k · π2 k ∈ {0, ..., 3} and at the
pixel distance of 1 and 3. The resulting tensor of dimension 256× 256× 4× 2 is
reduced by a maximum over the four angles in order to make the feature more
robust against rotation. The two different distances are remapped to a tensor of
dimension 512 × 256. Interpreting this tensor again as an image we blur and
subsample it to size 32×16, which can be vectorized into a feature of length 512.
Thus, this feature represents a kernel-density estimate of the GLCM.

Fractal Dimension Estimate

Fractals, such as the Sierpinski-triangle (Figure 8.2, left) or the Koch-curve (Fig-
ure 8.2, right), are often composed by an iterator that follows the pattern of re-
placing a given structure with N down-scaled copies of itself at fixed relative dis-
placements.
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8. Tissue Classification

If the downscaling factor is given as s, a fractal dimension can be defined

fD =
log(N)
log(1

s )
.

For the Sierpinski-triangle, each iteration places three copies of half the size in the
new image. Thus, the fractal dimension is fD,Sierpinski = log(3)/log(2) ≈ 1.58. For the
Koch-curve, the compositional rule places four copies at scale 1/3, which results in
a fractal dimension of fD,Koch = log(4)/log(3)≈ 1.26. The Koch-curve has a dimension
that is mathematically slightly higher than one – the usual dimension for a line,
while the Sierpinski-triangle – a 2D structure with holes – has a fractal dimension
that is below two.
If instead the compositional rule is unknown, the box-counting algorithm [113]

can be used to estimate this dimension. Box-counting uses a binary input image
B, where 1 denotes the foreground, the pixels that belong to the shape, and 0
denotes the background. A box of fixed size then slides over the B, and all positions,
where box and foreground fully overlap, are counted. This process is repeated for
different box sizes si, resulting in different box counts Ni. In the two dimensional
space (si, Ni) the slope of the line, which these points define, is the estimate of
the fractal dimension. Alternatively, grid positions can be used for a speed-up
or strided sliding window approaches can be used as a compromise. While the
fractal dimension will not be exact in either case, the relations of different shapes
in terms of their pattern complexity are graded by this feature. Note that close to
the size interval borders, the description as line is not quite suitable, as the graph
becomes non-linearly distorted. This distortion, i.e. the deviations from the linear
fit, provides considerable information on the shape, as well. Instead of compressing
the texture information into a fractal dimension, the whole vector of fD,i = −

log(Ni)
log(si)

is proposed as feature in machine learning.
In order to process the histological textures from the WSIs, the grayscale con-

verted images are binarized using overlapping percentile ranges (pmin,i, pmax,i) =
{(10,50), (20,60), (30,70), (40,80), (50,90)}. The result is a collection of seven
binary images to each of which the box-counting is applied. For reasons of com-
putational efficiency, the box sizes are not checked linearly, but following the Fi-
bonacci series 1, 2,3, 5,8, ... up to a maximum of 1/3 of the patch size. The series is
well suited, as it provides a good coverage of the lower box sizes without too much
computational overload in the upper range of box sizes. In practice, the width of
the binarization intervals influences the required maximum box size. Narrow in-
tervals lead to finer structures in B, thus, large boxes of foreground are inherently
unlikely. The concatenation of all computed fD,i, i.e. across the collection of bi-
narized images and all box sizes, is the novel proposed feature Fractal Dimension
Estimates (FDE).

Classifiers
As classification models in the final step of the classical processing pipeline, each

feature is evaluated standalone with a Multilayer-Perceptron (MLP, [11, 132]),
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AdaBoost with a linear base-classifier (ADA, [55, 132]), a Random-Forest Clas-
sifier (RFO, [15, 132]), and a Support-Vector Machine with radial-basis function
(SVM, [11, 40, 132]). However, due to the quadratic growth in terms of the num-
ber of training samples for the SVM, the training uses only a subset of the available
data. All combinations apply class weights that are anti-proportional to the respec-
tive class frequency in order to compensate for the strong class imbalance. ADA
and RFO were trained with 400 base classifiers, which is an empirical value, but
was not explicitly optimized. Both datasets were cross-validated with five-folds for
the evaluation of the individual features. After performance assessment by means
of Accuracy and F1-score, the best performing features from the color and texture
domain were evaluated in combination. For this, the number of base classifiers
in ADA and RFO was increased to 800 to compensate for the larger concatenated
feature spaces and the cross-validation was expanded to ten folds.

8.2.2 Evaluation

The classical machine learning workflow is evaluated on the ILU-9 dataset (Sec-
tion 3.5.4), showing samples of breast cancer xenografts at a 20× objective-
magnification. All samples originate from PDX models grown in immuno-
compromised mice and are stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin. In terms of
classes, the dataset’s distribution is highly imbalanced: TUM (44%), MST (14%),
NEC (14%), MUS (2%), VAC (2.2%), BLC (0.2%), TAR (1.6%), BGR (20%). A total
of 160,000 patches were extracted at the patch sizes 32×32, 64×64, 80×80. For
the larger patches, the extracts overlap partially and hence, some information cor-
relates. The estimates computed from this subset of data (referred to as SET-large)
are therefore seen as optimistic. A second subset (referred to as SET-small) is ex-
tracted at a fixed sampling grid size of 80×80 with non-overlapping patches. The
low number of resulting samples (30,000) likely underestimates the performance
and is therefore considered conservative. Both sets realize a patient-wise separa-
tion for cross-validation. We assess the performance in terms of Accuracy (ACC)
and average F1-score. While the ACC measure is influenced by the imbalance of
the data and is therefore biased towards the classes with strong representation, the
F1-score is computed per class and averaged, which considers each class equally –
ignoring its frequency in the dataset.

8.2.3 Results

In Table 8.1, the results are listed for SET-large and Table 8.2 shows the same
evaluation for SET-small. Both tables display color features in the upper section,
followed by the texture features and finally the combination of texture and color
features. For each feature, only the best performing classifier is listed. The perfor-
mance ranking among the classifier–feature combinations was usually consistent
across all three patch sizes. In the few conflicting cases, the classifier with the
highest overall performance is preferred.
The F1-score is only defined if a classifier actually predicts each single class. Due

to missing predictions, several features indicate the number of missing classes in-
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Table 8.1 Performance for classifier and feature combinations at different patch sizes in
SET-large. ACC is the overall Accuracy and F1 the average F1-score of the nine classes.
Note that for each feature only the best performing classifier is listed. *Negative numbers
denote how many classes were not predicted with this feature. Bold numbers highlight
promising configurations.

SET-large 32x32 64x64 80x80

160.000 patches ACC% F1% ACC% F1% ACC% F1%

RFO+RGB 79.3 60.1 85.0 67.6 85.9 67.2

RFO+HSV 81.4 63.5 85.8 69.8 86.3 68.1

RFO+LAB 81.3 63.1 86.0 69.5 86.6 67.8

RFO+LBP 68.5 -2* 72.0 -2* 73.3 -1*
MLP+HOG 65.6 -6* 71.1 -3* 72.5 -2*
MLP+DSY 65.8 -5* 75.6 -2* 75.5 -2*
RFO+HUM 70.4 -1* 73.7 42.5 74.5 42.5

RFO+LPQ 69.2 -2* 74.6 -2* 75.6 -2*
RFO+FDE 76.1 45.3 81.4 55.8 82.3 56.6

RFO+GLCM 77.9 49.8 84.1 62.1 85.4 63.2

RFO+HSV+FDE – – 81.8 56.8 82.8 58.3

RFO+LAB+GLCM – – 84.6 63.2 85.8 64.3

RFO+LAB+GLCM+FDE – – 81.8 57.0 82.8 58.3

stead.
In both dataset, we consistently observe that the performance increases with the

provided patch size. While there is a notable difference between 32 × 32 and
64 × 64, the performance saturates towards 80 × 80, as the differences become
quite small. Furthermore, we can observe very good results for the color features
in the HSV and LAB color spaces. The performance exceeds the RGB color space
by a few percent. In Table 8.3, the performances for the individual classes are
listed for the RFO classifier utilizing LAB features. Here, we can observe a cor-
relation of the performance measures and the class representation in the dataset:
underrepresented classes achieve a much lower performance.

8.2.4 Discussion

These results are discussed regarding the choices of classifier, patch and dataset
sizes, and choice of features.

Classifier Characteristics

MLP and RFO classifiers performed similarly with a difference in F1-score and
Accuracy that remained below 2% with a small advantage for the RFO. The perfor-
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Table 8.2 Performance for classifier and feature combinations at different patch sizes in
SET-small. ACC is the overall Accuracy and F1 the average F1-score of the nine classes.
Note that for each feature only the best performing classifier is listed. *see Table 8.1.

SET-small 32x32 64x64 80x80

30.000 patches ACC% F1% ACC% F1% ACC% F1%

RFO+RGB 76.7 55.9 81.7 63.9 82.9 65.6

RFO+HSV 78.7 59.9 83.2 68.0 84.1 68.7

RFO+LAB 78.6 68.3 83.2 67.5 84.2 69.2

RFO+LBP 67.4 -2* 70.4 -2* 71.2 -2*
MLP+HOG 63.3 -6* 67.2 -4* 65.7 -4*
MLP+DSY 47.3 -6* 70.1 -4* 70.1 -4*
RFO+HUM 68.0 -1* 70.3 -1* 71.1 -1*
RFO+LPQ 66.7 -2* 72.5 -2* 73.9 -2*
RFO+FDE 73.1 -1* 78.5 -1* 79.6 -1*
RFO+GLCM 75.3 -1* 81.4 60.3 82.7 62.4

RFO+LAB+FDE – – 83.6 68.3 84.5 70.0

RFO+HSV+GLCM – – 83.7 67.8 84.6 69.6

RFO+HSV+GLCM+FDE – – 83.6 67.7 84.5 69.3

mance trends across the different features were consistent among the classifiers,
i.e. a strong feature with RFO would perform well with ADA relative to the other
features. However, the AdaBoot classifier was usually outperformed by all other
classifiers by a margin of approximately 10%, which explains its absence in Ta-
ble 8.1 and Table 8.2. Due to the sequential optimization of ADA to previously
mispredicted samples, the classifier suffers less severely from missing class predic-
tions compared to MLP and RFO, which tend to overpredict the high frequency
classes as a result of the imbalance.
The computational complexity of the SVM limited the evaluation to the SET-small,

where it performed slightly worse than MLP and RFO (typically in the range of
−3%), but with the characteristic of making predictions for all classes, similar to
ADA. With texture feature, the SVM produced a strong outlier in combination with
HOG, where only 31.9% Accuracy was achieved. The best performing texture fea-
ture for SVM was GLCM with an Accuracy of 71.9%.

Datasets and Patch Sizes

Our datasets SET-large and SET-small differ mainly in the number of samples and
the presence of overlap. Both evaluations are consistently indicating a beneficial
larger patch size. However, there is a saturation effect that can be explained by
the accumulators in the feature computation, typically in the form of a histogram.
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Table 8.3 Per class measures for the strongest classifier in the experiment. The classes are:
tumor (TUM), mouse-stroma (MST), necrosis (NEC), muscle (MUS), vacuole (VAC), blood
cells (BLC), connective tissue (CNT), technical artifact (TAR) and background (BGR).

RFO+LAB TUM MST NEC MUS VAC BLC CNT TAR BGR

Precision 85.9 85.6 75.5 97.6 59.3 52.3 60.6 84.3 99.7

Recall 95.6 72.3 67.2 92.5 43.9 08.7 52.3 39.5 99.8

F1 Score 90.5 78.4 71.1 95.0 50.5 14.8 56.1 53.8 99.8

Since large patch sizes are more likely composed of different tissue classes, the
features become less discriminative if the patches exceed a certain size. Chosen
too small, the patches do not contain the necessary information to reliably classify
the tissue.
In terms of the feature performance relative to each other, both sets show consis-

tent results. However, the lower number of patches in SET-small or the missing
overlap, seem to cause an increased number of classes that remain unpredicted in
case of the texture features.
The combined color and texture features lead to minor improvements on SET-

small, but in SET-large appears to be limited to the performance of the weaker
texture feature.
It is to note that the prominently used feature descriptors HOG and DSY, which

are densely computed on the images, result in over-quadratically fast growing fea-
ture spaces. This implies long computation times in training and application and
constitutes a severe limitation. The proposed GLCM and FDE measures grow more
slowly along with the patch size, making them comparatively efficient to compute.
Moreover, FDE has the benefit of adapting the length of the feature vector accord-
ing to the patch size by design.

Features and Classes
We formulated the working hypothesis that combinations of color and texture

features are well suited to classify histological tissue. However, the results indi-
cate that color features alone achieve better classification rates than their combi-
nation with texture features. Within the subset of color features, the converted
color spaces HSV and LAB were superior to RGB data, which may be related to
the functional interpretation of the channels. HSV separates the channels into an
independent hue, saturation, and value channel that encode the information on
color tone (hue), intensity (saturation), and brightness (value). Particularly, it is
assumed here that having a dedicated color channel independent of the illumina-
tion contributes valuable information, as often brightness is the strongest source
of variance in terms of the histological stain. LAB separates the channels into lu-
minance and two color components A and B, which are designed to resemble the
human perception of colors. Histological stains are basically designed for the same
reason, to give contrast to the tissue in a way that human observers can interpret
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the tissue structures in the image.
Another factor in the success of color features is likely the size of the dataset.

This evaluation comprises the initial dataset of only five whole-slide images which
were prepared and stained in one batch. Thus, this dataset comprises little of the
variance that is to expect from larger datasets or multi-institution data. For the
transfer to clinical (diagnostic) application this imposes a limitation.
Surprisingly, the established texture features LBP, HUM, DSY, HOG are incapable

of representing the whole set of classes. For example, BLC remains undetected
using LBP and HUM and even with the more suited features GLCM and FDE, BLC
continues to be a challenging class. However, the low class frequency (0.2%) also
accounts for this effect. Additionally, the BLC class covers a wide range of different
scales reaching from a fraction of the patch, indicated by a few blood cells, to
multiple patches for large vessels. For all features, the recall of the BLC class is the
lowest of all classes.
Vacuoles are mostly confused with necrosis, due to the areas in which the necro-

sis lead to a full decomposition of the tissue, leaving nothing but diffuse plasma
behind. Without the context information of the surrounding tissue, there is little
reason for a classifier to decide for the necrosis over the vacuole class.
Occasionally, a confusion between connective tissue and mouse-stroma is ob-

served. Both classes have a similar visual appearance and biological function. All
other classes (TUM, MUS, TAR, and BGR) achieve satisfying results with usually
higher precision than recall.

8.2.5 Towards Deep Learning
In this chapter, context was introduced as an increase in patch size, which in prac-

tice restraints the use of histogram features beyond a certain patch size. Alter-
natively, multiscale representations, which are present in WSIs anyway, could be
utilized to combine features from different magnifications at a very compact patch
size.
The obvious limitation of the presented study is the small patient number, with

only five WSIs. In the course of this work, the experiments were repeated with
single color features (HSV and LAB) and the relevant texture features (GLCM
and FDE) on the improved ILU-8 dataset. As a result of the increased diversity
in the data, and despite a more balanced class distribution and the addition of a
stain-normalization step into the pipeline, the performance of the classical machine
learning drops to approximately 60% F1-score. Hence, the tissue predictions are
not suited for application.
A second limitation of this patch-wise processing is the excessive computational

time. Since predictions are always made from patch (context) to a single pixel,
high resolution tissue maps are inherently expensive to compute. Thus, the typical
application follows a strided sliding window approach and yields strongly sampled
maps of tissue predictions. Optionally, these maps are interpolated to the required
resolution, with a foreseeable introduction of artifacts.
A much more sophisticated approach to achieve high-resolution tissue maps is the
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use of semantic classification. Herein, a patch is used to predict an output patch
instead of a single pixel. Depending on the setup, the prediction can have input
size, or be a cropped version to avoid artifacts at the borders. In both cases, only a
grid sampling of the input is required instead of the sliding window. Alternatively,
it could be stated that if a patch-wise prediction and a semantic segmentation use
the same strided sliding window, the semantic segmentation achieves an output
with higher resolution.
In classical machine learning, there are only few options realizing a semantic pre-

diction. However, for deep neural networks, the family of semantic classification
models exists almost naturally, as the rest of this chapter will show. The following
method heavily builds on the research previously published in [20].

8.3 Deep Learning Approach
We conclude that the classical machine learning approach of patchwise classifica-

tion with hand-crafted feature design is limited by its computational complexity
and does therefore not scale to large WSIs and WSI databases. Following mod-
ern concepts in machine learning, this work proceeds to introduce and motivate a
semantic segmentation pipeline that competes with state-of-the-art methods and
features probabilistic classification outputs for improved assessment of the segmen-
tation quality.
Switching to a deep learning approach makes it possible to leverage the capabili-

ties of graphical processing units (GPU) that have benefitted from a strong expan-
sion in memory capacity and the number of processing cores during the course
of this work. This GPU acceleration facilitates the application of large neural net-
works at a high bandwith to complex histological data and is a driving factor in
the growing influence of deep learning on the digital pathology field [117].
While digital pathology algorithms for lung cancer WSIs are not deeply covered in

literature, there is a variety of publications regarding breast cancer detection [64],
grading [96, 191], and epithelial vs. stroma classification [195]. Besides the dif-
ferences in organ, the approaches differ in the methodology, as [64] solves a binary
classification problem (versus our multi-class problem) and [96, 191] work with
ordinal data. Similar to our approach, a two-step processing involving deep learn-
ing feature generation and conventional classification is deployed in [195]. In all
four references, patchwise classification instead of semantic annotation is used,
which effectively limits the spatial resolution [96] or results in a trade-off between
network parameters and computational speed [64].
In the fundamentals in Section 2.3, semantic segmentation was established as the

prediction of an output map from an input image. Depending on the internal setup
of the network, the output map is of equal or slightly smaller size as the input.
Equal size is usually obtained if the convolutions are used with zero-padding and
the input size is a multiple of 2N , where N is the number of downsamplings the
network performs. Without the zero-padding, a few pixels around the border are
lost and the reconstruction results in a smaller image size. Compared to patchwise
processing, both versions immensely increase the computational speed and allow
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a very sparse sampling of patches from the analyzed WSI, with little to no overlap.
Established architectures for semantic segmentation are found in the fully-

convolutional network for semantic segmentation (DAGnet, [119]) and the Unet
architecture (Unet, [148]). DAGnet computes a deep feature path and concate-
nates upsampled feature-maps of various depth levels to compute the output pre-
diction at full resolution in its decoder path. Despite the excellent performance in
many tasks, it has to be criticized that the memory requirement of the DAGnet is
immense. As the feature path usually trades off spatial size against the number of
feature channels as the depth increases, the reconstruction via upsampling and in-
terpolation imposes a high memory cost. In contrast, the Unet has a very efficient
way to circumvent this. It is structurally very similar to an autoencoder, which is
extended by shortcut connections between the encoder and decoder path at every
downsampling level. This structure leads to a stepwise (re-)construction of the
output, keeping the memory requirements manageable.
In this chapter, a network structure is described, which is designed for parameter-

efficiency and computational speed, by combining paradigms from different archi-
tectures. For evaluation, the custom histological dataset ILU-8 (Section 3.5.5) is
used and the results are compared to the DAGnet and Unet architectures.

8.3.1 Method
In this section, the details of the custom network design are explained and the

design-choices are motivated. For both of our reference architectures DAGnet and
Unet, the contracting feature path is built from blocks of the pattern: double-
convolution, nonlinearity, and pooling. It is in the expanding path that recomposes
the output map that they differ. While DAGnet implements a memory expensive
upsampling to full resolution, followed by concatenation and a few output convo-
lutions as final classifier, the Unet suggests an iterative, levelwise feature upsam-
pling, concatenation, and convolution. The memory requirements of DAGnet can,
on some hardware, effect the training process by restricting the batch-size during
training, or the region-of-interest that can be classified in one iteration during ap-
plication. However, there are comparatively few parameters involved connecting
the features to the classification output. By comparison, Unet uses approximately
twice the number of parameters in the iterative convolutions of the decoder path.
Architectures that focus on efficiency usually utilize 1 × 1 convolutions as inter-

mediate layers to filter redundancies in the feature channels and compress the fea-
tures by simply providing fewer kernels than the previous layer. The opposite, to
expand the dimensions, is achieved similarly by increasing the number of kernels.
This scheme is depicted in Figure 8.3 with a residual configuration.
While 1× 1 convolutions can control the dimensionality, they do not introduce a

spatial context to the network. Hence, reduction and expansion typically embed
larger convolutional kernels 3× 3, or larger, that operate in a compressed feature
space in order to save parameters. ResNet [69] and some versions of Google’s
InceptionNet [166] deploy such bottleneck patterns:

1. a 1× 1 convolution decreases the number of features,
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Figure 8.3 Layout of the bottleneck block in a residual configuration.

2. one or more 3× 3 convolution layers introduce the spacial context,

3. a 1 × 1 convolution expands the number of features back to the original
number of channels.

Let N be the number of channels in an arbitrary input feature space. If this space
is convolved with a kernel of spatial size S × S to the equal number of channels,
the resulting number of parameters ϑ is

ϑN→N = N · S · S · N = N 2S2.

Now let C be a reduced dimensionality C < N of the intermediate compressed
feature representation according to the block pattern. This yields:

ϑN→C→C→N = N · 1 · 1 · C
︸ ︷︷ ︸

conv:1×1

+C · S · S · C
︸ ︷︷ ︸

conv:S×S

+C · 1 · 1 · N
︸ ︷︷ ︸

conv:1×1

= 2CN + C2S2

If C is now expressed differently as C = αN , α ∈ (0,1] and substituted, it can be
determined, below what factor α the compression effectively saves parameters:

ϑN→N > ϑN→C→C→N

�

�

C→αN

N 2S2 > 2αN 2 + S2α2N 2

S2 > (2+ S2α)α

0> S2α2 + 2α− S2

0> α2 +
2
S2
α− 1, with the non-negative solution

α < −
1
S2
+

√

√

1+
1
S4

.

For the most popular version of this bottleneck pattern with S = 3, a decrease in
parameters is obtained for α < 0.895, which shows that even with a very limited
contraction of the bottleneck the number of parameters can already be lowered.
However, common choices for α are {0.125, 0.25,0.5, 0.75} and lead to a much
more drastic parameter reduction.
Originally, neither DAGnet nor Unet had access to the residual learning concept
[69], which was developed to train very deep architectures. This is achieved by
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adding a bypass to each processing block, as explained in Section 2.3. Conse-
quently, the network blocks learn the residuals as a series of small deviations to an
otherwise straight and deep computational path. Problems that commonly occur
in very deep networks, such as vanishing or exploding gradients, are alleviated by
this concept. As a matter of fact, the skip connections in the Unet have a simi-
lar effect, but instead of bypassing individual blocks, the skips bypass the entire
subnetwork.
Theoretically, the activations of residual branches should be of low mean and vari-

ance. A regularization via Batch-Normalization has often been applied to ensure
this. However, an alternative approach, the scaled exponential linear unit (SELU,
[93]), has been proposed that utilizes the self-normalizing properties of a particu-
lar non-linearity. Together with L2-regularization of the network weights, this con-
tributes another way to learn a bounded distribution of residual activations, but
without contributing the extra set of parameters from the Batch-Normalization
layers. Note that SELU activations depend on the Dropout [164] derivate Al-
phaDropout [93].
With the inherent presence of Dropout layers in the network, these layers can be

utilized as a source of randomness not only as intended during training, but also at
runtime. This enables the sampling of multiple predictions with slightly varying in-
ternal feature constellations. In turn, predictions that require a specific activation
pattern will not be seen repeatedly. The idea is that these inconsistent predictions
indicate uncertainties of the network and can be used to generate a probabilistic
output that communicates a measure of confidence in addition to the class pre-
diction. It has been shown that particular regions of uncertainty correlate with
class confusions and may be used for a semi-automatic active-learning framework
[198].
Moreover, several publications in the biomedical field [32, 82, 158] found that

learning can be improved by training the network to solve more than a single task
at a time.
We will realize a simple form of this multi-task learning by utilizing the features of

the final feature extraction layer to predict the tissue distribution. This functions
as an additional motivation for the network to incorporate features representing
all classes even at the full depth of the architecture.
These considerations have given rise to the following design intentions for our

custom network structure:

• preferring residual blocks to facilitate a good gradient flow

• deploying bottleneck patterns for parameter efficiency

• inserting additional compression layers to control feature dimensions before
concatenation

• controlling parameter value ranges by regularization and self-normalizing
nonlinearities
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Figure 8.4 HistoNet architecture, utilizing various design principles found in very deep
and parameter efficient networks.

• application of multi-task/objective learning to support domain-oriented
learning

• probabilistic predictions utilizing (Alpha)Dropout at runtime

Architecture, Preprocessing and Training
As Figure 8.4 visualizes, the proposed network architecture implements two out-

put paths. The feature generating output predicts the tissue distribution in the
given input patch and the semantic network branch upsamples and concatenates
compressed feature representations at various levels of depth to generate highly de-
tailed tissue maps. Internally, the feature path comprises the described bottleneck
blocks and provides deep sequences of nonlinear operations before each spatial
downsampling.
The network’s input is a histological image patch. Samples generated from a WSI

are centered in their color distribution using the parameters for Reinhard normal-
ization [145], corresponding to their respective slide. However, to learn a stain-
invariant classification, the centered space is augmented according to the PCA stain
color augmentation, described in Section 6.2.
As loss function for the network, this work proposes to use the sum of Dice-

Distance Loss (DDL) and Categorical Cross-Entropy (CCE) for the semantic classi-
fication, plus the Mean-Squared-Error (MSE) for the tissue distribution output

L =LDDL +LCCE +LMSE, with

LDDL =
∑

i

1−
pmap,i · gmap,i

pmap,i ‖ gmap,i

LCCE = −
∑

i

Ii log(pmap,i)

LMSE =
∑

i

(pdist,i − gdist,i)
2.
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8.3. Deep Learning Approach

Herein, p∗,i and g∗,i denote prediction and ground truth, I is an indicator function
for the true class, and i iterates all possible classes. Furthermore, the term map is
used to refer to the semantic tissue prediction, while dist refers to the prediction
of the distribution.
Seemingly, the CCE loss influences only the true classes with the gradients com-

puted from LCCE. However, this loss is commonly used together with a softmax
output and their joint implementation, as

LCCE = −
∑

i

log

�

exp(pi)
∑

j exp(x j)

�

=
∑

i

�

−pi + log

�

∑

j

exp(p j)

��

,

reveals the coupling to all classes via the normalization term
∑

j exp(p j).

8.3.2 Evaluation
All networks were evaluated in a five-fold cross-validation using fixed splits on the

ILU-8 dataset. A manual selection of the patients per split balances the occurrence
of rare classes among all folds and ensures equal conditions for each tested algo-
rithm. Furthermore, a strict separation between the patients’ samples is enforces
for all folds. As optimizer, Adam [92] was deployed with a learning rate of 5 ·10−4,
weight-decay 10−6, and an exponential learning rate scheduling with a memory
factor of 0.985.

Baseline Experiment
Our baseline is formed by classical pipelines [25], addressing multi-class single-

label prediction in histological images. We deploy statistical moment features on
the RGB histogram [25], graylevel co-occurrence features [68], local-binary pat-
terns [175] and Tamura texture descriptors [168] combined with a variety of con-
ventional classifiers, such as support-vector machines [11, 40] and random forests
[15, 132].
As these settings require a patchwise classification, the semantic ground truth is

sampled using the median of the center pixels as target class and maintaining a
balance between classes by equalizing the sampling. In this sub-evaluation, a SVM
classifier with radial-bases function kernel, that works on the full set of features,
achieved the best results in terms of a weighted F1-score.

8.3.3 Results
As shown in Figure 8.5, all architectures achieve similar performances in terms

of classification accuracy (F1-score). The gain in performance towards classical
methods is quite significant with an increase of approximately 28% from the base-
line of 58% to F1-scores in the range 82% · · ·84%. Regarding the computational
speed, there are measurable differences with a few milliseconds advantage for the
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Figure 8.5 Results for the comparison of network architectures in terms of GPU memory
consumption (upper left), processing time (upper right), and classification performance
(F1-score, lower). Note that the classification performance was cut-off at a lower perfor-
mance of 50% F1-score.

HistoNet architecture. Significant differences exist in the memory requirements of
the networks: FCN is expectedly the most memory-consuming architecture in this
experiment, Unet takes the middle place and HistoNet ranks as the most memory
efficient network. In research, these differences do not necessarily matter, but they
can limit the bandwidth during deployment, which is yet another challenge when
large-scale analysis becomes the use-case. Moreover, HistoNet has the built-in op-
tion to draw multiple samples with randomized feature combinations by activating
Test-Time Dropout.
From the visual inspection of the predictions, particularly the tissue maps given

in Figure 8.6, we observe that the network manages to label a majority of the
tissue within great detail. The variance map reveals a noise floor at many of the
tissue transitions, predominantly at the TUM – MST border and between blood
cells/vessels and necrosis (BLC – NEC). While inaccuracies at the tissue transitions
can be expected, as it would be impossible for a human expert to provide a pixel-
accurate class label, the BLC – NEC class confusion has a systematic effect on large
tissue areas. As the variance map indicates in these regions, the confidence of the
network is rather low, as the test-time dropout leads to either necrosis or blood
cells/vessel predictions. Other erratic areas are present between the necrosis and
mouse-stroma class, but no systematic confusion is detected. Furthermore, the
variance map does not indicate uncertainty in the majority of cases of this particular
confusion.

8.3.4 Discussion
It has been shown that a semantic analysis of histological tissue is feasible with

good results and a high level of detail in the prediction.
The differences in computational speed between the architectures do not seem
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Figure 8.6 Examples of the predictions from a HistoNet. Upper and middle: excerpts of
the tiles with semantic predictions. The images show median predictions and variances
estimated from five samples in inverted colors (signal is black). Lower: after processing
an entire WSI, the tiles are merged together to obtain a tissue map and variance map of
the entire slide. The colorization is explained in more detail in Chapter 11.

much, but can be relevant, as they scale by a factor of 105 · · ·106 per WSI, and with
the number of WSIs as additional factor, when considering larger experiments. In
addition, it can be necessary to draw multiple samples per patch to utilize the
probabilistic framework, which contributes yet another scaling factor to the com-
putational time. For example, an average sized WSI with 20,000 patches and five
predictions for probability estimation is processed in approximately 15min. using
the proposed architecture on a modern GPU.
With the increasing memory available for more recent GPUs, the small memory

requirement on the HistoNet could in the future be used to draw the redundant
samples in parallel on a single GPU, effectively eliminating the additional time
factor. Essentially, this computes an ensemble prediction using probabilistic clas-
sifiers. Since the variance map, in practice, indicates relevant information with as
little as three to five samples, efficient architectures can already be deployed on
todays GPUs. For the other architectures, the memory consumption is still quite
prohibitive with the currently available GPU memory.
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8. Tissue Classification

Moreover, the systematic confusion of BLC – NEC, that can be identified via the
variance map, is likely the result of the initial labeling choice to annotate blood
cells in hemorrhagic areas as BLC class. Retrospectively, the often co-located cells
in necrosis lead to the uncertain class decision and cause the BLC class to represent
blood vessels unreliably. As these would be potentially relevant biomarkers for the
vascularization of the tumor, a correction for the subsequent analysis is manda-
tory. Fortunately, the visibility of this confusion in the variance map enables an
automated correction by relabeling the respective regions to the necrosis class, as
will be explained in Chapter 11 in the context of the Single Mouse Trial analysis.

8.4 Comparison and Conclusion
While the initial performance of the classical pipeline already seems to provide

a very strong F1-score, it should be noted that this result was evaluated on the
ILU-9 dataset with only a fraction of the much more comprehensive and diverse
ILU-8 dataset and considers only patch-based classification. As the assessments on
the ILU-8 dataset have shown, deep learning provides a tissue classification that
outperforms the classical approach in the classification accuracy by a 25% margin.
Our feature computation is CPU-based for the classical approach, which makes a
direct comparison of the computational speed unfair, when GPU-accelerated deep
learning is the competitor. However, while many existing frameworks provide easy
access to GPU-acceleration, an GPU-based feature computation is not (yet) avail-
able. Given the weaker performance in terms of F1-score of the classical approach,
we recommend the GPU-accelerated deep learning approach for a fast and reli-
able tissue classification. Finally, the possibility to compute a confidence measure
through Test-Time Dropout is an advantage the proposed architecture provides
compared to many other setups.
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9
Strategies for Cell Nuclei Detection,

Localization, and Analysis
Besides Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) stained whole-slide images, immunohisto-

chemical (IHC) stains form one of the most common pathological analysis tools [2,
65, 142]. While HE characterizes tissues and is used as an overview stain, in which
the individual cells can only be assessed in a very broad sense by shape and texture
features with potential applications, e.g. [199], similar to the tissue classification
introduced in the previous chapter. IHC stains, on the other hand, reveal infor-
mation on presence, distribution, and types of immune cells through very specific
markers. Thus, IHC stains facilitate a highly detailed analysis of the immune sys-
tem activity in the specimen via a quantification of the amount of immune cell
nuclei versus the amount of non-immune cell nuclei.
In this chapter, parts of the work from [22] are included, researching the suitability

of different counting strategies, compared to an area assessment of the expressed
stain component. The deep learning approach introduces the research from [21],
exploring a deep learning based approach utilizing a virtual ground truth in order
to reduce the requirement for expert annotations.

9.1 Background and State-of-the-Art
Immunotherapy is explored in research and in first clinical trails as a promising

novel approach to treat several types of cancer that are not well responsive to
conventional radiation or chemotherapy. Instead of attempting to treat the tumor
with radiation or cytostatica – with severe side effects on the host – immunotherapy
researches ways to enable the host immune system to fight the tumor. In this
context, IHC stains are applied to visualize the interaction of the immune system
and the tumor(model).
The prevalence of nuclei counting and segmentation tasks [65, 76, 117] indi-

cates their importance as quantifying measures and for the computation of meta-
features, such as morphological features, stain-areas, or count based ratios. From
the processing perspective, the challenge of the image size is even more relevant
than in the HE WSIs, because the specificity of the IHC stain implies that for de-
tailed studies on the immune system, multiple IHC slides have to be analyzed in
sequence to detect and quantify the prevalence of immune cells.
An automation of counting tasks, however, is a very desirable goal, as it constitutes

a highly fatiguing and error prone task for humans, with a high inter-rater vari-
ability [56]. A complication of the task arises from the differing appearance char-
acteristics that IHC stained WSIs may show. Generally, dark-brown Diaminoben-
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cidine (DAB) is used as dye to highlight immune cells via an antibody, while a
counter-stain with Hematoxylin colorizes the remaining cell nuclei in blue. Overly
simplified, the image analysis task can be formulated as separating blue and brown
objects. However, depending on the antibody, the dye may bind to the proteins in
the cell nucleus, the cell membrane, or to proteins in the cell plasma.

Classical Approaches to Cell Nuclei Detection and Analysis

Many of the approaches on this subject, reviewed in [65, 76, 117], work on either
HE data [8, 95, 183] or IHC data in which the DAB compound is bound to the cell
nucleus [86, 179, 182], or do not specify a utilization of information provided by
the DAB stain [100, 188]. These methods obtain excellent results with blob detec-
tion based approaches in their processing, e.g. for a seed detection step prior to the
actual segmentation [95, 183]. For the more complex cases of cytoplasm and mem-
brane bound stain components, such an approach does not perform well, as will be
shown later on. In the related work, only two approaches [29, 94] were applied to
this stain pattern. In [29], a stain separation to identify the DAB-highlighted can-
cer regions in the image is used, followed by a regular blob detection to evaluate
the cell count. This is possible, because of a very faint DAB stain characteristic that
leaves the cell nuclei visible and countable. For our cell nuclei counting problem,
the masking effects of a pronounced DAB stain prevent a successful transfer of this
method. Furthermore, detection and localization tasks do not require a region seg-
mentation, but rather need to correctly assign the DAB stain to individual nuclei
positions in order to differentiate immune cells and general cell nuclei. In [94],
a multiplex staining technique is used in conjunction with the spectral unmixing
provided by a proprietary software. While this prevents an exact reimplementa-
tion of the method, the segmentation, based on a seed detection and evaluation
of the cell nucleus surrounding (or cell body) in the presence of other highlighted
cell or tissue features, is an approach that transfers to the cell nuclei detection and
analysis task in this work.
All of the algorithms referenced above preprocess the input images with some

form of stain separation algorithm and, more specifically, a majority applies the
stain separation introduced in [152]. Often, the subsequent application of blob
detection severely limits on the use of the method, due to the implicit underlying
model of circular or elliptic cell nuclei. However, the approach [152] and potential
alternatives, e.g. [112], also provide a way to quantify the immune response: not
by explicit object counts, but instead by quantifying the area assigned to a stain
compound.
We identify the need for improved and robust analysis tools of IHC slides, partic-

ularly the cytoplasm and membrane-binding compounds. Consequently, our con-
tribution in the classical CND approach is an area-based classification tool that can
be extended with a seed detection, which is compared to conventional counting-
based methods in the complex case of cytoplasm and membrane bound antibodies.
The advantage of area-based assessment is that no particular model of the binding
characteristics is assumed, which makes the transfer to different biomarkers easy
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and robust.

9.2 Classical CND Approaches
9.2.1 Method

Destaining into the brown and blue components often is the first step in cell nuclei
analysis. From the displayed representative distribution in Figure 9.1, it can be
confirmed that a flat 2D model will describe the most important informations on
the stain components quite accurately. For example, a full 3D transformation to
the axes of a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) explains 99.65% of the color
variance with just the first two components. Interestingly, on close inspection the
first component turns out to be the gray-axis, i.e. a luminance component and
not a chroma component. Instead, both blue and brown are jointly forming the
second principal axis. The PCA and similar transforms based on singular-value
decomposition all express this characteristic. Furthermore, the 2D projection of
the principal components reveals that the separation of blue and brown component
cannot accurately be achieved by linear separation.
We resolve this restriction by learning the decomposition from a very limited
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amount of annotated data. This is possible, since the destaining is a pixelwise op-
eration and the annotation of only a few nuclei suffices to compute representative
statistics. In fact, the analysis in this chapter was conducted learning a destaining
from the single patch of 256× 256 pixels, shown in Figure 9.1.

With the intention to augment the color space, the RGB data is concatenated with
the converted color spaces HSV, LAB, and a dedicated H-E-DAB matrix decompo-
sition [152]. This augmentation has the effect of introducing various linear and
non-linear transforms, before actually applying a classifier. Similar to the kernel-
trick [11, 55], this may help to learn more sophisticated classification boundaries
with simpler classifier models. Combining these color spaces requires a normal-
ization of the different channels, as the default value-ranges naturally differ. A
mean/std-standardization is deployed to ensure a balanced influence of each chan-
nel to the learning process. The standardization is kept constant after the training –
as opposed to dynamic patch or WSI-wise computation – as it is only used to de-
termine the initial offset of the channels.

However, the concatenated color spaces will inherently contain redundancies that
still indirectly influence the balance between channels. We use a PCA decompo-
sition [11, 83, 132] to filter these redundancies, see Figure 9.2. The PCA further
decreases the number of channels, which speeds up the classification step that is
usually linear in the number of feature dimensions (color channels).

Before the application of the classifier, the input image is denoised by bilateral
filtering [176]. This filter considers spatial and color deviation simultaneously and
thereby preserves edges better than purely Gaussian denoising. We apply this filter
to reduce the amount of background structures, but also inner nuclei structures
that would lead to a noisy color classification result. However, the strong contrast
along edges between cell nuclei and image background diminishes the filtering
effect locally.

From the resulting denoised and dimensionally reduced color space, the classifier
predicts if a pixel color indicates background, Hematoxylin, weak DAB response or
strong DAB response. A weak DAB response is a backup class covering unintended
cross-reactions of the stain, e.g in necrotic areas, whereas strong DAB response
labels the intended cell nuclei, plasm or membrane bound dye. In the predic-
tions, similar results were found with a Support-Vector Machine (SVM, [40]) and
Gradient-Boosting Trees (GBT, [54]). For the SVM, the loss-penalty (C-parameter)
was optimized, while GBT proved invariant towards various hyper-parameter set-
tings. As the results are virtually the same in terms of accuracy, the SVM is preferred
for its computational speed in application.

The classifier output constitutes the proposed area measure, as reliable measures
can be derived by counting the pixels belonging to each of the classes: DAB posi-
tive, weakly DAB positive, DAB negative, and image background. This processing
pipeline is visualized in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2 Learned destaining pipeline to compute a robust area measure. The input image
is already denoised by bilateral filtering and converted to multiple color channels. A PCA
then reduces the channels again down to six principal components (the pictures intensity
ranges are min/max scaled). A linear SVM classifier categorized the pixels into the four
classes.

From Area Label to Cell Count

Area measures are not as commonly evaluated in the IHC analysis as nuclei counts,
because the latter are easier to interpret. A conversion of the area labels to a
cell count is realized by computing the Euclidean Distance Transform [62] on the
Hematoxylin and strong DAB response labels. On the distance maps a local max-
imum detection is applied. We use a fast morphological approach that applies a
structural disk element with a hole at the center point. Using dilation with this
element places the maximum value from the surrounding of the current pixel at
its position. Only if the surrounding does not contain a larger element, the current
pixel is unchanged. Thus, the local maxima are identified as the pixels that have
the same value as before the dilation. To exclude local maxima that appear too
close to each other the map is dilated again with a disk of the desired minimum
distance radius size. The result runs a connected component analysis and returns
the center of gravity of each component that is not the background and the number
of components representing the number of cell nuclei.
It is to note that this Seed Detection (SD) algorithm only works, if the immune
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Figure 9.3 Conversion of area labels into nuclei count. DAB negative cell nuclei are
counted via blob detection. For cytoplasm and membrane bound stains, the DAB positive
channel is inverted to co-localize holes with the DAB negative nuclei.

cell antibody binds to the cell nucleus. In case of membrane or plasm binding
characteristics, the inverted intensities can be evaluated, as an attempt to detect
holes rather than blobs of pixels that are co-located with (blue) cell nuclei objects.
Figure 9.3 visualizes this workflow for the Hematoxylin nuclei (DAB negative class)
and the immune cell nuclei (DAB positive class).

9.2.2 Evaluation

Seed detection and area quantification are both evaluated on the CND-2 dataset,
comprising 35 images extracted from seven WSIs (patients) annotated by a
biomedical expert with seed positions at the cell nuclei centers. The annotations
distinguish between cell nuclei and immune cell nuclei objects. A subset of three
images per slide (21 in total) provides additional labels to assess the stain area. In
addition to the proposed pipelines, an adapted pipeline [182] for the free open-
source tool CellProfiler (CP) was evaluated, which operates with a Laplacian of
Gaussian blob detection [114, 115]. Furthermore, the same pipeline was deployed
with the Determinant of Hessian blob detector [115]. From the related literature,
the approach of Veta et al. [183] was evaluated, as a case of transferring an al-
gorithm designed for the HE stain to the IHC stain. This method utilizes a fast
radial symmetry transform [120] to localize the cell nuclei and proceeds with a
segmentation of the object. However, only the localization part of this approach
was implemented for our purposes.
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Detection and Localization Performance
In a pure detection scenario, only the number of detected cell nuclei is compared

to the true number. However, this scenario is not very descriptive as the cell nuclei
counts could result as an average of overpredicted individual cells compensated
by other missed cell nuclei. In a medical application, also the correspondences of
predictions and ground truth need to be valid. This is better represented by the
localization performance, which is measured in terms of the F1-score:

F1 =
2 · TP

2 · TP+ FP+ FN
,

wherein TP stands for true positive, FP for false positive, and FN accounts for the
number of false negatives.
This formulation requires an assignment of the predicted local positions to the

ground truth reference positions, which in itself poses a complicated problem. As
a first step, all impossible assignments are removed with a thresholded, i.e. assign-
ments that exceed an euclidean distance of half the minimum nucleus diameter
(12px). Then a linear assignment solver [103] is used to optimally combine the
remaining nuclei and resolve possible conflicting or double assignments. An ex-
ample for potentially conflicting assignments is depicted in Figure 9.4.
In addition to the F1-score, the distances between the denoted ground truth nuclei

and the assigned predictions are assessed.

Area Measure Assessment
We compare the area measures by computing the intersection-over-union ratio

(also known as Jaccard-index)

r =
F ∩ G
F ∪ G

,

where F represents the predicted area label and G is the corresponding ground
truth. Computationally, the respective binary mask for the Hematoxylin class and
strong DAB class is extracted and r is computed separately for both classes. This is
done for the proposed area prediction by classification and compared to a trained
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Table 9.1 Detection results for the cell nuclei and immune cell nuclei. This table only
regards the number of predictions, not the correctness of potential assignments. Note:
Slide 2 was omitted from the computation of the average errors in case of the IC class, as the
low number of ground truth nuclei (N = 4) results in unreasonably large relative errors.

Cell Nuclei (CN) Immune Cell Nuclei (IC)

Veta et al. DoH LoG Proposed True Veta et al. DoH LoG Proposed True

Slide 1 1733 4517 4354 3227 3386 204 1365 879 359 762

Slide 2 2695 5475 5537 4636 4824 21 20 18 11 4

Slide 3 2777 4335 5176 4404 4737 34 25 23 41 13

Slide 4 2208 4404 5604 4453 5655 320 1308 1013 567 1492

Slide 5 1619 3249 4393 3677 4097 249 713 523 280 735

Slide 6 1853 5315 5313 3878 4692 302 2355 1551 789 1766

Slide 7 2407 6562 7056 5011 6215 380 2730 1973 845 2120

Avg. Error 53.9% 16.7% 12.5% 11.9% - 90.7% 41.6% 28.7% 84.6% -

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and the approach of destaining [152] followed
by Otsu thresholding [141].

9.2.3 Results

In the following, the results are presented organized by the different tasks: detec-
tion, localization and area assessment.

Detection

Table 9.1 shows the cell nuclei counts for the competing algorithms. All meth-
ods predict the nuclei counts with considerable errors. Veta et al. has the highest
average errors in both NC and IC case. The Determinant of Hessian (DoH) based
approach performs average in both cases, while the Laplacian of Gaussian based
approach and the proposed method perform best on the CN class, with a slight
advantage of the proposed approach. In the IC class, the Laplacian of Gaussian
(LoG) actually achieves the best result by a large margin.

Localization

In Figure 9.5, we observe the same tendencies, this time, considering the correct
assignment of each nucleus. The radial symmetry based approach fails to reliably
localize the cell nuclei objects. Slightly better is the Determinant of Hessian ap-
proach that manages to localize CN and IC objects with median F1-scores of 68.4%
(CN) and 61.3% (IC). Laplacian of Gaussian based localization is the second best
approach in the NC class with 78.6% and first place in the IC class with 64.3%
median F1-score. In terms of CN localization, this approach is only outperformed
by our classification-based method achieving a median F1-score of 80.1%, but the
proposed approach falls short in the IC localization. However, it is indicated in
Figure 9.5e that we can easily combine the best of both worlds and utilize the
LoG-based IC detection with the superior CN localization provided by our method,
resulting in the F1-scores 80.1% (CN) and 64.6% (IC).
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Figure 9.5 Cell nuclei localization results. The plots show the distribution of the F1-scores
for the general cell nucleus (CN) class and the immune cell nucleus (IC) class: a) Ra-
dial Symmetry based localization [183], b) Determinant of Hessian based localization, c)
Laplacian of Gaussian based localization, d) our proposed algorithm, and e) a combination
of our proposed prediction for CN and the Laplacian of Gaussian based IC localization.

Area Assessment
The distributions of the intersection-over-union ratios for the two relevant classes

are shown in Figure 9.6. HED destaining followed by thresholding (’Destaining’)
does not work reliably, the respective median IoU ratios are 47.4% (DAB) and
69.4% (H). The application of a GMM already yields much better results, achiev-
ing median IoU ratios of 57.5% (DAB) and 77.9% (H). Herein, the model predicts
the label as the Gaussian component of the mixture with the most probable as-
signment (or minimal Mahalanobis distance). Finally, the proposed classification-
based method achieves the highest IoU ratios with a median performance of 64.7%
(DAB) and 84.8% (H). Both, GMM and classification-based approach, have out-
liers in their prediction. These are the result of an auxiliary class that labels ’faint
DAB stain’. While this class generally enables a better representation of the color
distribution, it absorbs the actual DAB prediction in a few cases. Technically, this
problem can be overcome by detecting strong responses in the faint DAB class with
a corresponding absence of predictions for the regular DAB class.

9.2.4 Discussion
In the detection and localization task, there is evidence that a transfer of methods

from algorithms that were intended for nuclei-binding antibodies do not translate
well to the cell membrane or plasm bound setting. This is obvious for the method
of Veta et al. and also for our own approach, judging by the performance in terms
of immune cell detection. Laplacian of Gaussian detection works well, because the
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Figure 9.6 Area assessment by intersection-over-union (IoU) ratio, comparing three ap-
proaches to estimate the DAB stain area (a), and the Hematoxylin stain area (b).

ring-like morphology of the cytoplasm and membrane bound DAB actually com-
plements the search with a LoG-kernel. The combination of the classifier-based
detection of CN objects provides a useful approach to automated cell nuclei anal-
ysis. However, classical pipelines suffer from severe error-propagations, as often
earlier steps fail to capture all relevant cases of nuclei, due to stain variability and
other influences on the appearance on nuclei objects. Additionally, dense clusters
of cells are almost guaranteed to be mislabeled, which strongly impacts the im-
mune cell class. Immune cells tend to be distributed around blood-vessels and in
stroma regions, which in themselves have a high object density.
For the issue of stain-variability the obvious resolution seems to be to apply stain-

normalization in the preprocessing. However, this is bound to fail! Most stain-
normalization algorithms are developed and evaluated on HE images. In the HE
stain, there is always a strong presence of both stain components – at least when
considering an analysis of identical tissue or specimen types, such as NSCLC PDX.
This does not translate to IHC images as the distribution of immune cells and thus,
the amount of DAB stain present in the image is not known in advance and can
be expected to vary strongly between models (of the same type). Since the IHC
images, in many cases, show extremes of little to no immune cells and many im-
mune cells, stain-normalization models that depend on these statistics cannot be
expected to reliably estimate the DAB component.
Our classification approach, on the other hand, is more robust against this varia-

tion and does not require additional normalization. Even if this learned decompo-
sition fails, the method can easily be adapted as the color classifier is trained with
very little pixel-data.
An alternative approach to the direct detection and localization of cell nuclei ob-

jects is the estimate of area that corresponds to the relevant stain components. This
method allows to indirectly infer the presence of immune cells and is independent
of the binding characteristics of the marker and is not as severely influenced by
dense clusters.
Similar to the normalization problem that depends on the presence of both stain
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components the HED destaining method with Otsu thresholding suffers from the
same issue. A fixed threshold will likely not work for arbitrary stain qualities, while
the adaptive version with Otsu’s method implicitly assumes a bimodal distribution
that is often violated in the absence of immune cells from the patch to analyze.
The GMM and SVM classification are both more robust and can be trained with

a very limited amount of data. In addition to the GMM prediction of the color
cluster, the method allows an alternative approach by predicting a probabilistic
assignment for each class and setting probability thresholds to determine the labels.
Depending on the thresholds, this allows pixels to be assigned to more than one
class, which can potentially resolve some of the detection issues in dense clusters,
where one stain component blends over another. However, the area assessment
experiment has shown that the classification method produces better results at a
notable margin that might be difficult to overcome.

9.2.5 Towards Deep Learning

Our results of the classical methods show that modeling the complex morpholo-
gies, which occur in the detection of cytoplasm and membrane bound immunohis-
tochemical stains, is still very challenging and not well captured by common cell
nuclei detection and segmentation methods. With the implicit modeling in the mil-
lions of parameters provided in neural networks, there are much higher chances
to train a suitable, well-performing classifier.
Deep networks of the CNN family are already proposed to approach cell nuclei

detection and analysis tasks [117]. Among the first works to deploy deep neural
networks is the mitosis detection in [37], utilizing 13-layer and 11-layer convolu-
tional networks. As for the classical CND methods, many approaches are designed
and evaluated on HE datasets, e.g. [85, 163, 184, 194, 197, 199]. The proposed
networks and training frameworks achieve excellent results in cell nuclei detec-
tion and segmentation tasks with different CNN architectures. For example, an
AlexNet derivate for small-scale patches is used in [85] and in [197], the authors
propose a stacked sparse autoencoder network, while [136] decide for the deploy-
ment of Unet [148] and DAGnet [119] architectures. A notable observation is the
agreement in [99, 136] and [193] to formulate the task as a regression problem,
as suggested in [111], with a learning objective based on the distance to the next
ground truth nucleus. As some of the methods, e.g. [194, 199], include a classifica-
tion of cellular subcategories, we have reason to assume that the desired detection
of IHC cell nuclei and their simultaneous classification as either normal cell nucleus
or immune cell nucleus can be realized with similar approaches.

9.3 A CycleGAN-based Approach utilizing Virtual Ground Truth
Deep learning, as a data-driven method, shifts the complexity of the problem to

the generation of a large amount of ground truth data. However, budgets on time
and money often hinder the creation of large datasets or restrict the available qual-
ity of labels. The concept of generating virtual ground truth allows to reduce or
circumvent this issue.
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With recent developments in neural network training techniques, adversarial net-
works [58] have become increasingly popular. Adversarial training deploys a gen-
erator network to create artificial samples that appear realistic, by learning to ’fool’
a corresponding discriminator network.
An example of this training is found in [160], in which the authors train the gen-

erator to create samples of the IHC marker Ki67 (a nuclei bound antibody used
to measure cell proliferation). The generator learns to translate from an artifi-
cially generated ground truth mask into background structures, cell nuclei objects
(Hematoxylin blue) and proliferating cell nuclei (DAB brown). For this kind of
training, user annotations are mandatory. Also, the transition this network learns
is likely not very complex, as the antibody is nuclei bound. Basically, all the gen-
erator has to learn is to restain the mask label for CN in blue, the mask label for
IC in brown, and then apply some smoothing filters to realistically blend over the
transitions. This ensures a low risk to confuse the classes.
A slightly more advanced method is the Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Network (Cy-

cleGAN, [203]). Herein, images are translated between a domain of origin and a
target domain. Also, this framework completes the cycle by translating back to
the original domain and enforces consistency between the original sample and
the forward-backward translated sample. CycleGANs constitute a well-performing
method for unpaired image-to-image translation. This implies that there is no di-
rect correspondence between the images of each domain, but rather a loose trans-
lation of appearances enabling unsupervised training, or the utilization of synthetic
labels.
In [123], the CycleGAN is used to generate synthetic HE images from artificial

binary ground truth maps. In this task, the network has to learn to generate real-
istic looking histological (Eosin) background and place cell nuclei objects (Hema-
toxylin) at the positions denoted in the mask. For a multi-organ cell nuclei segmen-
tation, the work proposes the use of multiple CycleGANs, each for a translation to
a different organ. However, due to the binary nature of their task formulation, this
method is unlikely to handle multi-class problems well.
Another example of CycleGAN translation in the histological domain is the stain

translation introduced in [57], where the authors transform from very different
stains to the PAS stain to deploy a classification network that has been trained on
the PAS domain. In a way, this makes virtual use of the PAS ground truth in the
other domains (= stains).
In practice, the success of the learning depends on whether the networks manage

to learn the correct correlations of objects from the training data, or not. In [57,
123] these correspondences are relatively easy to establish, as they mostly form an
adaptation of color [57] (with only minor structural changes), or a strong corre-
lation between the mask and image [123]. In contrast, the generation of realistic
cytoplasm and membrane bound characteristics is more challenging, as there are
multiple ways for a generator network to create realistic looking images that would
violate the synthetic ground truth. Therefore, synthetic ground truth generation
with multiple classes (cell nuclei and immune cell nuclei) is a lot like asking for a
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paired image-to-image translation without providing any pairs.
Based on the work published in [21], the following section explains an algorithm

to enhance a basic simulation for cell nuclei and immune cell objects with a Cycle-
GAN by formulating a transform consistency loss as a replacement for the pairing.
In a more general perspective, the transfer loss aims to enable the utilization of
CycleGANs in the category of multi-class domain transfer problems. The resulting
enhanced simulation is used as an augmentation together with the CND-2 dataset,
but can even achieve a good detection performance of nuclei objects without any
expert labels. In different constellations, it is evaluated how the amount of training
data effects the detection quality of cell nuclei and immune cells.

9.3.1 Method
Advancing the ideas in [123, 203], a basic simulation model is built and a Cycle-

GAN is deployed that enhances the simulation into more realistic images of tissue.
This enhanced simulation then augments the training of a Unet classifier which
predicts

1. marker positions of cell nuclei (CN),

2. marker positions of immune cell nuclei (IC),

3. nuclei contours, and

4. image background.

Basic Simulation Model
IHC images are synthesized patchwise according to the following routine:

• Brightfield-microscopic background is simulated by iteratively adding shot
noise and applying a strong Gaussian blur to an otherwise average white
background.

• Based on randomized grid positions, nuclei objects are placed with varying
opacities. This models different z-planes of the nuclei. Herein, a nucleus is
initially modeled as a circular disk with random radius R ∈ [18,32], sampled
from a uniform distribution. A random transform allowing stretching and
rotation shapes the disk into an arbitrarily oriented ellipse. Moreover, noise
is added to mimic inner nuclei structures.

• If an immune cell is generated, the morphological gradient around the ellipse
is colorized brown.

• Finally, a random elastic transform is applied, which is recommended for
Unet training [148].

Corresponding ground truth image channels are generated by placing a small disk
at the nuclei positions. Herein, the immune cell class is treated as additional prop-
erty of a cell nucleus. Hence, all immune cells have a label in the cell nucleus
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Figure 9.7 Samples showing the virtual ground truth (top row), the basic simulation (sec-
ond row), a CycleGAN-enhanced simulation trained with an MSE loss (third row), and a
CycleGAN-enhanced simulation trained with the proposed controlled loss (bottom row).
Only the proposed loss manages to establish the desired correspondence between the syn-
thetic ground truth and the CycleGAN-enhanced samples, which enables the use of these
quasi-pairs for augmentation.

channel, but not vice versa. The nucleus boundary is computed as the morpholog-
ical gradient around the simulated object and everything else is considered back-
ground. We refer to this as our basic model and samples drawn from this model
are depicted in the first rows of Figure 9.7, along with the synthetic ground truth.

CycleGAN Enhancement

CycleGAN is a method that uses four different subnetworks to perform an unpaired
image-to-image translation. Two transformer networks map images between the
domains of the basic simulation S and the domain of real-world data R. FS2R is
the forward mapping from S to R and GR2S is the backward mapping. Additionally,
the two discriminators DS,DR predict the likelihood of a fake image sample. All
components are displayed in Figure 9.8 together with the data-flow that leads to
the loss contributions, which will be explained later.
The fact that the images are unpaired, enables us to deploy the CycleGAN method

in the first place, as there is no corresponding real-world images to the simula-
tioned samples. However, this implies that the network has various degrees of
freedom to change and manipulate the image during the transformation, which
can potentially endanger the use of our synthetic ground truth. Usually, the dis-
criminators are adjusted to ensure realistic images. However, since multiple classes
(cell nuclei and immune cells) are present and the discriminator does not have the
ground truth information (image pairs exist only for the simulations), the network
has multiple ways of producing images that look realistic to the discriminator, but
are wrong according to the ground truth, see Figure 9.7 (third row) for a simple
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Figure 9.8 CycleGAN setup, data flow, and loss computation, are shown with the cycle-
constistency losses LC , the identity losses LI , and the discriminator losses LD in their re-
spective domain [203]. Additionally, a transform-consistency loss LT is proposed that re-
stricts the generators FS2R,GR2S to produce similar images. FS2R is later on utilized as
augmentation network to train a Unet for the CND task.

graphic example with a standard MSE loss. Thus, even subtle and realistic appear-
ing transformation can render the synthetic ground truth useless.
Compared to the general unpaired image-to-image translation problem, the use

case here has the advantage that the source and target domain – basic and en-
hanced simulation – are similar to each other by design. Therefore, this work pro-
poses a translation consistency loss that alleviates the problem by linking source
and target domain, while still allowing minor manipulations to take place.
From the CycleGAN specifications [203], the three original loss contributions LC ,
LI , and LD are provided. First, the cycle-consistency loss LC , following the black
arrows in Figure 9.8,

LC = ||FS2R(GR2S(R))− R||1 + ||GR2S(FS2R(S))− S||1,

with the images from simulation (S) and real (R) domain. This loss imposes a
cost for a mismatch after transforming the image from source to target, back to
the source domain, and vice versa. Second, the identity loss LI , following the red
arrows in Figure 9.8,

LI = ||FS2R(R)− R||1 + ||GR2S(S)− S||1,

which imposes costs of the transform of an image to its domain of origin, and third,
the discriminator loss LD, computed from the discriminator decisions in Figure 9.8,

LD = ||DR(FS2R(S))− lS||2 + ||DS(GR2S(R))− lR||2,

to impose a cost on images that can clearly be distinguished as fake to the respective
domain. Note that this loss is realized by randomly mixing images from the original
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and translated domain, as indicated by the switches in Figure 9.8. The final loss is
the weighted sum of all contributions

L = λC LC +λI LI +λD LD +λT LT ,

with the weights λi as degrees of freedom or hyperparameters and LT is our pro-
posed transform consistency loss, denoted by the green arrows in Figure 9.8:

LT = αMSElog(FS2R(S), R) + βMSElog(GR2S(R), S),

wherein MSElog is the mean-squared-error computed from its logarithmic argu-
ments and the parameters α,β are additional loss weights.
The logarithm in the MSE is a design-choice that emphasizes signals in brightfield

microscopy and is connected to the Beer-Lambert model [12] that has applications
in modeling the staining process [152]. In our experience, the loss contribution
MSElog(GR2S(R), S) with the weight β does not have a critical influence on the sys-
tem. It models a consistency for the transform from the enhanced simulation back
to the basic model, which is not of particular interest for the later use and thus,
might only have indirect influence on the cycle-consistency. Therefore, a small
constant β is sufficient. In contrast, a constant choice for the parameter α intro-
duces the dilemma of constraining the change to the image that is actually desired:
we want to improve the realism of the simulation, but not at the cost of effecting
the ground truth correspondence in the nuclei class. Cell nuclei and immune cell
objects need to appear with consistent location, class and free of artifacts, such
as splitting, object shadows, or even the appearance of random new nuclei-like
objects.
To control the learning behavior, a proportional feedback is implemented which

adapts the weight α to influence the contribution of the MSElog(FS2R(S), R) loss
term dynamically:

K =MSElog(FS2R(S), R)
α=max(αref + A(K −Φref),αmin),

with the reference loss Φref, reference contribution αref, minimal loss contribution
αmin and amplification A. This feedback leads to an oscillation of α around the
reference αref, while the minimal loss contribution αmin ensures a positive contri-
bution. The parameter Φref defines the according reference loss and together with
A determines how aggressive the loss is modified. Our rational behind the use of
this formulation is that the reference point for the loss and loss contribution can be
used to set the amount of acceptable change in the image. For this work the set of
parameters {αref = 5.0,αmin = 0.5,Φref = 0.015, A= 20} was found by visually in-
specting samples of FS2R(S) from a first training, in which the according values of
LT for realistic and unrealistic samples were recorded and inspected. This choice
is empirical, but has proven its effectiveness.
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9.3.2 Evaluation
To evaluate the method, the CND-2 is used, which provides five regions-of-

interests from each of seven immunohistologically stained whole-slide images. In
the corresponding ground truth, markers for the cell nuclei and immune cell nu-
clei denote the nuclei centers. Note that no ground truth information on the nuclei
boundaries are provided.
We evaluate multiple scenarios to assess how the simulation and enhanced simu-

lation influences the learning performance:

1. Simulation Only (SIMO) This scenario evaluates a Unet trained on the ba-
sic simulation and compares it to a Unet trained on the CycleGAN enhanced
simulation. The full dataset is used for testing, exclusively.

2. Leaving-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) evaluates the opposite of the
first scenario. We make maximal use of the CND-2 dataset utilizing images
from six WSIs as training data, while the seventh WSI is used for testing.
Additionally, the use of an exclusive training on real-world data is compared
to a training that uses the enhanced simulation as augmentation.

3. One-Versus-Rest Cross-Validation (OVRCV) finally evaluates a minimum
use of real-world training data together and without augmentation. Only
images from a single slide are used in training and the remaining six slides
form the testset.

Throughout the training the number of samples per epoch is kept constant in or-
der to guarantee that the only influence of the scenario is the composition of the
training data between real and synthetic.
The performance is assessed by the F1-score. Herein, a true positive is defined as

a correct prediction within a 12px radius around a labeled nucleus, a false positive
is a prediction outside this tolerance or multiple predictions in the same radius,
while a false negative is counted if no prediction falls inside the tolerated radius
around the ground truth positions.

9.3.3 Results
In the SIMO scenario, where only simulated data is used to train the networks,

we observe a significant difference in performance between the basic simulation
and the CycleGAN enhanced simulation model. Figure 9.9 reveals an increase in
the mean F1-Score for detection of all cell nuclei, i.e. cell nuclei (CN) and immune
cell nuclei (IC), from 73.6% to 82.9%. While the detection of subgroup of IC is
rather weak in both cases, there is a notable 12% margin in favor of the enhanced
simulation.
The OVRCV scenario, see Figure 9.10 (left), models a training situation in which

the access to labeled data is very limited, which is typical for medical image analy-
sis. Here, the augmentation leads to an improvement in the F1-score from 82.9%
to 85.4% (CN) and from 42.3% to 67.0% (IC). On the other hand, the LOOCV sce-
nario, see Figure 9.10 (right), has the best achievable training conditions in this
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Figure 9.9 Results of the SIMO scenario. We observe that the GAN augmentation (right)
is far superior than the basic simulation (left) alone.

experiment, with plenty of real-world data to train on. Here, the F1-score reaches
88.8% (CN) and 79.2%, when using purely real-world data. If the enhanced sim-
ulation is used in conjunction, there is a slight drop in performance to 88.1% (CN)
and 76.8%.
For the slides two and three in Figure 9.10 (OVRCV, w/o GAN), we observe a poor

performance in the IC prediction, as these slides suffer from a severe underrep-
resentation of immune cells. Including the enhanced simulation as augmentation
increases the mean from approximately 17% to 60% in slide two and from 51% to
69% in slide three. Additionally, looking at the slides with numerous IC such as
four, six, and seven, it is to note that the performance is very close to the observed
maximum performance although only a fraction of the real-world data is used in
training. Examples of the prediction from different Unet detectors are shown in
Figure 9.11.

9.3.4 Discussion
Enhancing a basic simulation model with unsupervised domain transfer proved

to be a viable method for training from virtual ground truth in a cell nuclei de-
tection task. Our technical contribution in form of a transform-consistency loss LT

ensures the similarity and class consistency between synthetic ground truth and vir-
tual histological tissue. Through augmentation with this enhanced simulation, the
annotation workload can drastially be reduced and in the extreme case of purely
synthetic training may even work without any expert supervision. For medical im-
age analysis, the real-world data-driven training with sufficient amounts of expert
labeled ground truth is preferable, due to the improved results. However, the ex-
pert free (purely synthetic) training can help to accelerate the labeling process by
pre-generating label predictions for semi-automatic annotation that only requires
the expert to correct mispredictions. Notably, the training on synthetic data leads
to a reliable detection of CN, which are the class with dominant occurrence in IHC
images, while the IC are the class of interest. Hence, the pre-generation of labels
alleviates the task of extensively labeling background information.
At first glance, the notion that the inclusion of the augmentation model weakens

the performance of the LOOCV scenario seems odd. However, the use of augmen-
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9.4. Classical versus Deep Cell Nuclei Analysis

Real-World Data Purely Synthetic LOOCV w/ GAN OVRCV w/ GAN

Figure 9.11 CND predictions of Unets that were trained in the different scenarios: all CN
are marked in the red channel, IC are additionally highlighted in the blue channel (result-
ing in magenta). The prediction of the contours (in green) was exclusively learned from
the synthetic ground truth samples through the augmentation, as the real-world dataset
does not provide these annotations.

tation within the boundaries of training a model on the same number of samples,
means that instead of 100% real-world data, the model has now seen 50% data
from the simulation model. The observed performance decrease can be explained
as the model-error that is introduced by the augmentation. Furthermore, note that
in practice, it is usually unknown how well the dataset covers all possible samples
that may be encountered in an application. As the performance is only effected by
a decrease of−0.7% (CN) and−2.4% (IC) in the representative scenario, while the
effects are much more severe, with −2.5% (CN) and −24.7% (IC), in the under-
represented OVRCV scenario, the potentially stabilizing influence of a good model
in our opinion outweighs the risk of model-errors.
Additionally, we can observe in Figure 9.11 that the trained models are capable

of predicting the nuclei contours quite well, despite the fact that they were ex-
clusively provided by the synthetic ground truth. Although this implies that the
segmentation quality cannot be assessed quantitatively at this point, there appears
to be an extra benefit in the utilization of the simulation model.
If only limited amounts of training data are available, the use of an enhanced

simulation model helps to stabilize the training results, particularly, if underrepre-
sentation of a class is expected. Our proposed transform-consistency loss together
with a basic simulation model allows to apply this technique in multi-class sce-
narios. For the setting of meta-parameters regarding the loss-weights, a simple
empirical method was introduced.

9.4 Classical versus Deep Cell Nuclei Analysis
Comparing the best results from the classical and deep approach to cell nuclei

analysis, we conclude that the classical method, with F1-scores of 80.1% (CN) and
64.6% (IC), is outperformed by the deep learning workflow, which achieves scores
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of 88.8% (CN) and 79.2% (IC). As initially motivated, this difference is likely due
to the increased capacity of neural networks to model complex patterns of cyto-
plasm and membrane bound antibody stains based on the training data. Classical
methods implicitly constrain the detection by assumptions about the morphology
of a cell nucleus or its surrounding that not necessarily captures all relevant cases.
However, the black-box nature of deep learning approaches makes it difficult to
analyze the exact differences. With improvements of 8.7% in the CN class and
14.6% in the IC class, the benefit of deep learning is substantial, despite the lack
of transparency, regarding an understanding of the learned model. In a general
machine learning perspective, the proposed transform consistency loss has proven
that a transfer of domains with CycleGAN can be realized for multi-class problems
with corresponding ground truth.
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10
Multimodal Cell Nuclei Analysis

The re-occurrence of cell nuclei analysis tasks across different modalities, which
also refers to the various stains, motivates the implementation of a domain switch
for deep neural networks, enabling a re-weighting of convolutional kernels in a
network in order to adapt to the input domain. This incorporates multi-modal tasks
into a single, domain-spanning network. While actually no significant benefit can
be proven in terms of performance in the cell nuclei detection, measurable gains
are achieved in other applications, namely, facial landmark detection in grayscale
and thermal infrared images. However, this result indicates that state-of-the-art
neural networks are already capable of learning stain-independent features. This
chapter presents research that was previously published in [18].

10.1 Background and State-of-the-Art
For many categories of problems a common task across different imaging modali-

ties can be identified, which also applies to cell nuclei analysis. Particularly, we are
interested in counting, localizing or segmenting cell nuclei independently from the
used stains or recording modality, such as brightfield or fluorescence microscopy
(FLM). Despite the variation in appearance, the overall task remains the same and,
oversimplified, it could be stated for different common stains that:

• In HE, a blob detection with violet blobs on a pink background is per-
formed [104].

• In IHC stains, a blob detection with blue on white/gray background is per-
formed, with an optional brown blob detection for the immune cell class [22].

• In FLM, a conventional blob detection of white on black is required [127,
180].

Of course, the task of detection can arbitrarily be replaced by the other potential
tasks counting, localization, or segmentation, amongst others. Examples of each
modality are shown in Figure 10.1.
An additional example for such a modality overarching task is found in facial

landmark detection, between the RGB-converted grayscale domain [155–157] and
thermal infrared images [97, 98] that have been explored as an option for emo-
tion classification and stress-assessment under medical conditions [97]. In both
domains, the appearance is quite different, but the shapes of faces and the po-
sitioning relative to important image landmarks such as edges and corner points
share similarities, see Figure 10.2 (left).
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Figure 10.1 Samples from the HE (left), IHC (middle), and FLM (right) domain. The
upper row shows the images, while the lower row displays the ground truth.

Figure 10.2 Samples from the facial landmark detection set (left) comprising gray-
converted former RGB images and images in the thermal infrared domain. Additionally, a
sample from the BraTS dataset (right) is shown.

A third example is the BraTS challenge [6, 129], in which tumor areas in MRI scans
of different institutions are predicted, see Figure 10.2 (right). The different scan-
ners of the contributing institutions require the network to learn a harmonization
of the input data, which can be interpreted as a mild form of domain adaptation.
Herein, domain represents the institution or, more precisely, the various scanners
and settings.
In all examples, there is a common subproblem to solve, with contributions from

different domains that are known at runtime. We hypothesize that learning from
multiple domains can improve the performance compared to single-domain net-
works as this has the potential to learn more general features than the specialized
networks.
This hypothesis relates to the categories of domain-adaptation and multi-task

learning. Domain-adaptation is a subproblem in transfer learning and attempts
to transform the data, features or networks in a way that leads to a success-
ful reuse in a similar related task [43]. The stain-translations in [57] and our
stain-normalization proposed in [24] (Chapter 6) fall into this category, as well as
domain-adversarial training concepts [58, 105]. An important concept in domain-
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adaptation that more closely relates to the approach proposed in this work, is the
sharing of weights between networks for different domains. Herein, both architec-
tures train parameter sets that are (partially) the same. However, a regularization
is typically used to encourage the learning of a closely related latent representa-
tion [43, 165].
Weight sharing is also a widely approach in multi-task learning, e.g. in [82, 89,

143]. A weakness in the concept of weight sharing and domain adaptation, as
realized in the above methods, is that still each domain requires an individual net-
work for each domain or an auxiliary network to perform the domain translation.
Solving different – yet related – tasks with a single network has shown to provide
benefits for the training and performance of neural networks and several classi-
cal approaches [82, 89, 143, 151] and can be seen as a more simple, competing
approach.
For the task of cell nuclei analysis, both concepts are intertwined, as different re-

lated outputs (nuclei positions, immune cell presence, and contours) are predicted
from a variety of input domains (HE, IHC, FLM). According to these outputs, the
analysis is formulated as a task of cell nucleus localization and contour segmen-
tation, for all three modalities, while in the case of the IHC stain an additional
classification into immune and non-immune cell nuclei is considered. The other
two tasks of facial landmark detection and cancer region segmentation are multi-
domain, but single-task problems.
Our novel approach is to enable the network to re-weight the convolutional ker-

nels based on the domain. The weights are learned along with the rest of the
parameters and the potential utilization of filters in multiple domains make ours a
very parameter efficient and flexible approach.

10.2 Method
We wish to enable the network to distinguish domain-specific and common fea-

tures by applying a learnable weight to each convolutional kernel. These new
weights are selected based on the domain during training and application.

10.2.1 Domain Switch Layer
We define a novel domain switch layer as follows: For a task with D domains, a

convolutional layer with C channels is extended with an additional domain-weight
matrix M of dimension C ×D. As additional input, the layer requires a one-hot en-
coded vector d indicating the domain. The domain-weights h for a specific domain
can then be selected by a simple matrix multiplication h = M · d. Finally, these
domain-specific weights are applied to the convolutional kernels W and the biases
b:

Ŵ=Wc ◦ hc

b̂= bc ◦ hc.

Herein, the domain-weight of channel c is broadcast to all other dimensions of
the convolutional weights W. This corresponds to an element-wise multiplication
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10.2. Method

Figure 10.3 Our proposed domain switch applies domain-specific weights M to the param-
eters of a standard convolutional layer W,b. The input d selects the domain.

similar to the Hadamard-product for matrices. The actual convolution of the layer
is carried out using the re-weighted parameters Ŵ and b̂. It is to note that for
the usual mode of batch-processing, an iteration over the batch dimension will
be required, since a batch is typically composed of multiple domains. Moreover,
the dimensionality of the underlying convolution has no influence on this com-
putation. Consequently, this approach translates to 1D,2D, 3D, . . . , ND problems.
Figure 10.3 visualizes the flowchart of the domain switch.

10.2.2 Network Structure

Depending on the perspective that is taken on the multi-modal problem, the do-
main switch can fulfill different roles in a neural network architecture. We intro-
duce two main concepts:

If the variation between domains is unknown or abstract, the network is endowed
with the maximum capacity of switches, i.e. all convolutions are implemented as
domain switches. In practice, this may lead to a rather slow training due to the
necessary iteration over the batches. However, many architectures utilize multiple
subsequent convolutions in a block structure. A switch can be installed in each
block, as a compromise, see Figure 10.4 (lower).

Alternatively, if the domains are expected to be closely connected and to have very
similar features, the domain switch can be implemented only in the first network
layer, basically acting as a learnable preprocessing, see Figure 10.4 (upper).

10.2.3 Initialization and Training

Due to the multiplication operation in the domain switch, the initialization of
the domain-weight matrix M has to avoid zero values, as these would immediately
prevent any gradient computation for learning. Hence, an initialization with a low-
variance Gaussian distribution centered around one was chosen. During training,
two settings are applicable: 1) training all parameters jointly, or 2) pretraining by
keeping M constant and finetuning in a subsequent phase.

To combine datasets with different sets of labels, the following loss function to
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Figure 10.4 Upper: preprocessing configuration, allowing for a domain-adaptation in the
first layer only, lower: full domain switch configuration with switching layers all through-
out the network.

accumulate all provided annotations is proposed:

Lacc =

∑

b

∑

c I(b, c) ·wc f (P, T )
∑

b

∑

c I(b, c)
+λµ̄P ,

where b ∈ {0, . . . B − 1} and c ∈ {0, . . . C − 1} iterate over the batch of size B
and the classes C , respectively. The indicator-function I(b, c) is keeping track if a
class label is provided for a sample and f (P, T ) is a regular loss function between
prediction P and target T , e.g. a binary cross entropy loss function in case of a
multi-label classification problem. Note that in cases where I(b, c) indicates zero,
i.e. label absence, the computation of f can be skipped. To balance the influence of
rare labels on the computation, the class weights wc are used. Additionally, it was
observed that it is beneficial to add a general cost across all predictions µ̄P , i.e. the
mean of the network output, with a small weight of λ (= 10−5), which draws the
predictions towards zero. This encourages the network to predict only what the
ground truth demands and in turn reduces artifacts in the prediction.

10.3 Evaluation
In the following, three experimental setups are introduced to assess the perfor-

mance of the domain switch.

10.3.1 Cell Nuclei Analysis
For the analysis of cell nuclei, a HE dataset [104] is combined with IHC data

from the CND-2 set and FLM data [127, 180]. As the CND-2 dataset does not
feature exact contour labels, the edges of the stain-area background label are used
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as artificial cell nuclei contour. In the FLM data, contours are only labeled in the
ground truth of the simulated samples, which constitute approximately 33% of the
dataset. As the sizes of the individual set differ, an epoch is defined by a fixed
number of samples (N = 6400) and sample from each set with equal probability.
Moreover, the proposed architecture is compared to standard Unets trained either
on all domains at once, or specialized Unets trained on the individual domains,
to obtain a baseline for the evaluation. Unets are used as basis of the domain
switching architectures as well. The first version uses domain switches along the
full depth of the architecture (DSnet, lower Figure 10.4) and the second realizes
the architecture with preprocessing in mind (PPnet, upper Figure 10.4).
All networks have similar capacity in terms of the number of training parameters

and are trained with Adam (lr = 0.0005, weight-decay = 10−6) for 70 epochs
using the proposed accumulated loss Lacc. The networks predict: a) fore- and
background, b) cell nuclei boundaries, c) cell nuclei centroids, and d) immune cell
centroids. For performance assessment, the four cases use: a) the Dice-Coefficient,
b) the Dice-Coefficient, but with a two pixel wide tolerance around the ground
truth and the predictions, c) and d) the F1-score 2·TP

2·TP+FP+FN , wherein predictions are
counted as true positives (TP) if they fall within a distance of 12px (empirical) of a
ground truth nucleus, while additional prediction in the same proximity count as
false positives (FP) and entirely missing predictions in the ground truth distance as
false negatives (FN). A six-fold cross-validation with randomized splits is repeated
three times to compute statistically valid performance estimates.

10.3.2 Facial Landmark Detection

For the detection of facial landmarks a dataset is merged out of two separate
datasets: thermal infrared [97] and the grayscale images [155–157] composed
of HELEN (training), LFPW (validation) and 300W (testing). We train the same
VGG-like network as proposed in [98] and compare the performance to the same
network trained simultaneously on both domains and a similar network in which
the first three convolutions are replaced by domain switching layers. We use an ex-
tract of 2,000 images from both datasets for training (referred to as large dataset),
as well as a second subset comprising 400 images (small). All networks are trained
with Adam (lr = 0.001) and on-plateaus scheduling (decay-factor = 0.1) for 200
epochs on images normalized into the range of [0, 1]. As performance measure, the
average Euclidean distances from predictions to the corresponding ground truth
landmarks is used. A fixed set of images, 600 grayscale and 500 thermal infrared,
is used for testing throughout the experiment.

10.3.3 Tumor Segmentation

We employ data from the BraTS 2018 [6] training data set including 285 cases
(210 high- and 75 low-grade glioma) to evaluate a 3D segmentation problem. The
complete BraTS data originates from 19 institutions over the globe with various
MRI scanners. However, ground truth labels with clear correspondence to insti-
tutions are only available in eight cases. These eight institutions account for 244
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10. Multimodal Cell Nuclei Analysis

cases, which are used in this experiment. Using a 3D-Unet as architecture, a five-
fold cross-validation is performed, featuring 28 channels at the highest level. For
the domain switch network, the modifications are applied, as depicted in Figure
1b. Again, the training is based on Adam (with lr= 0.0001, weight-decay= 10−5),
optimizing a Dice-loss objective over 100 epochs. A scheduler adapts the learning
rate according to lrn = lr · (1 − n

N )
0.9 [133], where n is the current epoch and N

the total number of epochs. We choose a fixed input size of 128x128x128 voxels
and a batch size of two. During training, four such patches are cropped out of
each MRI scan. Performance is then assessed in terms of the Dice-Coefficient be-
tween predicted and ground truth segmentation mask. Since the state-of-the-art is
to train networks on all available data, the single-domain version is omitted from
this experiment.

10.4 Results
All results are summarized in Table 10.1. Regarding the formulated hypothesis

that learning from multiple domains improves the network generalization, only the
Facial Landmark Detection task shows a positive influence of the domain switch-
ing architectures. For the large Facial Landmark dataset, DSnet is on par with
the network that specializes on the single domain IR data and comes close to the
performance in the grayscale domain with slightly increased mean, but less vari-
ance. On the smaller dataset, DSnet – utilizing the domain switches throughout
the network – achieves a superior performance compared to the other networks.
The differences measured in the cell nuclei analysis task and the BraTS challenge

are not statistically significant (T-test). One exception exists in the single-domain
Unet, which in some cases outperforms the other networks by a small margin.
While specialized networks may in general be expected to achieve good perfor-
mance, we were surprised to find that the overall difference in performance is
very small. Particularly, the multi-domain Unet performs often very similar to the
networks that have access to explicit domain information.

10.5 Discussion
In this chapter, the networks were provided with approximately the same capacity

in terms of parameters across all settings. For networks that deal with multiple do-
mains, it can be argued that a higher number of flexibility is required to match the
performance of the single-domain networks – as the single-domain network has
effectively D (number of domains) times more parameters to work with. However,
there are no mathematical models to assess how the number of parameters trans-
lates into capability to represent complexity, raising the question: How much more
is fair? We have no answer to this question. Instead, it is worth to consider the
roles of the different networks for the experiment: single-domain networks repre-
sent models with a high capacity and specialization, compared to the all-domain
Unet, DSnet, and PPnet, which potentially have to compromise on their parameter
space for the benefit of handling multiple input domains. In this context it is to
note that the additional parameters from all domain-weight matrices together are
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a negligible contribution: < 5% (DSnet) and << 1% (PPnet).
The quantitative results raise the question whether the difficulty of multi-task

learning in case of the scanner harmonization and the cell nuclei analysis has been
assessed correctly. In the BraTS challenge, it appears that the scanner harmoniza-
tion can be learned implicitly by the model and does not require auxiliary input
to do so. State-of-the-art methods usually address scanner differences and inter-
patient variance together through normalization and bias-field correction in the
preprocessing.
In contrast to the brain MRI data, where differences are difficult to assess visually

for human observers, the various cell nuclei stains appear quite different. However,
this does not necessarily mean that the nature of a theoretical mapping from one
stain to the other must be complex. Basically, learning – potentially redundant –
projections on the various common image colors and stain components: white, vi-
olet, pink, blue, brown, and accumulating suitable feature channels could already
enable the network to transform the input into a stain- and therefore, domain-
independent latent representation. The PPnet, which was introduced as such a
mapping for preprocessing the data, achieves a performance that is, in most cases,
closer to the single-domain Unet than to DSnet or domain-overarching Unet. This
observation may be an indication to support the hypothesis that a uniform repre-
sentation can be achieved in the first layers (keeping in mind that the individual
performance measures do not vary significantly).
A main difference between grayscale and thermal infrared images is the lack of

texture information in the latter. Thus, it is reasonable to assume a more complex
dependency between the two domains, which could explain why DSnet outper-
forms the Unet and, in case of the small dataset, even the single-domain networks.

Relevance to the Histological Domain
At first glance, it may seem odd to include a chapter on a failed attempt to im-

prove cell nuclei analysis into this thesis. Framing the results slightly differently,
it can be concluded that networks without direct information of the particular do-
main, i.e. standard Unets, perform well in cell nuclei analysis. While the stains
appear very distinctly in human perception, the differences seem less relevant for
the learning algorithms. This complements to the results from Chapter 6, where it
was concluded that with deep neural networks robustness against (stain)variation
should be incorporated by augmentation rather than normalization. The ability of
networks to solve multi-stain tasks without explicit domain input in this chapter is
a further indication that the ways to handle stain variability in classical machine
learning models are likely outdated with deep architectures.
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11
Single Mouse Trial Analysis: A Digital

Pathology Workflow
In this chapter, the work of previously introduced methods culminates in a com-

bined workflow that exemplifies the intended use of digital pathology algorithms.
The results of this study have been published in [20].

11.1 Background and State-of-the-Art

A Single Mouse Trial is a platform for preclinical research for the screening of
treatments [59, 87, 201]. Combinations from a pool of potential treatments and
a pool of tumor models are each evaluated in a single PDX mouse model. This
platform, visualized in Figure 11.1, provides a good overview across the behavior
of various treatments, while minimizing animal sacrifice in accordance with the 3R
criteria (Replace, Reduce, Refine, [154]) for animal experiments.

Building on the deep learning methods for HE tissue classification based on the
HistoNet architecture [20] (Section 8.3) and IHC cell nuclei analysis [21] (Sec-
tion 9.3), a semi-automatic workflow is introduced that incorporates tissue and
immunological features to categorize the success of the treatment. Besides the ma-
chine learning decision, visualizations are provided that put the individual samples
in a feature context and allow the expert to form sophisticated decisions, based on
objective features of the different model – treatment combinations.

11.2 Method

The central idea in this workflow is to use network predictions, e.g. from tissue or
cell nuclei analysis, for the computation of human-understandable meta-features
and apply machine learning to identify characteristics that accurately capture the
treatment success.

11.2.1 Pre- and Postprocessing

Utilizing the foreground segmentation FESI [19] (Chapter 5), the selection is sam-
pled gridwise at a 10× objective-magnification and with a 25% overlap. Patches
from HE images are normalized with the Reinhard method [145] using the corre-
sponding WSI parameters. The results from either HistoNet tissue classification,
i.e. the average tissue and variance prediction patches, or IHC analysis, i.e. cell
nuclei markers and stain area highlighting, are stitched together with bilinear in-
terpolation at the overlapping border regions.
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Figure 11.1 Concept of the Single-Mouse-Trial for NSCLC treatment screening. Each treat-
ment option is evaluated with one animal per treatment. Additionally, an isotype (no
treatment, blue star symbol) is carried along as control vehicle. The digital pathology al-
gorithms enhance the analysis by the medical experts. Identified successes can be applied
for the benefit of patients in personalized medicine, as displayed, or recorded to build a
database to categorize tumor responses (not shown).

11.2.2 HE Processing
Given a HistoNet architecture [20] (Section 8.3), multiple predictions are sampled

to obtain an average tissue map Tx y,i and a variance Vx y,i map prediction, where
x y denotes the spatial dimensions and i the class channel. Color encoding then
maps the pseudo-probabilistic network outputs to RGB values using the following
code for the HE images:

TUM red MUS magenta
MST blue BLC green
NEC yellow TAR gray
VAC cyan BGR white

This mapping is realized as a matrix multiplication of the color matrix C and the
eight-dimensional probability vector px y (along the class dimension i) of each pixel
in the tissue map Tx y,i or variance map Vx y,i

Cx y = C T px y =





1 0 1 0 1 0 .5 1

0 0 1 1 0 1 .5 1

0 1 0 1 1 0 .5 1



 px y .

Examples from the dataset are displayed in Figure 11.2. In Chapter 8, it was ob-
served that the trained network systematically confuses the blood cells/vessels and
necrosis class. Since this confusion is indicated in the variance map, an automatic
correction step is introduced that filters and relabels these regions to the necrosis
class.
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Figure 11.2 Example from the dataset. This set of images comprises four tumors grown
from the same patient in different mice. The frame colors indicate the treatment success:
responsive (green) and non-responsive (red), while the isotype is framed in blue.

Automated Relabeling
Tissue and variance map use a color encoding to pure RGB, CMY colors plus white,

black and gray for auxiliary classes. Alternatively to the matrix equation above,
the probability estimates in Tx y,i for each class i can be seen as weightings in an
additive color model with the class colors ci

Cx y =
∑

i

Tx y,i · ci.

Theoretically, this could lead to very confusing color mixes if the predicted prob-
abilities are very low and spread over different classes. However, it was shown
empirically [137] that networks usually predict with high probabilities, which is
why the additional variance maps are needed to assess model (un)certainty. It is
to note that, while the median or even the mean of predictions tends to encode rel-
atively pure colors, the variance will have strong activations in multiple channels
if the ensemble or prediction sequence predicts inconsistent classes. As the color
encoding for necrotic (NEC) tissue is pure yellow cNEC = (1,1, 0) and the blood
cells/vessels (BLC) class is displayed in pure green cBLC = (0,1, 0) in an additive
color model, the composition for tissues with a 2 : 3 variance ratio of NEC to BLC
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Input Patch Mean Prediction Var. Prediction Correction

Figure 11.3 Automated relabeling of the BLC – NEC confusion. Light green is detected in
the variance map and blended in with the yellow NEC label.

would result in the colors

Cx y =
2
5

cNEC +
3
5

cBLC

= (0.4,1.0, 0.0),

which corresponds to a light green. Let vR, vG, vB be the RGB-channels of the col-
orized variance map. To relabel the light green areas, all pixels with a red to green
ratio r of

r =
vR

vG
∈ (0.35, 0.7), where vB ≈ 0

are selected and relabel the colors to yellow. For smooth transitions at the region
borders, a Gaussian kernel with σ = 5px is used to blend the colors into the tissue
map. Figure 11.3 shows an example of this procedure.
Even with the automated correction, there remains a considerable error rate for

this network of approximately 15%. Hence, a visual inspection of the output maps
is performed that aims to correct areas of mislabeled tissue. The variance map can
again be used to identify some of the regions, however, several prediction errors
are also consistently labeled with high probability, such that they do not show in
the variance map.

Visual Inspection and Error Correction
Focusing on areas instead of local details, a biomedical expert inspects the pre-

diction maps after the automated correction took place. The first reason for this
focus is that local details have only limited effect on the computed meta-features.
Secondly, it can be argued that details are also likely more prone to subjective influ-
ence during the labeling of the ground truth and thus, are part of the fluctuations
that are represented in the inter-rater variability.
The correction uses the following steps as guidelines:

1. Check large non-zero areas in the cariance map for the correct class label in
the tissue map.

2. Look for unusual patterns in the tissue map, e.g. round tumor compartments
that enclose mouse-stroma instead of necrosis.

3. Briefly check sample regions in the tissue for their correct class correspon-
dence in the tissue map.
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4. Does a low resolution overview of the tissue roughly reflect the boundaries
of the tissue map?

Computation of Meta-Features
After the manual inspection and correction, the tissue maps are ready for the

computation of meta-features. Different sets of features are computed and later
on tested in various combinations:

1. Absolute Measures count all pixels belonging to a specific class:

f (abs)
i =

∑

x ,y

Ix y,i,

with Ix y,i =

¨

1 if argmax(Tx y,i)> 0.5,

0 else,

wherein Tx y,i is the predicted tissue map.

2. As an additional feature, the Total Area of Tissue is computed by summing
the absolute features of all tissue classes (omitting the auxiliary background
and artifact class):

A=
∑

i

f (abs)
i .

3. Relative Measures follow as

f (rel)
i =

f (abs)
i

A
.

4. Finally, the respective absolute and relative features can be related to their
according isotype sample. Hence, this feature captures the Isotype Differ-
ence, i.e. the deviation between treated and untreated case:

∆ f ∗i = f ∗i − f ∗i,isotype,

wherein ∗ indicates either (abs) or (rel) features.

While these features are designed with the HE stained WSIs in mind, the features
can be translated to the analysis of IHC images.

11.2.3 IHC Processing
In immunohistochemically stained WSIs, we are interested in measuring abso-

lute and relative cell nuclei counts and stain areas of the background Hematoxylin
(HEM) cell nuclei versus the foreground Diaminobencidine (DAB) highlighted im-
mune cell nuclei. For the counting of cell nuclei, a network is trained for deploy-
ment, as specified in [21] (Section 9.3) using the whole cell nuclei dataset. Thus,
network predictions are computed for the locations of cell nuclei and separate pre-
dictions for the immune cell centers. The predicted contours are not used in this
work.
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In terms of the assessment of the stain area, a Principal-Component Analysis (PCA)
is utilized to separate the stains. The PCA decomposes the RGB colors of the WSI
into the three axes of main variance. Empirically, the first component closely cap-
tures information from the Luminance, as the principal-component point in the
direction of the space diagonal, i.e. the axis of gray values in RGB space. The
second component captures the information on color and splits the space in blue
(positive) and brown (negative), separated by a medium gray in an interval around
zero, refer back to Figure 9.1 for an example.
Using the Number of Cell Nuclei, the Number of Immune Cell Nuclei, the HEM-Area

and the DAB-Area as absolute features, analogous computations can be applied as
for the HE meta-features to complete the different feature sets.

11.2.4 2D Feature Visualization
The extracted meta-features are visualized in different combinations enabling a

visual assessment of the constellations of the various samples (patients/models)
towards one another. In these visualization, the different treatments are indicated
by symbols and the responsiveness by color. Additionally, it is possible to indicate
the tumor model identification to highlight samples that group together.
Furthermore, a machine learning context is provided by visualizing the proba-

bilistic assignment of a Naïve Bayes classifier. If the feature combination provides
discriminative information about the responsiveness, this will highlight the accord-
ing background regions.
However, this part of the evaluation remains an expert assessment and may po-

tentially be limited by subjective influence.

11.2.5 Decision Support Scenario
For a more quantitative evaluation, the SMT is formalized as a machine learning

problem that aims to predict the expert label for tumor responsiveness from the
extracted meta-features. To this end, different feature combinations are evaluated
in a ten-fold cross-validation with stratified folds testing different classifiers. As
there are too many potential feature combinations to test all possible combinations,
the experiments are restricted to promising combinations that have indicated good
separation potential in the visualized 2D spaces. Prior to classification the meta-
features are standardized using min-max-scaling [83] to balance the influence of
the individual features.

11.3 Evaluation
For evaluation, the SMT dataset is used comprising 71 WSIs of HE stained PDX

NSCLC tissue. Furthermore, the dataset features consecutive IHC slides for every
patient stained with an anti-human CD45 antibody and Diaminobencidine, high-
lighting all immune cells. The data can be grouped into 17 tumor models that were
screened for assessment of potential treatments by an:

1. Isotype model that remains untreated and is the control vehicle of this trial.

2. Anti-PD-L1 treatment, inhibiting the Programmed Death-Ligand 1.
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Figure 11.4 Confusion matrices normalized to class precisions (left) and recalls (right) on
the main diagonal. We consider the corrections by the biomedical expert as truth value for
the network predictions.

3. Anti-CTLA4 treatment, inhibiting the Cytotoxic T-Lymphocyte-Associated
Protein 4.

4. Anti-PD-L1 + Anti-CTLA4 combined treatment.

These groups account for 68 samples. Additionally, there are an extra isotype for
one of the models and two extra anti-PD-L1 treatments for one of the tumor mod-
els.
All treated models (N = 53) were labeled by a biomedical expert either as re-

sponding or non-responding and in two cases unsure. Following the established
workflow, these labels are the result of repeated tumor volume measurements dur-
ing the animal experiment and post analysis with flow-cytometry, reference values
of the stroma content (qPCR) for the different models and visual inspection of the
histological slides.
The evaluation assesses the individual steps of this workflow separately. For the

visual inspection and error correction step, the corrected tissue maps were consid-
ered as ground truth, which allows us to quantify the changes as measures of the
matrix of class confusions [83]. Visualizations of the 2D feature spaces will only be
described qualitatively and discussed later, as there are no quantifiable measures.
A quantification of the features is contributed by the decision support scenario.
Herein, the performance of various classifiers is measured in terms of the Accuracy
(ACC) and Area-Under-Curve/Receiver-Operator-Characteristic (AUC/ROC) [11,
83, 132].

11.4 Results
11.4.1 Visual Inspection and Error Correction
Automated corrections and all manual corrections of tissue are summarized in

the confusion matrices in Figure 11.4. A confusion matrix usually compares pre-
dictions to ground truth, while in our case the corrected tissue maps are treated as
true.
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Overall, the predictions required only very few corrections: 1.7% of pixels were
relabeled either automatically or by the expert. In comparison to the estimated
F1-score of the HistoNet classification of 83%, expert acceptance of the predicted
labels is much higher. With the corrections as a-posteriori ground truth, an alter-
native F1-score of 89.4% can be computed as the equally weighted mean of all
individual classes.
Regarding the IHC analysis, only a single slide required minor corrections due to

a stain artifact.
In total, the expert inspection of the 71 consecutive HE and IHC WSIs was achieved

in less than six hours – corresponding to an average of approximately five minutes
per patient.

11.4.2 2D Feature Visualization
Examples of 2D features visualizations are shown in Figure 11.5. Two of the

strongest features for separating the responding and non-responding models are
the absolute tumor area and the relative tumor area (Figure 11.5a). Together, they
already distinguish a large portion of the samples. Notably, the absolute tumor
area even has a hard threshold of approximately 0.45 · 108, above which all sam-
ples belong to the non-responsive class. While the relative tumor area is not quite
as responsive, it shares the general tendency that models with a lower fraction of
tumor are more likely to be responsive. Consequently, the Naïve Bayes boundary
would separate the space nearly linearly along the image diagonal.
In Figure 11.5b, we observe an interesting dependency in the data, between the

relative tumor and relative necrosis feature. Particularly, features with a relatively
high necrosis fraction and lower relative tumor fraction are more likely responsive.
Biologically, this can be explained by necrosis being the product of decaying tumor
tissue. Thus, the presence of a high necrosis fraction and only little tumor leftovers
would potentially be good indicators for the host’s success to fight off the tumor. In
practice, it is necessary to compare this marker to the isotype in order to verify that
this is indeed treatment induced and not just a property of the respective tumor
model.
The graphical effect of isotype differences is visualized in Figure 11.5c and d. As

the difference is applied to all data points, including the isotypes themselves, all
isotypes are located on the respective x-axis or y-axis. Figure 11.5c shows the case
of a single isotype difference measure ∆ f (rel)

MST , causing the isotypes (blue stars)
to be located at y = 0, whereas in Figure 11.5d, the combination of two isotype
difference features ∆ f (rel)

A,IC and ∆ f (abs)
A positions all isotypes in the origin.

11.4.3 Decision Support Scenario
The results for different classifiers are shown in Figure 11.6. A 5-Nearest-

Neighbors classifier achieves the best performance using a Manhattan-Distance
metric at an ACC of 84.2% and an AUC/ROC of 86.7%.
As the best feature combination, the set

F = { f (abs)
TUM , f (rel)

TUM , f (rel)
MST ,∆ f (abs)

NEC ,∆ f (abs)
CD45 ,∆ f (abs)

A }
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Figure 11.6 Results of different classifiers in the decision-support scenario. A) Baseline
Algorithm: Educated Guess, B) Baseline Algorithm: Naïve Bayes, C) RBF-kernel SVM,
D) Linear SVM, E) Logistic Regression, F) 5-Nearest-Neighbors with Euclidean distances,
and G) 5-Nearest-Neighbors with Manhattan distances.

was identified, which comprises the absolute tumor area, the relative tumor area,
the relative mouse-stroma area, the isotype difference in necrotic area, the isotype
difference in CD45 stain area, and the isotype difference in total area.
Alternative feature combinations achieve similar results with minor losses in the

performance measures between −3% and −6%.

11.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a deep learning based workflow for the analysis of PDX NSCLC

tissue was presented and evaluated. While deep learning networks suffer occa-
sional criticism for their nontransparent reasoning, our approach uses human in-
terpretable intermediate representations for quality assurance. Generally, the ex-
pert accepted the predicted tissue classes far more widely than the estimate of the
performance against the test dataset had previously suggested. A possible expla-
nation for this could be that the algorithm already performs close to the inter-
rater variability, i.e. the ground truth fraction on which experts agree to disagree.
Corrections of the tissue classes were mostly necessary in the confusion of blood
cells/vessels and necrosis classes, as well as tumor and mouse-stroma, which oc-
curs for fine stroma details that are not recognized by the network. The labeling
of vacuoles and necrosis in several areas is merely a virtual distinction, as necro-
sis down the road degenerates into a thin plasma with almost no remaining cells.
If this is labeled as vacuole class by the network, this is not wrong given the im-
age data and even from the human perspective the label decision may depend
on the precise definition of the two classes. Several examples exist throughout
the dataset, where large vacuoles and plasmatic necrosis debris is impossible to
distinguish. As a consequence, both predictions are equally acceptable for the ex-
pert, while a single-label ground truth cannot capture these complex cases. Other
classes are mostly quite distinctive, with occasional local confusions that are likely
the result of underrepresentation.
Meta-features in low dimensional visualization plots have shown correspondences

to expected biological properties and discriminate already well between groups of
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responsive and non-responsive models. While higher-dimensional models provide
an even better classification, they are much harder to visualize. An extension to 3D
feature spaces is easily feasible, however, this may already require intense interac-
tion for the observer to find good views on complex data arrangements. Embed-
dings, such as Isomaps, Locally-Linear-Embedding, or Multidimensional Scaling
could potentially find 2D visualizations for the higher dimensional spaces, but can
only give an approximate impression.
The decision support is a hypothetical scenario, and as such, the results have to

be taken as preliminary. Not only is the number of patients in this experiment
rather low for a statistically solid analysis, also, the performance of 84% Accuracy
(86.7% AUC/ROC) is achieved using a specific feature combination and therefore
likely over-engineered. However, even the slightly lower performances (≈ 80%)
of other combinations can be considered a reasonable outcome.
For the workflow, the 2D visualizations of meta-features are considered to be the

most valuable tool for the pathologists in order to assess new samples in the context
of the existing database.
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12
Discussion

In the first part of the meta discussion, the main achievements of this work are
reviewed and its key contributions emphasized. The second part describes future
research potential of these methods and is followed by the conclusion.

12.1 Summary
This thesis presented research on a broad spectrum of topics in the field of digital

histopathology. Facilitated by the availability of whole-slide scanning systems and
the scalable digitization of histological data, it contributed dedicated algorithms
to analyze this data and enhances pathological diagnoses in preclinical and poten-
tially clinical settings with objective and reproducible measures.

General Topics and Preprocessing
We proposed improvements in whole-slide images to tackle the challenge of stor-

ing the massive data amount that whole-slide images provide with benefits up to
54% of savings in the file sizes. The proposed compression standard is imple-
mented in a research-oriented framework, which realizes a proof-of-concept.
As a more practical aspect of processing histological WSIs, a fast and reliable fore-

ground extraction was developed as a preprocessing to focus the analysis on rele-
vant regions in the digitized slide. This preprocessing is part of nearly every other
algorithm, as the filtering of foreground information eliminates between 40−70%
of WSI tiles from the advanced and computationally more costly analysis.
Stain normalization has been an established preprocessing step in histological im-

ages for classical pipelines. While we provide a deep feature based method with
excellent normalization quality, a central result indicated by further testing of this
method, as well as research by other groups, is that for deep neural networks stain
augmentation might solve the problem faster, more reliable, and in accordance
with the philosophy behind deep learning – to derive a data driven solution to the
problem.
On the other hand, the attempted augmentation by image quilting, aiming at tis-

sue classification problems, did not show major effects in the training of semantic
CNN classifiers.

Histological and Immunological Analysis
The core of this thesis are the analyzes of HE and IHC stains regarding their tissue

composition and the quantification of immune responses, respectively.
While classical hand-crafted features seemingly provided a solution to the task of

tissue classification, the re-evaluation as baseline experiment on a more represen-
tative dataset revealed that the approach is limited to single site data and requires
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very similar appearances in terms of tissue structures and stain quality. The latter
is addressed by normalization, but still the performance falls short compared to
the deep learning approaches. With well trained semantic classification models
available, deep CNNs outperform the classical pipeline in terms of accuracy, com-
putational speed, and resolution of the predicted tissue map. In addition, a semi-
automatic intervention trial to correct mislabeled areas showed that the measured
performance, regarding the ground truth, provides a much more pessimistic esti-
mate than the acceptance of the network prediction by the expert indicates. While
the ground truth comparison measured an F1-score of 84%, only a few percent
of the predictions were relabeled during the expert intervention, suggesting that
the actual performance of the network is much better than the original F1-score
estimate.
An important observation is the strong influence of the increased availability of

GPU processing power and memory capacity on the development. In the initial
design draft of this work, see Figure 12.1, a close representation of the pathology
workflow, including an (algorithmic) region-of-interest selection, was intended.
Therein, it was assumed that the processing would be computationally too ex-
pensive to analyze an entire slide, even when utilizing parallel computing. The
technical advancement in the sector of GPUs has approximately quadrupled the
number of processing units per GPU, raised the processing frequency by a factor of
nearly two, and increased the memory capacity by a factor between 8 and 12. It is
to note that this references consumer level hardware, not considering even more
capable dedicated hardware (with evenly considerable factors in the price). This
development was complemented by rise of open deep learning frameworks that
made the GPU acceleration easy to implement and utilize.
Consequently, compromises in form of region-of-interest selection can be entirely

omitted from the digital workflow and, instead, be replaced by a comprehensive
analysis, eliminating the risk for selection biases. At the current state of computa-
tional capacity, even larger slides can be processed in less than 15 minutes.
Cell nuclei detection and localization benefit from similar effects as the H&E pro-

cessing. Classical analysis focused on blob detection algorithms is in itself fast com-
pared to the feature detection in tissue classification, but can still be surpassed by
the GPU-accelerated deep learning methods. In terms of performance, deep learn-
ing with semantic CNNs advances detection rates by 8%− 10%, approaching the
90% range, which constitutes a considerable improvement. Notably, the proposed
simulation and augmentation based approach for training enables a prelabeling
that achieves results equal to the classical approach with virtually no annotation
effort. This results a highly flexible and automated workflow that can be adapted
to varying stain qualities and scenarios.
In a study on histological data gathered from a Single Mouse Trial experiment, the

algorithms were applied in a preclinical screening application. The study demon-
strates the intended digital workflow and incorporates meta-feature computation
and visualization to provide a human interpretable summary of the algorithmic
results. Herein, the image-based analysis has proven to capture known biomedical
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Figure 12.1 The original workflow design (top) aimed at close representation of the man-
ual pathological workflow, including selective analysis by region-of-interest proposals. In
the final workflow (bottom), H&E and IHC processing are paralleled and both contribute
information to the tumor characterization.

properties of the data regarding correlations between the tissue classes. Further-
more, a decision support scenario, i.e. the classification of the tumor samples into
responsive and non-responsive towards treatment, was formulated and achieves
an agreement between human expert and classifier decision of approximately 86%
(AUC/ROC). Given the limited size of the dataset for such a machine learning task,
this can be considered a success. However, emphasizing our original intention, the
actual benefit of the contributed analyses and visualizations does not lie in an au-
tomated diagnostic decision, but instead in the objective measures they provide to
support and inform the human expert.

12.2 Future Potential
All approaches in this work are designed with 2D analysis in mind. Similarly, it

is possible to record and process registered 3D stacks of histological tissue at the
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expense of additional preparation and staining of the slide [147, 149]. This 3D
information could potentially improve the estimate of the true distribution of ei-
ther tissue or cell types in the tumor model. For example, the inference of tissue
classes could benefit from the iterative processing of a registered slide sequence
utilizing the previous classifications as prior, or full 3D processing could incorpo-
rate information from multiple neighboring layers. For the cell nuclei analysis, the
detection itself is unlikely to benefit from a 3D approach, as the individual nuclei
objects are usually not visible across multiple consecutive slices due to their small
size. However, since the analysis of cell nuclei in a single slide effectively con-
stitutes a sampling process, the estimate of the true cell nuclei and immune cell
nuclei distrubutions could potentially be improved by inspecting additional slices.
Focusing on potential advancements in the methodology and workflow design,

our first suggestion aims at combining H&E analysis and IHC quantification. De-
spite the different staining methods, the slices are typically conducted consecu-
tively, with minor natural changes in the tissue composition. The current analysis
quantifies the number of immune cells and allows to measure their distribution
in the tumor via the localization, but it does not relate this to the tissue classes
reliably. For an even more detailed analysis of the tumor-microenvironment, a
registration of HE and IHC stain would potentially allow to answer the question,
where exactly immune cells reside with respect to the tumor cell nuclei locations.
Approaches for the registration of digital whole-slides are found related to 3D re-
construction [147, 149]. The challenge in registration is that the data features a
natural occurring change, which is likely to trade-off with the precision of the reg-
istration attempt. Alternatively, a classification of the major tissue classes tumor,
stroma, and necrosis could be trained for IHC stains. Although this learning task
is likely more challenging compared to case of the HE stain, due to the stochastic
nature of immune cell presence from an computational standpoint, a successful
solution would provide novel image features as potential markers to characterize
tumor and immune system interaction on tissue and cell level. A third option are
novel staining techniques [66] that allow to stain and re-stain an image multi-
ple times with different immunological markers. As the underlying tissue sample
remains the same, registration is much more likely to succeed and even tissue clas-
sification could be supported by either utilizing image information from multiple
layers (reducing the effect of appearance change due to the DAB stain), or even by
deploying dedicated markers to directly highlight relevant tissues.
In addition to the benefit for processing, multiple layers, which are the result

of iteratively applying different stains, offer additional options to improve upon
image compression, as the DAB stained IHC markers algorithmically constitute a
residual to the Hematoxylin counter-stain. Together with correlations between hi-
erarchically organized subtypes of immune system components that we can expect
to observe in this kind of data, this offers a great potential to derive dedicated
strategies for WSI compression. Our current implementation of the compression
tool-chain is at proof-of-concept level, i.e. algorithmic components have to be se-
quenced or called manually and are optimized for analytical purposes, but not for
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usability and computational speed. Consequently, there is strong motivation to
improve the implementation to the state of a demonstrator, which realizes a com-
putationally more efficient compression, and a library providing the fast random
region-of-interest access that WSI applications typically require.
With the increasing use of advanced machine learning methods in image process-

ing, the values in application and research are about to shift from the developed
hand-crafted solutions towards the datasets and strategies for data management.
This necessarily comprises a fast and efficient acquisition of data and the genera-
tion of annotations, but also data storage, handling and scalable maintenance of
datasets. Regarding rapid annotation, the incorporation of methods to suggest an-
notation targets, or the deployment of a virtual ground truth from a simulation,
have proven their value in reducing the workload for the human expert. Still, ex-
ploring further options to speed up the labeling process is key, as these guarantee an
advantage in the amount and quality of training data, i.e. the core asset of modern
machine learning. Besides the application of the CycleGAN as augmentation for
simulated data, Generative Adversarial Networks have not been deeply researched
in the scope of this thesis. Thus, their suitability for other related histopathological
image processing tasks remains an open question. Regarding the dataset sizes in
this work, we often emphasized that they still present prove-of-concept evaluations
and more representative, larger datasets are desirable to facilitate a transition to
application cases, but also for continued research. A particularly well-suited exam-
ple to stress this point is the Single Mouse Trial study, as it very closely resembles
the intended application. With currently 18 models, the samples generated from
the study provide a potent initial data foundation for future evaluations and tumor
characterization trials to be added to the database. However, for this approach to
scale well to future requirements, a data management beyond a directory-based
file organization with scripting interfaces will be necessary. As the dataset size
grows, this challenge presents a continued learning problem with interesting re-
search opportunities.
Framing the data foundations as the core asset, pushes the question whether a

private dataset should be kept – to preserve a research or market advantage – or if
the data should be provided to the community. A general recommendation is hard
to give, as this question may also relate to legal concerns considering medical data.
Despite this, the answer in a research scenario clearly tends towards publication,
as the inherent requirement for comparing methods and results encourages a wide
acceptance and strong visibility of the efforts. As a company asset, a more pro-
tective approach might be reasonable to ensure the validity of the business-model.
However, a benefit that arises from public data, e.g. in challenges, is in the number
of potential solutions to the task that is generated by participating research group
worldwide.

12.3 Conclusion
GPU-accelerated deep learning enables digital pathology applications that work

with high accuracy, fast computational speed, and provide a strong adaptability to
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12.3. Conclusion

different settings in the histopathological field. Counteracting the often criticized
black-box machine learning, visualization techniques and expert interactions in
semi-automated quality assurance processes can facilitate the acceptance of ma-
jor algorithmic elements in pathology workflows. With the extending variety of
applications of (deep) machine learning in medical image analysis, the impact on
the field is growing steadily. The co-development of personalized medicine, using
rodent PDX models in preclinical screening trials and dedicated image processing
algorithms to provide suitable features for an objective assessment of treatment
success, is our contribution to advance into this future.
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A
Contributions of Co-Authors by

Publication

A.1 Foreground extraction for histopathological whole-slide
imaging

Authors [19] Contributions

Bug, D. Algorithm development and parameterization, experimen-
tal design, evaluation, paper draft and finalization.

Feuerhake, F. Slide selection, specifications and medical advice, annota-
tion verification, discussion.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.

A.2 Multi-class single-label classification of histopathological
whole-slide images

Authors [25] Contributions

Bug, D. Pipeline implementation, classifier training, experimental
design, evaluation, paper draft and finalization.

Schüler, J. Biomedical advice, data selection and annotation, discus-
sion.

Feuerhake, F. Medical advice, role of TME analysis, discussion, paper fi-
nalization.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.
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A.3. Analyzing immunohistochemically stained whole-slide images of ovarian carcinoma

A.3 Analyzing immunohistochemically stained whole-slide
images of ovarian carcinoma

Authors [22] Contributions

Bug, D. Algorithm development, annotation, classifier training, ex-
perimental design, evaluation, paper draft and finalization.

Grote, A. Slide selection, advice on the experiments, discussion.

Schüler, J. Biomedical advice, annotation verification, discussion.

Feuerhake, F. Medical advice, annotation verification, description of stain-
ing procedure, discussion, paper finalization.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.

A.4 Context-based normalization of histological stains using
deep convolutional features

Authors [24] Contributions

Bug, D. Algorithm development, implementation of benchmarks,
classifier training, experimental design, implementation of
quality measures, evaluation, paper draft and finalization,
supervision.

Schneider, S. Algorithm development and implementation, classifier
training, evaluation, paper draft and finalization. Bachelor
thesis.

Grote, A. Dataset creation, technical advice, discussion.

Oswald, E. Biomedical advice, discussion, paper finalization.

Schüler, J. Biomedical advice, discussion, paper finalization.

Feuerhake, F. Dataset creation, medical advice, staining procedures and
protocol variations, discussion.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.
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A. Contributions of Co-Authors by Publication

A.5 Semi-automated analysis of digital whole slides from
humanized lung-cancer xenograft models for checkpoint
inhibitor response prediction

Authors [20] Contributions

Bug, D. Development and implementation of the image process-
ing pipeline, classifier training, development of the meta-
processing, visualizations, evaluation, paper draft and final-
ization.

Feuerhake, F. Medical advisor, experimental planning (particularly for
meta-analysis), discussion, advice on the additional exper-
iments during the review process (supplementals), paper
finalization.

Oswald, E. Biomedical advice, slide selection, discussion.

Schüler, J. Data annotation, biomedical advice, relevance of tumor
markers and potential image features, discussion, paper fi-
nalization.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.

A.6 Supervised and unsupervised cell-nuclei detection in
immunohistology

Authors [21] Contributions

Bug, D. Indentification of the challenge and potential solution, algo-
rithm development, classifier training, experimental plan-
ning, evaluation, paper draft and finalization.

Feuerhake, F. Medical advisor, discussion (particularly applicability), pa-
per finalization.

Oswald, E. Biomedical advice, slide selection, discussion.

Schüler, J. Biomedical advice, slide selection, annotation verification,
discussion.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.
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A.7. Combined learning for similar tasks with domain-switching networks

A.7 Combined learning for similar tasks with domain-switching
networks

Authors [18] Contributions

Bug, D. Indentification of the challenge and potential solution, algo-
rithm development, classifier training, experimental setup
across the different modalities, paper draft and finalization.

Eschweiler, D. Review of different quality measures, evaluation, discus-
sion, paper finalization.

Liu, Q. Experimental planning and execution of the BRATS chal-
lenge part, classifier training and optimization, evaluation,
paper draft (sections on BRATS).

Schock, J. Experimental planning and execution of the facial landmark
detection, classifier training and optimization, evaluation,
paper draft (according sections).

Weninger, L. Supervision of the BRATS challenge part, discussion, inter-
nal paper review.

Feuerhake, F. Medical advisor, discussion, paper finalization.

Schüler, J. Biomedical advice, validity of the extended annotations,
discussion.

Stegmaier, J. Supervision and technical advice, experimental planning,
discussion, paper finalization.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.

A.8 Image quilting for histological image synthesis

Authors [23] Contributions

Bug, D. Algorithm development, experimental design, paper draft
and finalization, supervision.

Nickel, G. Algorithm development and evaluation, paper draft. Bach-
elor thesis.

Grote, A. Slide selection, technical advice, discussion.

Feuerhake, F. Medical advisor, discussion, paper finalization.

Oswald, E. Biomedical advice, annotation verification, discussion.

Schüler, J. Biomedical advice, data annotation, discussion, internal re-
view.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.
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A. Contributions of Co-Authors by Publication

A.9 Scalable HEVC for histological whole-slide image
compression

Authors [17] Contributions

Bug, D. Algorithm development, experimental design, paper draft
and finalization, supervision.

Bartsch, F. Algorithm development and evaluation, paper draft (partic-
ularly figures). Master thesis.

Schaadt, N. S. Slide selection and digitization, discussion.

Wien, M. Co-supervision, advice on codec selection and parameteri-
zation, internal paper review.

Feuerhake, F. Medical advisor, motivation of the topic, discussion, internal
review.

Schüler, J. Biomedical advisor, motivation of the topic, discussion, in-
ternal review.

Oswald, E. Biomedical advisor, motivation of the topic, discussion.

Merhof, D. Supervision and technical advice, discussion, paper finaliza-
tion.
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